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Abstract. Two-level semantics i a variant of Scott/Strachey denotational semantics in which the 
concept of binding time is treated cxplicitiy. This is done by formally distinguishing between 
those computations that take place at run-time and those that .ake place at compile-time. 
Abstract interpretation is concerned with the (preferably autcmetic) analysis of programs. The 
main purpose of these analyses is to find information that may assist in the efficient implementation 
of the programs. Abstract interpretation is thus related to data flow analysis, partial evaluation 
and other program analysis methods. Its unique flavour is the insistence on formal proofs of 
correctness and the methods used to establish these. 
This paper develops a theory of abstract interpretation for two-level denotational definitions. 
There are three ingredients in this. First a framework for proving the correctness of analyses is 
deve!oped. This may also be used to compare the precision of various analyses. Next it is shown 
that, given a choice of properties of programs, one may specify a most precise analysis (or best 
induced analysis). This may also be used to investigate the collecting semantics (or static semantics). 
Finally, we show how to modify the most precise analysis in order to obtain an implementable 
analysis where we trade off precision for implementability. 
The impact of this theoretical development is that for a large class of programming ianguages 
the semantic considerations of correctness and precision come for free by applications of meta- 
results: it merely suffices to define the analyses, the meaning of the properties studied and to 
prove the correctness of the language-dependen. primitives. The theoq :trc?n guarantees the 
correctness of the analyses for sll programs. This success is one of the successes needed in order 
to develop efficient and provably correct implementations directly from semantic definitions. 
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The purpose of semantics is to describe the meaning of programming language 
constructs. As has been advocated elsewhere [22] this may be useful for language 
designers, programmers and implementors. The language designers “may want to 
analyse the similarities and dilIerences between existing languages, to clarify their 
own understanding of proposed constructs, or to explain their final designs com- 
pletely and precisely” [22]. The programmers “may want to know that their programs 
not only conform to the syntax of the language but also behave in accordance with 
particular rigorous requirements” [22]. Finally, the implementors “may want to 
pilers which reflect the features of the language correctly” [22]. 
The motivation behind the present paper primarily stems from the third point of 
view, i.e. to study the use of formal language definitions in the implementation of 
programming languages. Three goals are important in this. One is that the semantic 
definitions, and the semantic definition language, should not be too oriented towards 
the implementation task but should be in a form where it is also useful for the 
designers and the programmers. In this respect he development of the store and 
stack semantics of [22] is not altogether satisfactory nor is it satisfactory to use a 
description language where (more or less) there is a one-to-one correspondence 
ctic constructs of the language and the semantic primitives [ 
semantic formalism is of independent usage we shall work 
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3 variant of Scott/Strachey denotational semantics [22,59,52]; this is not &e only 
sensible choice but it is no less sensible than any of its competitors. The second 
goal is that the implementations must be reasonably efficient compared with state 
the art (hand-coded) implementations. The third goal is that the development of 
tlze implementation should take place in a very systematic, and hopefully automatic, 
manner. Of the many researchers that have studied this area of semantics-directed 
compiler generation (e.g., [l&62,56,9,19]) no one has been able to simultaneously 
fulfil all three goals. This is in contrast with the related area of syntax where there 
exists parser generators based on BNF grammars in LALR( 1) form that automatically 
produce efficient parsers for a large class of readable BNF definitions. 
This state of affairs motivates a deeper study of those ingredients that are present 
in actual compilers. This will involve at least a study of program analyses, the program 
transformations these may enable and code generation. In this paper we concentrate 
on studying the use of formal language definitions for obtaining specifications of 
program analyses. We will not treat code generation although it can be handled for 
two-level definitions; instead we refer to [39,37] and their forerunners [32,35,34]. 
We have not yet investigated the interplay between program analyses and program 
transformations; for an indication of a possible line of attack see [63,29]. An 
overview of what this paper does accomplish follows below. 
Section 2: Our approach to the specification of correct program analyses is to 
use the framework of abstract interpretation. It was originally developed by P. and 
R. Cousot for flowchart-like languages [ 10,11] but has since been extended to other 
representations of programs, e.g. recursion equation schemes [26,17]. In this paper 
we extend the framework to a two-level denotational metalanguage along the lines 
of [28,31,38]. To give a very simple example of abstract interpretation, consider a 
program containing the fragment 
if 237 * (0 - 229) > 0 then p1 else p2 
and an analysis for detecting the signs of integers. In this analysis on: might 
approximate integers by the properties negative, zero, positive, nonpositive, w~zeg~- 
tive and anysign. The calculation 237 * (0 -229) might then be approximated by 
positive x (zero -positive) H positive x negative w negative 
and we would be able to ponclude that the above progr:.nn fragment could safely 
be replaced by p2. This is further clarified in Section 2 where we illustrate the 
concept of abstract interpretation by studying a slightly more elaborate example. 
Also we compare our account of abstract interpretation with other accounts in the 
literature. 
Section 3: The types of the two-level metalanguage differ from the types tradi- 
tionally used in Scott/Strachey denotational semantics. As an example, consider 
the expression O-229 and the functionality of the - operator. In ScotVStrachey 
semantics this operator will by assigned type 2 x 2 ---, 2 since it takes two integers 
and produces an integer. In the two-level metalanguage there will be two possibilities: 
ZXZ+Z and 2x2 --, Z. We shall use the first possibility if the expression is 
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evaluated at compil,+time, .g. because it occucs in a PASCAL const declaration, 
and we shall use the second possibility if the expression is evaluated at n-time, 
e.g. because it occurs in a PASCAL assignment statement. This correspon? to the 
distinction between static expression rt?ssh procedures made by 
Tennent in his informal approach to denotational semantics [61]. Indeed, similar 
considerations msy be found in some of Strachey’s early work [BO]. As for the 
expressions of the two-level metalanguage they also differ from the expressions 
traditionally used in Scott/Strachey denotational semantics and the details are 
provided in Sect 3. In spite of these differences we shall claim that the two-level 
metalanguage is asonably close to the more traditional metalanguages and ways 
of passing between these notations are studied in [43,41]. 
section 4: usually, denotational definitions are intended to describe the input- 
output computations performed by programs. In the terminology of [22] this is 
called a standard semantics. This is in contrast o nonstandard semantics that describe 
more implementation oriented aspects; examples are the stack semantics of [22] 
and our analysis of the signs of integers. In general, the structure of a nonstandard 
semantic description may be completely difEerent from the structure of the corre- 
sponding standard semantic description. This makes it harder to relate the nonstan- 
dard semantics to the standard semantics, e.g. to prove the correctness of the analysis 
for detecting the signs of integers. Our approach therefore is to obtain the various 
semantics tarting from the same metalanguage t rm and this is greatly facilitated 
by the two-level structure of the metalanguage. So in Section 4 we show how to 
define the semantics of the metalanguage relative to an interpretarion of those 
primitives that may have different meaning in different semantics. This involves 
solving- the recursive domain equations of the semantic definitions and we shall 
follow the category-theoretic approach of 158) and so model types as functors [4] 
over suitable categories. In our choice of categories we have been influenced by 
[SO]. The material is mostly standard and we only develop it at a level that will 
a!low us to define the notation rigorously. (The uninitiated reader should consult 
[SZ, Chapter 1 l] and perhaps [28, Section 2.21.) We illustrate the development by 
defining several concrete interpretations. 
Section 5: Returning to the example of detecting signs of integers it is intuitively 
clear that the analysis performed is correct and that it is safe to perform the program 
transformation. In general, we must formally prove that the results of some analysis, 
i.e. of some nonstandard semantics, is correct with respect o the standard semantics. 
In the detection of signs example the crucial ingredient is a relation R that formalises 
the intuition for when some integer is described by some property, e.g. 8 R zero and 
229 Rpositiue. We shall then prove that the operations preserve correctness, e.g. if 
P and y R 4 then x - y Rp - q. (To be precise, we could write -s for the version 
- operating over the integers and -f for the version of - operating over the 
properties.) Assuming similar results for multiplication and comparison we have 
at the program transformation is safe. In 
structurally and we establish a metatheorem of 
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correctness. To prove an analysis correct for all programs it thus s&ices to handle 
the base cases (e.g., subtraction) and we will illustrate this by proving the correctness 
of the analyses defined in Section 4. 
Sections 6 and 7: It does not suffice that an analysis is correct. Considerin 
the analysis of signs one might ima analysis where all operations produce 
the property anysign. In this analysis orresponding to 237 JI (0 - 229) 
would become 
positive x (zero - positive) - positme x anysign - anysigfi 
which certain1 is corrc~9. It is not very informative, however, and we would prefer 
the analysis described previously. In fact we may use a slight radiant of tE_.e 
elopment of correctness to compare the two analyses and to see that one is more 
precise than the other. This leads to the question of whether there is a most precise 
analysis given that the selection of properties has been chosen. (If not, there might 
be an infinite succession of more and more precise analyses although no analysis 
is better than all of therzl or there might be two incomparable analyses that could 
not be made more precise [ 111.) We study the question in some detail in Section 6 
as far as the compile-time types are concerned and in somewhat less detail in Section 
7 as far as the run-time types are concerned. We show that among a certain class 
of analyses there always is a most precise analysis which we shall call an induced 
analysis. Also we develop conditions for when it does not matter whether an analysis 
is developed in many small steps or in one big step. This may be formulated as the 
correctness of developing analyses by stepwise coarsening. Finally, we devote some 
attention to the collecting semantics (static semantics [ 111) since it is a key ingredient 
in the work of Cousot and Cousot [lo, 1 l] as well as in much of the author’s work 
[31,28]. The collecting semantics operates upon properties that are certain sets of 
values and we show that when it exists, it is as precise as possible. This means that 
an analysis is correct if and only if it abstracts the collecting semantics along the 
lines of Cousot and Cousot. However, in the case of run-time types we cannot 
demonstrate the existence of the collecting semantics in all instances and it is 
therefore beneficial that the present development does not require the collecting 
semantics to exist. 
Section 8: Although we may compare analyses over the same set of properties 
and determine whether one is more precise than another, we have no quantitative 
measure of how much better it may be. It is therefore important o have the induced 
analyses available as standards against which actual analyses may be compared. 
Whenever an analysis is less precise than th induced analysis (over the same 
collection of properties) one should be able to motivate this, e.g. that the actual 
analysis is easier to implement or is faster or less memory-demanding. Indeed, the 
induced analysis often is so precise as to be impractical. A simple example, which 
will be sketched in the next section, is that it is sometimes more precise io model 
composition of functions by some other operation on functions. owever, compo- 
sition is still safe to use and will be easier to implement han this other operation. 
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This motivates our study in Section 8 of how to specify more “impleme 
Gi;ti!yses by carefully trading precision for practicality. The practical im 
oi” this is to bridge the gap between the theory of abstract inte 
in this paper) and the practice of abstract interpretation. 
Section 9 then presents our concluding remarks; Appendices 
provide the more technical details left out from the presentation i 
and 7. 
2. Abstract interpretation 
e will now illustrate some the main points of this paper by means of a simple 
example. This takes the form o n infomlal introduction to the concept of abstract 
interpretation but intertwined with this we shall compare our view of abstract 
interpretation with the sometimes conflicting views expressed in the literature. We 
shall identify some main strands of the development of abstract interpretation but 
we shali not give a complete survey although further references wiii be indicated 
at the end of this section. 
We begin with considering the following program for calculating the remainder 
of dividing one positive integer u by another positive integer v: 
let fuq p( u, v) =if u < v then q( u, v) else p( u - v, v) 
and q(u, v)=u 
in p end 
The standard semantics [22] of this program may be viewed as a partial function 
from pairs of integers to integers but, as in denotational semantics, we prefer to 
view it as a conti us function over complete partial orders, or cpo’s. (A cpo 
a least element a least upper bounds of all nonempty countable chains an 
continuous function preserves the limits of these chains-see, e.g., [52].) So we 
model the semantics as a continuous function S: 2, x 2, --* 2, where Z,_ is the flat 
cpo of integers, i.e. 2, has elements 2 u (I} and 1 is the least element and elements 
of 2 are incomparable. In traditional Scott/Strachey denotational semantics one 
may define S by 
= FIX(h( ---, s,(s), s,(%(s))), s,))U 
here . . . ---, . . . , . . . denotes czndiiional, FIX is t e least fixed point operator, 
,(u, v) tests whether u < v, v) yields (u - v, v), S,( J, v) yields u and (x,, x,)J i 
yields Xi. . 
2.1. Analyses of programs 
We can now return to the detectio 
zero, positive, nonpos 
helpful to introduce a properky noze th2.t descri es do value. it is natural to equi 
L with a partial order G such that Z’S I”’ whenever I” is a property that describes 
more values than I’. SO we will have negative G nmzpositive and nonp 
etc. We may illustrate the ordering by the Hasse diagram in Fig. 1. 
of the property none ensures that L is a cpo. 
anysign 
/ -\ 
nonpositive nonnegative 
/‘\ /\ 
neg a~/tiu 
none 
Fig. 1. 
In fact, L is a cor@ete kzttice which means that any subset has a least upper 
bound. This is of interest because an upper bound of I’ and b” is a property 2 that 
describes all values described by &her I’ or I”. The ieast upper bound i’/_~i” 
additionally satisfies that it describes no more values than absolutely necessary in 
order to describe those described by I’ or 1”. The existence of (binary) least upper 
bounds allows us to define I by 
Here I3 will map (I,, &) to l, and clearly this describes the effect of q in the analysis 
of signs. The function f2 will map (I,, Iv) to (I, 1”) where I describes the result of 
subtracting 1, from l,, e.g. 2 = negative when & = zero and 1” = positive. The result 
of I&, 1,) is to be a pair (I:, I:) describing the part of ( ZU, IV) for which the test 
u C v may give true. So for example IJ anysign, negative) = (negative, negative). 
Similar considerations apply to I,f, so the effect of p it: ‘he analysis of signs is 
simply obtained by taking the least upper bounds of the results along the “then” 
and “else” branches. 
For a somewhat different kind of analysis we shall consider a variant of liveness 
analysis [3]. Here we want to determine whether the values computed will indeed 
be used in the remainder of the program and we say that they are live if they may 
be used and dead if they will not be used. We shall model this as a nonstandard 
semantics and so define a function J : !W + N x A4 Here M is the complete Iattic? 
that has elements live and dead and is partially ordered by dead c Eve 2s is illustrated 
by the Hasse diagram 
live 
dead 
ntuitively, it is clear that 
J( live) = (live, he), S(dead) = (dead, dead), 
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because if the result of p(u. v) will be used then we nee 
to perform the test, whereas if the result of p( u, v) will 
need the values of IL and v. Formally we shall define 
T J,).(Am.J,(((m = L) --, dead, live)) 
ere J,(m) = (m, m) because if the result of e wed, so will u and v. 
The argument o JI is (m = I) -+ dead, live as the result of u c v will be used if IYI 
indicates that the result of the conditional will be used. Next J&q, m2) = 
(m,, m, I_/ m,) because u will be used if u - v will be uEed, but u will be used if 
either u - v or v will be used. Finally, J3( m) = f ~lt: nQcl& because v will not be used 
and u will be used if and only if the result will be used. 
The analyses I and J are somewhat different in nature. The former is a forward 
arzlysis because itprcpagates properties in the direction of “flow of control” whereas 
the latter is a backward analysis because it propagates properties in the opposite 
direction 131. In other words, function space in the standard semantics does not 
always correspond to function space in the analyses. Both I and J have modelled 
Cartesian product in the standard semantics by Cartesian product but also this need 
not be so in general; however, it is convenient to postpone an example until 
Subsection 2.4. Finally, we note that (in the terminology of 1401) we have decided 
not ‘3 let the analyses tick properties onto program points so that we only consider 
how the argument and result properties depend on each other. We shall briefly 
return to this in Section 9. 
2.2. Correctness of analyses 
In general, thL its of analyses like I will be used to enable program transforma- 
tions and it is therefore important hat the results are correct. As already indicated 
in the Introduction this involves the definition of a correctness relation R between 
integers and properties. This relation may be defined directly by 
x R positive iff x > 0, x R nonnegative iff x 3 0 
etc. Alternatively it may be defined by the formula 
xRp iff flop 
where the representation function p : 2, ---, L intuitively sends an integer to the most 
precise property describing it, e.g. p(x) = positive whenever x > 0.11-r the latter case 
we shall sometimes prefer the notation @ for the relation R. We can extend the 
correctness relation to pairs by 
and to functions 
x,p: x Rp+f(x) R h(p). 
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(This slightly informal definition will be made precise in Section 5 where the relation 
R will be indexed with the types of the objects s at are compared.) With thi 
definition the correctness of the analysis 4 sim ty amounts to S R I, Since $@ and 
era1 will be defined by corn lex expressions, it is & practical imp0 
ay be established in a st This means that one only has to prc:pe 
properties like E& R and FIX R FIX. S a result is established in Section 5. 
This approach to defining the correctn of srf analysis is in accord with the 
approaches of [27,25, ._ 8,2]. It is natu om a semantic point of view as is 
evidenced by its use in a proof of congruence between a direct style semantics and 
style semantics 1501 and in the study of &definability [47]. However, 
e approach diverges from that of Cousot and Cousot [IO, 111. In their approach 
8 collecting semantics (static semantics [l I]) was defined and the correctness was 
expressed relative to the collecting semantic:, letting semantics 
was “as precise as possible”‘. Several paper4 is approach, e.g. 
[28,31,26,24], and we shah1 link up with it towards the end of this section. The 
present approach to correctness also diaers from that of [7] as we shall see shf~rtly. 
In the terminology of [29] the analysis I for detection of signs is a first-order 
analysis because the properties relate to the actual values. This is not so for the 
liveness analysis J because live and dead do not relate to the actual values but 
rather to the use made of them in the remainder of the program. Consequently, J 
is a second-order analysis [29] and the definition of correctness i  more involved. 
For functions one possibility is to define 
fRh iff Vc,m:cR’m+cofR’h(m) 
where f = 23 and h = I are typical values off and !L In this definition m is an element 
of M or a tuple of such elements and c is a function \a continuation) representing 
the elect of the remainder of the program. We may define R’ by 
and 
c R’ p iff p = dead 1 c does not depend on its argu 
c R’ (p, q) iff Vy’: hx.c(x, y’) R’ p and Vx’: Ay.c(x’, y) R’ q. 
So c R' p means that the assumptions about liveness are obeyed by the continuation 
c that represents the effect of the remainder of the program. Hence f R h simply 
says that !z translaL+ ~f~rns the liveness infor_wation correctFy hecauss if c is the continu- 
ation after f then surely c of= hx.c( f (x)) is the one before J: 
Another possibility is to use a variant of the a preach used in [29] and define 
f R h iff W, x2, P: R’(x,, x2, h(p))*R’(f(x,), fixzL P) 
where 
R’(x*, x2, live) iff x1 = x2, 
‘(x1, x2, dead) 
R’((x,, YJ, (x2, ~9, (P, 91) iff R’(xl, x2, PI and R’(Y,, YZ, 4). 
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So R’(x,, x2, p) intuitiv,&y mears that xi and x2 do not differ m 
by p, and fR h then says that h tra s the liveness informatkon correctly. 
Regardless of the method used to dc the desired correctness tatement is 
S R J and again we p;efer to establish thi a structural way. 
Finally, we should note that here m2?y be analyses that cannot proved correct 
with respect o the standard se antics. l[t wm!d seem that a~aila ~~p~essi~~s 133 
is such an example. Whenever this occurs it will be our point of view that the 
ana!ysis emt=odies more opeauthnal detail than the standard semantics does. To 
remedy this we propose to replace the standard semantics by a more implementation- 
oriented version (e.g., along the lines of the stack and store semantics of [22]). Then 
the analysis may be probed correct with respect o this implementation-oriented 
semantics but of course no conclusions can be dra n with respect o the standard 
semantics that was the starting point. 
2.3. Specificaiion of induced analyses 
We now have a fundament for the validation CC analyses. However, the develop- 
ment of abstract inrerpretation is cot complete because in general we want to 
er the most precise analysis that is possible once we have committed ourselves 
to a selection of properties. (A motivating example was presented in the Introduc- 
tion.) In order to loo into this, it is helpful to restrict the attention to forward 
analyses. We shall assume that the correctness relation in question has the form /!$ 
resentation function) and we look for a function j? from values 
in the standard s antics to properties in the analysis. The desired relation between 
x), so that @ produces correct properties, and 
x&J * GW~P 
so that 6 produces properties that are as precise as possible. On integers we simply 
define @ by B(x) = p(x) znd on pairs it is natural to put &~,y) = (&x), B(y)). 
(This slightly informal notation will be made rigorous in Sections 6 and 7.) The 
definition on functions is a bit more troublesome, as for a given property p there 
alues x such that B(x) = p and therefore one cannot simply put 
x)). Also, given p, there often is no x that is “do least as good” as 
any other x (unlike the analysis considered in [7]). So the sensible thing to do seems 
to be to combine the results for all x in question, i.e. 
HerT we have used p(x) t”p instead of p(x) = p to cater for the possibility that 6 
is not onto. ‘Under suitable assumptions about the monotonicity (i.e., preservation 
of the partial order) or cormriGty of the various functions, one can show that 
&.xkp iff xbp where x may be any integer, pair or function (see, e.g., 1381). From 
this result it easily follows that the results of /? are not only correct but in fact as 
precise as posszble. n general, the development will be omplex because c 
proper relation to use between properties. shall look into this 
We are now able to link our approach to that of 
is to define a function sohnewhat like our @ and then to use a 
lines of&x) c p to relate x and p. We h 
is only a cosmetic one. Also we are in complete 
the issue of whether to refate analyses to the standard semantics or the collectin 
semantics-our spirit conforms to that o 
On the other hand our view> are no lo 
ard by Mycroft 
ment stops with t 
nd 1273 goes on to present the W 
interpretation is merely that of proving t 
definitions of a given language ,with respect o a 
ith this definition of abstract into 
hose aspects that give abstract interpretation its unique fiavour with 
r means of analysing programs. So instead of adopting Mycroft’s 
claim that a6WxxP interpretation =8. _- l.-ectness (e.g., a) we shall ctaim that 
abstract interpretation =correc’zness (e.g., 6) 
+ ivrducec! analyses (e.g., /f) 
+ implementabk analyses (see Subsection 2.5) 
and that all these ingredients must be present in a full theory. 
2.4. 7Be role 0~” the collecting semantics 
To link up with the approach of [lo, 11,28,31] we next define the collecting 
semantics’ (static semantics [113). This should be thought of as the “most precise” 
analysis among all forward (and firstorder) ana!yses that car1 be proved correct by 
our approach. We thus restrict the attention to forward analyses; however, in the 
original work of [lo, 1 l] this was not a severe restriction b cause for flowcharts 
there is a natural correspondence between backward analyses on a flowchart and 
forward analyses on the flowchart obtained by changing the direction of the arrows. 
For the collecting semantics to be “as precise as possible” it is only natural that 
it operates on sets of integers rather than the properties posititts etc. of L. For 
technical reasons these sets must be nonempty and if they _ontain some element 
they must contain all elements less than it. If we define 
Y*={I}u{yl3y’E Y:ycy’} 
then this condition means that we may only consider sets Y such that Y = Y*. 
A consequence of this is that (unlike 1261) we cannot distinguish possible nontemi- 
nation from guaranteed termination. So the ermissible sets of integers wit1 be the 
’ Unfortunately, the term “collecting” is overloaded in the literature as is the term “static”. Hence 
the term “collecting semantics” has been used also for a difkrent concept (that might be called “sticky 
standard semantics” [40]). 
ments of the relational (or Hoare or lower) powerdomain 
This is a complete lattice and it is isomovhic 
the permissible sets of pairs of integers wil 
powerdomain 
ain this is a complete lattice and for the 
if it is identified with 9( Z x 2) 
ses of this section little harm results 
more elements. Thus we shall take 
as the functionality of the collecting semantics. 
It is helpful to imagine the existence of an operation 0 such that Pa (2,) 0 pg (2,) 
s P9(Z1 x 2,). (In fact, one may choose as the tensor product as we shall 
Section 7.) This shows that cartesian pro ct in the standard semantics does 
not always correspond to cartesian product in the analyses (as was already hinted 
at earlier). When ca ct is used we shall say that the analysis is an 
independent a tribute me 161 because it does not allow to consider the inter- 
ents of a pair. When the tensor product is used we 
tion& method [16,303 because it does allow to 
consider the interdependence between components of a pair. For a concrete xample, 
let p(x, y) be a function that computes x - y. Next consider the call p(q x) where 
x may be 1 or 2. In the collecting semantics as we have defined it, we will supply 
{( 1, l), (2,2)}* as an argument o C and we will hopefully get {O}* as the result. 
However, if we had used Cartesian product in the definition of the collecting 
semantics then we would have to supply ({1,2}*, {1,2}*) to C and would get 
(-1, 0, 1)” as the result because we could not use the fact that the two arguments 
would be the same. 
In denotational semantics we may define the collecting semantics C by the formula 
where the primitive functions are given by 
G( v = vu% Y) I (x, Y 1 E Y)*, 
d Y) = UJG Y 1 I Si4 Y i = true)*, GX n = 16, Y) I Slk Y) = faW”- 
The intended relationship between S and C is C( Y) = (S(X, y) 1 (x, y) E Y}* and it 
is not hard to prove that this holds. Intuitively, this says that C is an analysis that 
is “as precise as possible”. 
To illustrate how the analysis may be shown to abstract he analysis we need 
traction Jrtsnction a, : (2,) --* L. This function maps a set of values to the 
so to consider a concretization fu 
set of values that it describes. 
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functions must be G y&), and ty( is then 
adjtiint and y1 an upper a int. We refer to [ 1 l] for a detailed motivation of this 
condition but we and upper adjoints uniquely determine 
one another (For instance, if yI and 7: are upper adjoints of cyl then Y s yl( p) 
holds iff Y s yi( pj holds and then y1 = yi.) In terms of the representation function 
J3 it is natural to put 
and then (ar,, y,) is n adjoined pair (and /3(x 
need functions u2 : P&Z,_ x Zr) -+ L x L and yz : L x L -+ (&x2,) and it is 
natural to obtain a pair of adjoined functions by 
a*(Y) = (443y: I& Y) E m 4Y I= (5 Y) E w, 
The condition that I abstracts C then traditionally [ 10, f 11 is 
VY: C(Y)c(y,oXoa,)(Y) 
or V( p, q): ((Ye 0 C 0 y2)( p, q) E I( p, q) which is an equivalent formulation, given 
adjoinedness and assuming that the functions are continuous (or at least monotonic). 
Given the previous relationship between C and S, it is intuitively clear that I is 
correct when I abstracts C in the sense defined above. This is the motivation for 
why, e.g., authors of [ 10,l i, 281 and [31,26] express correctness of an analysis by 
comparing it to the collecting semantics. 
To show the equivalence between this approach and the one considered earlier, 
we may modify the definition of the correctness relation fi to obtakr the fo!lcwing 
definition of a correctness relation &: 
Y&p iff ar,( Y)rp, 
y; (P, 4) iff %WMP, 41, 
g&h iff =(p,q)=jg(Y)~hCp,q). 
Similarly, we may modi the definition of @ to obtain the following definition of G: 
cq Y) = u,(Y) if YGZ,, 
a;(Y) = uz( Y) if Y!zZ,XZ,, 
zig) = A(p, d-u W(g( VI 1 y&b, 411 otherhe- 
If g:!&(z~xzJ + s),(Z,), it follows by adjoinedness and monotonicity that 
d(g)=h(p,q).U{~,(g(Y))l~*(Y)~(p,q)} 
= UP, d-U Mg( ml ys YAP, 4)) = a1 O g * Y2 
and this is the best induced p icate transformer of [ 1 I]. So the 
abstracts C amounts to G(C) c nd, as was the case with p, this a 
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The approach of [ 10, 11, 28, 31, 261 may now be linked to the ap 
paper by showing that 
38: S/Z2 iff 3(a, y): C&l 
where /3 ranges over a suitable class of representation functions and (cy, y) ranges 
over suitable pairs ( cyl , 7,) and ( cy2, y2) of adjoined functions. We shall establish 
this result in Section 6. We may conclude that the two approaches are equivalent 
assuming that the collecting semantics exists. In the setting of Section 6 this is 
always the case but in the setting of Section 7 it is an open question whether or not 
the collecting semantics always exists. Hence the approach taken here (borrowing 
from [25,7,38j) would seem the sensible route in that the exi nce of the collecting 
semantics becomes a somewhat minor issue of theoretical i 
2.5. Zmplm2enftMity of analyses 
In the Introduction we stated that the induced analyses ometimes are so precise 
as to be impractical. As an example of this, consider 
0: Wadz,)+ %amw~(z~)+ RB(z,))-* @%(z,)-* %dzlN 
for which it would turn out that 
~(o)=h(g,,gz).U{~(f,“f,)l~(f*,f*)E(gl,gz)) 
=h(gl,92).U{~,of,of2OY,I(CYIOfiOY1,~,OfZOY1)E(gl,g*)} 
=~(g,,$2,.u{~,OfiOfZOYll(f*,f*)~(Y*0glO~1, Yl”gz”crl)~ 
= wh, g,h O Yl O $3 O a1 O Yl O g2 O a1 O 71 
is the best choice [28,33]. It is evident that this differs from 
O = h (81, g2)=whk2(xN 
because (Y~ 0y1 in general need not be the identity. However, for implementation 
purposes as well as from an intuitive point of view, it may be more natural to use 
functional composition always. The correctness of this amounts to showing 0 du^ 0. 
In other words, we are trading precision for implementability and we shall look 
further into this kind of considerations in Section 8. Also this is what was meant 
by implementable analyses in the above slogan since it paves the way for an automatic 
treatment of high-level operations. 
As was said in the beginning of this section, we have not mentioned all papers 
on abstract interpretation. Instead we refer to [36] for a bibliography guided by the 
correctness + induced analyses definition of abstract interpretation and to [l] for a 
broader perspective. 
es 
ing language in Scott/ Stsachey denota- 
semantics one usually uses a metalanguage that is a variant of a typed 
A-calculus (see, e.g., [59,1 ,521). A typical example of such a metalanguage (to be 
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c DML) would have types given by 
t ::=A~It,x~*~xt~It,+~*g+t~It,~ftIRECXi.t~IXi 
where i ranges over some countable index set 1 and k ranges over inte 
than 2. The Ai are base types with &OOl corresponding to booleans 
integers, and tl x l . l type, tl + 6 l l + tk is the sum type, tl -+ t2 is 
the function type an the solution to the domain equation Xi = to. 
(In general, to will he domain equation is recursive.) We have 
followed [59,14,5 more advanced type constructions like 
polymorphic type ndent types etc. Also we have followed 
[59,14,52] in not s, trees etc. as these are already definable 
using the types listed above but no profound complications would result if we did. 
There are at least two possibilities for defining the expressions of the metalanguage 
DML. The most widely used one (see, e.g., [S9]) is to use some form of A-notation, 
e.g. given by 
l a- e i ..- fl< ei, . . . , ek) I e& I illjeo I isjeO 1outjeO 1AX,: Leo 1 el e2 I Xi 
I mkrec e. I unrec e. I e, + e2, e3 l fix,e, 
where k 2 2, 1 ~j G k and i ranges over I. The _& are primitive combinators and we 
then have operations for constructing tuples, selecting components, injecting into 
a sum, testing which summand of a sum and projecting out of a sum. For functions 
we have A-abstraction, application and variables. We distinguish between the Xi 
and the to in the solution of the domain equation Xi = to and therefore have notation 
to pass from to to X; and to pass from Xi to to. Finally, we have conditional and 
fixed points (where the e. in fix,e, will have type t -+ t). 
Another possibility is to use some form of combinators [46,12,5]. This is in line 
with the categorial approach to mathemaircs where focus is on the morphisms 
between objects, i.e. the functions between sets, rather than on the elements in the 
objects (i.e., sets) as is done in more traditional mathematics. So a possible syntax 
is 
e ::=A I tuple(e,, . . . , ek) I op kej 1 illj 1 case( e,, . . . , ek) 1 Curry e. I apply 
1 mkrec I unrec I cond( e,, e2, e,) I fix,e, I epe2. 
The intention with these combinators may be expressed using A-notation as in 
tuple( e,, . . . , ek) = Au.Mv), . . . s M-9), 
takej = Av.vJ j, inj = hV.illj( V), 
case(e,, . . . , ek) = Av.is,( v) + e,(outl( v)), l l - , ek(outdvh 
curry e. = Av1.Av2 .eo( v,, v2), 
apply = Ah 212hv2, 
mkrec = Av.mkrec v, unrec = Av.unrec v, 
cond(e,, e2, e3) = Au.(&)) * (e,(v)), (e,(v)), 
fix,e, = fix,e,, elne2 = Av.e,( e2( v)). 
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The two notations (A-notation and combinators) are essentially equally powerful. 
The above equations show how to pass from the combinator language to the 
h-notation and [la] shows how to pass from (a subset of) the A-notation to the 
combinator language. It is therefore primarily a matter of taste which notation to 
use and it boils down to whether one prefers to work in a language like ML or in 
a language like FI? 
Remark. Yet a third possibility is to abandon the use of functional notation, whether 
expressed as h-expressions or combinators, and use the high-level primitives of 
Mosses [23]. These are designed to express the various ficets of programming 
languages in such a way that the resulting semantics becomes more modular. We 
conjecture that our two-level distinction between types may be combined with these 
high-level primitives in much the same way as with the functional notations. In 
other words, we claim that the decision whether or not to use two levels of types 
is rather orthogonal to the decision of what notation to use for expressions. Con- 
sequently, we shall perform the development for the more common case of functional 
notation and we merely see Mosses’ high-level primitives as possible candidates for 
our primitive combinators (the j;.). 
The two-level metalanguage isobtained by starting with some denotational meta- 
language, in our case DML, and introducing an explicit distinction between two 
kinds of types. These types may be distinguished by the names top-leoel and 
bettor !etlel or, as we shall motivate shortly, by the names compile-time and run-time. 
A possible syntax is 
ct ::= Ai 1 ctl x l l l x ctk 1 ct, + l l l + Ctk 1 Ct, + Ct2 1 RECXi.CtO 1 xi 1 ft, 
P ::= rt,3rt*, 
where ct ranges over the top-level (or compile-time) types and rt ranges over the 
bottom-level (or run-time) types. The type ft stands for “frontier type” since it is 
the frontier between the two levels; we could dispense with it and simply use 
ct l *- . .- rtl 2 rt2 but the choice made smoothens the presentation i  some places. Apart 
from the presence of ct l *- l .- ft, the syntax of the top-level types is similar to the syntax 
of the bottom-level types which again is similar to the types in DML. 
The main purpose of having two kinds of types is that it ma 
treat different occurrences of types or type constructors in diffe 
necessary in order t ay follow the approach described in the Introduction 
of obtaining the various standard and nonstandard semantics from the same meta- 
language term. To illustrate this we shall consider the program from Section 2 and 
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the definition of the functions S, I, and C The ?ypes of the functionals supplied 
to FIX are 
(LxL-,L)x(LxL * L)3 (Lx L-, L)x(Lx L-, L), 
(M+MxM)x(M -,MxM)+(M+Mx 
in s, 4 J and C respectively. One cannot regard these types as (instantiations of) 
the same type in DML but all of them are instantiations of the two-level type 
(A;,, X Ai,t-* Ai”& X (A;“, X Ajnt* Aint) + (&t X Aim Z&t) X (&Z&t3 Ad* -- 
TO see this note that Aint may be instantiated to all of 2, , L, M and P&Z,) and 
that x may be instantiated to x as well as to 0 and finally that 2 may be instantiated 
to + as well as the operator c-defined by (D + E) = (E + ). The type constructors 
x and * correspond to x and + of DML. 
From this example we may draw two conclusions. One is that it is necessary to 
distinguish between x and x in order to be able to instantiate them differently and 
by analogy that we also must distinguish between Ai and Ai, and between 2 and 
* etc. The other is that the underlined symbols are instantiated differently in 
different contexts whereas it would seem that this is not so for the symbols that are 
not underlined. It might be that we sometimes would like to instantiate different 
occurrences of underlined operators in different ways and to accommodate this we 
should extend the syntax of run- t&e types with several versions of the operators. 
This will not cause any profound complications but in the interest of brevity we 
shall dispense with this possibility. 
The above explanation does not motivate all the decisions made in the definition 
of the syntax of the two-level types. We therefore propose the explanation that the 
top-level types correspond to entitiec being manipulated at compile-time while the 
bottom-level types correspond to entities being manipulated at run-time. In par- 
ticular, rtl--,rtz is the type of computations taking place at run-time while ct, + ct2 
is the type of computations taking place at compile-time. This explanation would 
seem to make sense for the program of Section 2 for it specifies a computation by 
p that is to take place at run-time when the parameters are present whereas the 
mutual recursion between p and q is handled at compile-time. This point of view 
is perhaps most convincing when considering code generation (as is done at great 
length in 137,391) in which case rtl-rt2 is the type of code and et1 -+ et2 is the 
type of computations performed by the compiler. Returni g to the program from 
Section 2 this would amount to interpreting &nt x Aint-, Aint as a domain Code of 
code so that the type of the functional s to FI would be Codex 
Code ---* Code x Code. Since a compiler may manipulate code but not the actual 
values “living” at run-time, we decided to use ct ::=ft ::= rtl 2 rt2 rather than cf ::= 
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ft ::= rt. Furthermore, it does not seem reasonable to have somethi 
compile-time is thought of as taking place before run-time. 
e rt ::=ct as 
To summa&e we may say that the distinction between 
is useful for motivating the definition of our two-level n 
development i will suffice to observe that we need uish between type 
constructors and base types in order to be able to instantiate them differently. 
We also need to define well-formedness relations VI- ct and V It- rt on types. 
Here V is a finite set of variables and the relations are defined by the following 
inference system: 
V+Ai, 
Vi: v I- ctj 
Vl-ct,x- l xctk 
vi: v I- cf 
VI- ct,+- l l +ctk’ 
vi: v I- cti 
VI- ct,+ ct*’ 
VU {Xi} k CtQ 
V t- RECXimCt*' 
VFXi if XiE V, 
Vi: $3 lt- rti 
v II- A,, 
Vi: V IF Hi 
VII- rt& . .& 
Vi: V li- Hi 
VII- rt,+. * l +rtk’ 
V IF Xi if Xi E V, 
So V It- rt says that the free type variables of rt must be contained in K Similarly, 
V I- ct requires the free type variables of ct to be contained in V and also that these 
do not occur in any rt, -)rtz in ct. We shall mostly be interested in closed types, i.e. 
types rt that satisfy 0) !- rt and types ct that satisfy 0 I- ct. 
A distinction similar to our two-level distinction may be found in Tennent’s 
[61] informal approach to denotatio ! semantics where a function of type &t x 
A int + Aint would be called a static expression procedure and a function of type 
intXAintZ& would be called an expression procedure. Similar, but more 
rudimentary distinctions appear in some of Strachey’s early work [60] and in some 
papers on semantics-directee compiling [44,49,52,9]. In particular, the distinctions 
made in [49] correspond to distinguishing between Ai and Ai but there is no 
distinction between type constructors. n Paulson’s semantic grammars [44] (a 
icit product and fun&o 
r 5 and 2 respectively. S
esized (or inherited) attribute and 
y be viewed as corresponding to 
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our x and - respectively. (We ignore here the define statement of [44] and refer 
to [39] for a discussion of this.) It is a consequence of this that the two-level notation 
to be considered here may be viewed as a generalisation of attribute grammars. 
Expressions 
To motivate the definition of the two-level expressions we may observe that 
run-time types may appear in compile-time types because of the rule ct ::=J’t ::= 
rt,srt2. This suggests that it may be useful to use combinator notation for the 
bottom-level while there is no reason not to use h-notation for the top-level. This 
choice leads to the two-level metalanguage TMLm whose types are as listed before 
and whose expressions are given by 
.*- e i ..- fl( e,, l l l 9 ek) 1 e&j 1 injeo 1 iSjQ I OUtjQ I hxi:ct.eO 1 e, e2 I Xi 
I mkrec e. I unrec e. I el + e2, e3 I fix,,eo 
I tuple(e,, . . . , ek))takej)&j)case(e,,... 9 4 I curry eo I apply I m&c 
I unrec I cond(e, -- e2 9 e3) I fix&o I we2 l 
This is an amalgamation of the two functional notations for DML except hat we 
have only one supply of primitive combinators and we have underlined most of the 
constructs for the combinator notation. 
We shall restrict our attention to well-formed expressions. The well-formedness 
relation tenv t- e: ct says that e is well-formed and of type ct assuming that every 
variable xi of e is in the finite domain dom(tcnv) of tenv and has t* ‘pe tenv(xi). It 
is defined by the following inference system, where we assume that the types -tf of 
the 5 are closed. 
tenv F A: ct{, 
Wi: tenv t- ei:Cti 
tenvl-(e,,...,ek):ct,x=-xc?/ 
tenvl-eo:ct,x= l l xctk 
tenv I- eoJj:ctj 
tenv I- e,: cfi 
if lSj4z 9 
tenv I- inie,: ct, + l l l + ctk 
if Vi: (bt- Cti and 1 Gjs k, 
tenv t- e,: ct, -+ e a 0 -I- cfk 
tenv t- isjeo:Ab,,l 
if IISjSk 9 
tenvt- e,:ct,-t= l l +c?, 
tenv I- OUtj e,: Cfi 
if 1Sjd 9 
tellV[ Cto/Xi]l- eo:Ct, 
tenv I- (h&:Cto.eo):Cto* Ct, 
if 0l- cto, 
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tenv t- el:ctr --, cZ2 h tenv I- e2: ct, 
tenv I- ele2: ct2 
9 
tenv I- xi: ctO if xi E dom(tenv) and tenv( xi) = do 9 
tenv I- eO: cfO[ aEcXi .cto/ Xi] 
tenv I- mkrec Q:RECXi.Cfo ’ 
teXlV t- e$ REC.&da 
fenV )_ UllreC e$ C&J RECXi.CfJXi] ’ 
tenv )_ e1 : &, A tenv I- e2: ctO A tenv I- e,: cfO 
tenv t- (e, + e2, e3):cf0 
7 
tenv I- e:ct ---, ct 
tenv )_ fix,e:ct ’ 
Vi: tenv I- ci:rt%rti 
tenv I- eO:rf,xrf2~rt3 
tenv I- curry eO:rtIz(rf2zrf3)’ 
ten.4 + apply:(rt,-*rt2)gtl~rt2 if Vi: 0 II- Hi, 
tf%V i- mkteC:tflRECX,.rtolxi]-, REC&.& -- if fl IF RECXi.rfo, 
tenV I- UnreC:(RECXi.r~~)_*rt[RECXi.r~~/Xi] if fl It- RECXi.rfO, 
tenv I- e,: rt, --3 A,,*,,, j\ :cnv I- e2: $--,rt2 A tenv t- e3:rt,~rt2 
tenv I- c, >nd( e, , e2, e,): rt, 2 rt2 
9 
_- 
tenv I- e:ct 4. et 
tenv I- fix,,e:ct ’ 
tenv t- e, : rt2z rt3 A ten? I- c2: rtl 2 rt2 
tenv I- e10e2: rtl 3 rf3 
ere tenv[ct&] is the function that maps xi to ct,, and otherwise behaves as tenv 
and ct[ct’/XJ is the exnression obtained by substituting ct’ for Xr in ct (with the 
usual proviso for avoiding capture of free variables). 
ave more than one type., e.g. in, may have 
QPe d_l+A1+Az as well as A,+Ai+A,+A% -- -- . .4 similar problem arises because 
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there are distinct types ctI and ct2 such that ctI[ RBC& .cr,/X,] equals 
C~JRECX~ .ct2/X2].2 By a welllfomted expression we mi:an an expression e for which 
there exists tenv and ct such that tenv I- ext and by a closed expression we mean 
one where tenv may be taken to be the empty type environment 0. 
3.0.1. Fact. l!‘!‘e is closed, its types will be closed. 
Proof. We show the stronger result that if 0 I- tenv(xi) holds for all Xi E dom(tenv) 
then 0 t- ct holds for all ct satisfying tenv )- e:ct. The proof is by induction on the 
formal proof of tenv I- ext. Cl 
3.0.2. Example. As an example expression of TMLm consider 
thr 1’ iu, a closed expression of type Ant x Aint-, Ai,, . It is intended to represent the 
sem2tltics of the program from Section 2 and the type 
of the argument o fix therefore is as motivated earlier in this section. To see that 
a definition equivalent o that of S may be obtained from t e expression, it sufkes 
to &e 
AK”@4  = u c 0, (eloe2)(v)=(e,(e2(v)), 
twle(el, ez)W=((e~ Me2 dl, fu&,v)=u-v. 
In Section 4 we shall demonstrate this more formally and also consider how to 
obtain I and J Note that the use of both compile-time tupling (. . . , . . .) and run-time 
tupling tuple(. . . , . . . ) in the TMLm expression corresponds to the use of both 
compile-time product and run-time product in the type that is used to index fix. 
Remark. The two-level metalanguage presented here is similar to that of [37] and 
is a superset of those used in [39, 35, 31, 289. The relationship to the more usual 
semantic metalanguage DML (or A-notation) is studied in [43,41]. Small versions 
of the metalanguage have been considered in [38] where the structure of theft-types 
was left unspecified, and in [2i] where only types built from Ai, Ai and function 
space were allowed. Throughout this paper we shall find it helpful to consider 
formally defined subsets of TMLm where some types OL expression constructs are 
2 An example is ct, = X, x REcX~.X, x X2 and ct, = (REcX,.X, x (RECX~.X, X X2)) X X2. 
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absent or must satisfy stronger con?itions than presented here. ne motivation for 
this is to circumvent problems in the technical development but, as we shall see, 
these subsets will not be many and (unlike [X,28]) not very demanding. Another 
and more frequent motivation will be to make applications easier. For a given 
programming language and program analysis it is often the case that less than the 
full expressive power of TMLm is needed and it is therefore a waste of effort to 
define the analysis for all of TMLm. ile we thus find it useful to be able to define 
small subsets of TblLm it is important that the technical development works for 
almost all of TMLm because otherwise the framework will be too far removed from 
the sort of metalanguages :hat people find useful when writing semantics. We thus 
disagree with the advice of Mycroft 1271 of enly considering a metalanguage with 
types built from Ai, iii and function space. 
4. Semantics 
The denotational semantics of a programming language is usually givez by writing 
semantic equations for translating programs into terms in a metalanguage. The 
programs do not have one fixed meaning but have different meanings for different 
purposes: one meaning may specify the input-output behaviour of a program 
whereas another may describe the effect of some program analysis. As was already 
said in the Introduction, our use of a two-level metalanguage will allow us to obtain 
these different meanings by interpreting the same metalanguage term in different 
ways (see Fig. 2). Hence the development LO be performed will be rather independent 
of the actual choice of source language and will thus be of wide applicability. 
standard 
input-output 
source language C~~~~~~S ’ TMLrn / semantics 
\ property 
transformation 
semantics 
Fig. 2. The role of interpretations. 
In this section we shall define the semantics of TMLm in such a way that the 
different interpretations can be accommodated. Furthermore, we show by means of 
examples how analyses and input-output semantics may be specified as interpreta- 
tions. 0f the many approaches to the theory of domains (e.g., [53,54,55]) we follow 
e mixed categorical and order-theoretic approach of [ 581. (Tutorial presentations 
may be found in [52,46].) owever, the choice of categories is influenced by [SO] 
and in Subsection 4.2 we shall ne..d to use less common categorical notions. For 
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categorical notions we generally refer to [48, part 11, [4,21] b 
concepts needed. 
4.1. Interpretation of compile-time types 
A cpo D = (D, E) is a partially ordered set with a least element J_~ (or just J_.) 
ano a least upper bound uD Y (or just u Y) for every nonempty and countable 
chain Y in D. Without loss of generality we may restrict the attention to chains of 
the form (d,),={d,InN) where d,cd,+, and we write u,d, for U{d,ln>~}. 
An element b of a cpo D is compact (or finite or isolated) iff b E U,, d, a 3n: b% d, 
holds for all chains (d,& The set of compact elements is written BD. The cpo D 
is aZ’e6ruic (or o-algebraic) iff BD is countable and each d E D may be written 
d = Un b, for a suitable chain (b,),, in S,. The cpo D is consistently complete iff 
every subset Y of D that has an upper bound int D also has a least upper bound 
in D. A domain then is a consistently complete algebraic cpo. 
Turning to functions we say that a function f from a cpo (0, c) to a cpo (E, G) 
is monotonic iff dl G d2 *f (d&f ( d2). Then a chain over D will be mapped to a 
chain over E and the function f is continuous iff f(un d,) = Un f(d”) holds for all 
chains (d,),. A continuous function f always %ts a least fixed point and it is given 
by F=(f) = Un f “(I), i.e. f(FIX(f))=FIX(f) and if f(d)=d then FIX(f)cd 
(as may be proved using numerical induction and continuity). The function f is 
strict iff f(lD) = IE and is additive (or completely additive) iff f (u Y) = 
U {f(d) 1 d e Y} holds for cpll subsets Y of D that have a least upper bound in D. 
The function f preserves compact elements iff f (6) is compact whenever b is. 
A predicate Q over a cpo D is admissible iff we have Q(I) and, for all chains (d,),,, 
that Q(U” d,) if Q(dn) for all n. A simple example of an admissible predicate is 
Q(x) defined by x,c d. For a continuous function f and an admissible predicate Q 
we have the induction principle that Q(FiX( f )) holds if Q(d) implies Q( f( d)) for 
ail d. 
The category CPO has cpo’s as objects and continuous functions as morphisms 
and the composition and the identities are the natural ones. (It will be a small 
category in the sense of [21].) The fullsubcategory DOM of CPO nztricts the objects 
to be domains and, similarly, ACL restricts the objects to be algebraic complete 
lattices. The subcategories CP s and ACLs restrict the morphisms to be 
strict. Each of these categories can urned into an order enriched category by 
defining the partial ordea C_ on morphisms by f c g iff Vd: f(d) E= g( d) and observing 
that composition is monotonic in both arguments. Then each set Hom(D, E) of 
morphisms from D to E is a cpo and composition acts continuously. In other words, 
the categories have been turned into C -categories [a]. The product of categories 
has objects that are tuples of objects orphisms that are tuples of morphisms, 
identities that are tuples of identities he composition is defined pointwise. If 
the categories Ck are order enriched categoric -categories then so 
is the product l l x Ck where the partial order is 
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A (covariant) functor F: C, --+ C2 from a cate Cl to a category C2 consists 
of a map Fo (or just F) on objects and a family of maps Fv (ar just F) on morphisms 
such that 
and FM sends identities to identities and satisfies 
A funaor F between two CaO-categories is k~& 
FM: Homed,, &I --$ ~omVbWJ, Fo( 
U, 0.G = Mfr) Q Fh4( 
[SS] iff each 
is a continuous function. If F: Cl * C2 and F”: Cz -+ C’s then we write 
F’ 0 F: CI --+ CT for their composition. If F and F” are locally continuous then so is 
F’oF, Similarly, if fi:C-,Ci, we write (F,,...,Fk):c-+ C+* l l xck for the 
of functors that sends an o to the tuple (F,(D), . . . , Fk( D)) and a 
sm f to the tuple C FI( f ), . l . , . This gives a locally continuous functor 
if all the Fi are locally continuous a functor F over a category C will be a 
--+CforsomeN~ ere we may identify C’ with C and Co has 
To solve the recursive domain equa ons we must actually work with covariant 
functors and the contravariance of the function space construction then creates 
problems. One way around this is to replace the morphisms by pairs of continuous 
functions of the form (f’ : D-* E, f2: E + D). This will be useful when we come 
to abstract interpretation, as the pairs (a, y) of adjoined functions encountered in 
Section 2 will be natural examples. The category CP02 then has objects that are 
cpo’s, morphisms from D to E that are pairs f = (f’ : D --3 E, f 2: .E * D) of con- 
tinuous functions, composition that is defined by f 0 g = (f’ 0 g’, g2 0 f 2, and iden- 
tities that are pairs of identity functions. If f is a morphism of CPO2 we shall feel 
free to write $ = (f”, f 2, as well as f = (f& J42). We shall order morphisms by 
f~ g if! f’~“g’ and f2Cg2 and this turns CP02 into a CPO-category. In a similar 
way r3ne may define the categories DOM2, MX2, CPOs2 etc. and in general for a 
category C one may define the category C2 in the way indicated. We shall write 
fR for (f 2, f’) and to cater for product categories we shall write (fi, . . . , fk)R for 
(f 
R 
1 b. . . b _$a. We shall, somewhat informally, say that a category is symmetric when 
the operation R is available. Hence products of symmetric ategories will be sym- 
metric categories. A symmetricfinctor between two symmetric ategories is a functor 
F that satisfies F(_f”) = (F( f ))R. Following [Sci] a domain functor then is a locaily 
continuous and symmetric functor. Given a locally continuous functor 
F:C k”C that is contravariant in the first j positions and covariant in the 
last k -j positions, one may define a domain functor FS by 
FS( I,. l -3 Dk) = WA,. . . , W, 
Fs(fi,.=-,.~)=(F(f:,...,.f~,f:~,...,f~),F(f:,..., f;, f,‘+,,...,f,‘)>. _ 
Composition and tupling of 
Semantics uf types 
With Ihese preliminary notions we may of well-form 
e types. Let 2 be a list of type v and let et be 8 
&,} I- ct. TO be corn precise we should write 
but this would complicate the notation more than add to its precision. We shall 
fine the semantics of ct as a domzin functo 
(or just 9QctJ). Here 9 is a 
with each closed frontier type ft and we 
in the next subsection. The definition of 
the easy cases are 
ciates a domain 
accomplished 
tion on ct and 
where KD is the constant functor over L?, 
where Ai is some a priori given domain, and 
where Pi is the ith projectionfunctor. In particular we note that .%[A& is independent 
of .%; while this may be relaxed, the experience of Section 3 suggests that we wit1 
have no need to do so. Also we shall assume that Aboo is the cpo {true, false, I} 
and it is convenient to let Aint be the cpo (. . . , -1, 0, 1, . . . , L} of integers. For 
products we have 
have 
s is the covariant Cartesian product functor. For sums we 
s([ct, + l l l + ct& = +s 0 (J[ctJg). . . s $[ctJ,) 
where + : DOMsk + OMs is the covariant separated sum functor defined on objects 
bY 
d = I or d = (j, dj), d’ = (j, dj), dj c di and on morphism it is defined 
U+* l l +h)(d)= ’ 
if d=& 
(j, &(dj)) if d = (j, di). 
For functions we have 
+ DOMs is the exponentiation functor defined by 
D + E = {f: D -+ E If is continuous}, fi-*~=~LEP 
which is contravariant in the first position and covariant in t 
us with recursive domains where 
is leaves 
for a suitable operator REC to be defined in the remainder of this subsection. In 
rd with the previous decision not to e taken the liberty 
suming that the index i of Xi in R 
For a domain functor F : we must now show how to define 
a domain functor REC( F) s2 that can be viewed as a solution 
to the equation X = F(. . . h will be to follow [SS] but two 
modifications are in order. use domain functors rather 
than mixed contravariant and covariant locally continuous functors as in [SS]. The 
disadvantage of the latter kind of functors is that they do not compose well and 
his leads [SS] to consider a subcategory (of so-czlled embeddings) where they in 
fact do compose well. However, this means that REP is only defined as a functor 
over this subcategory and this is too restricted for our applications in Sections 6 
and 7 and thus motivates our choice of domain functors. Another modification is 
needed in Subsection 4.2 because we have to consider so-called “semifunctors” that 
do not satisfy the functor laws but only weaker versions of these. 
We first consider the effect of REC( F) upon objects and let fi = (D,, . . . t D,,,) be 
a tuple of N domains. A domain functor F@fi : DOMs2 + oMs2 may be defined 
bY 
(F@@(D)= F(D,, . . . , DN, D), mm(f) = mb,, l l l 9 ia&, f 1 
where idDa is the identity morphism on Die The category DOMs2 contains an object 
Lb that has only one element. In analogy with the chain (f”(l)), considered in the 
definition of the least fixed point of a continuous function f we define a chain 
CHAIN(FBd) = ((F@b)“( U), (F@)“(l)), 
of objects and morphisms as illustrated in 
u A ~ (F@@(U) fFed)(‘$ (F&)2(U) (F@d)2(L;. . . . 
ere J_ is the least element in Hom( U, (F@@( U)) and so is a pair of functions 
that constantly give 1. A ~01~14 (cocone [21]) over a chain (D,,, fn),, is a pair (0, (I-~),) 
consisting of an object D and morphisms r, : 0, ---* D such that Vn: r,+l 0 fn = r,, 
i.e. such that all (small) triangles in Fig. 3 commute. The cone is limiting (colimiting 
‘, (r:),) there exists precisely one (so-called mediating) 
en be to const 
. 
Two-level semantics and a tract interpretation 
To cater r this, we need the notion of embeddin v adjok8t in some 
order-enriched category is a morphism e : 9 - E for which there exists a morphism 
e”: E -+ D calf,d the upper adjoint such that e” 0 ezidn and eo e”gid,. (The lower 
adjoints of Section 2 are lower adjoints in the category of partially ordered szos a& 
monotonic functions.) It is straightforward to show that the upper a 
if it exists. Any isomorphism is a lower adjoint and its inverse is the upper adjoint, 
i.e. if e : D -+ E and e” : E + D satisfy e-’ 0 e = idD and e 0 e et = idE then eU = e-l. 
Since the identity morphisms are isomorphisms, it follows that they also are lower 
adjoints. It is straightforward to verify that 
( e, 0 e2), = ez 0 e:, erGe2 iff e:Ze,“, 
lows that the lower adjoints form a subcategory. An embedding is a lower 
adjoint that satisfies e”o e = idD and the upper adjoint is sometimes called a 
projection. 
Assume next that the order-enriched category is also symmetric. A lower adjoint 
or embedding e is then said to be symmetric iff e” = eR. We are especially interested 
in categories of the form C2 where the objects are as in C but the morphisms are 
pairs of morphisms of C A lower adjoint or embedding e of C2 generally has &e 
form e = (e,, e;) where e, and e2 are lower adjoints or embeddings of C The 
condition that e is symmetric then amounts to the condition that e, = e2. We shall 
write C2lR for the subcategory of symmetric lower adjoints of C2 and note that it 
is isomorphic to the subcategory Cl of lower adjoints of C Analogously we shall 
write C2eR for the subcategory of symmetric embeddings and again this will be 
isomorphic to the subcategory Ce of embeddings of C Any domain functor 
G : C2N + C2 specialises to covariant functors &: C21RN + 
GE: C2eRN * C2eR. To see this, note that lower adjoints and emb 
preserved because G is locally continuous and symmetricness i  preserved because 
G itself is symmetric. 
We can now show the existence of limiting cones and for this it is helpful first 
to consider the categories C 
one (0, (r”),,) of a chain (D,,, fn),, in some -category is 
(m 0 rz), is a chain in 
F. Nielson 
The interplay between locally limiting cones and limiting cones are given by the 
following results of which the first is from [Sg]. 
position. If (O,, j&, is a chain in C se (i.e. a chain of embeddings in
is limititig in CPOs iff it is locally limiting, 
cone always exists. 
If (D, (I&) is a 1imiti:gg cone in CPOs and (D’, ( I$,),) is a cone in CPOs then 
(r: Q I$), is a chain anE the mediating morphism r : D --, D’ is r = Un r: 0 ri (Le., 
r 0 r, = r;). 7he mediating morphism r is 
an isomorphism if (D’, (ri),) is limiting and then (r., 0 rr),, is a chain and 
r -1 = un r, 0 rr (and so r: 0 r = rt), 
a lower adjoint if dl r: are, and then (r” 0 rr), is a chain and r” = Un r,, 0 r: (and 
so rror=rz). 
See Appendix 
Translating the result from CPOs to CPOs2 is mostly straightforward, but one 
has to be carefu! in requiring certain morphisms to be symmetric. 
ition. l’f (D,, f”)” is a chain in CPOs2eR then 
POs2 is limiting in CP s2 i$ it is locally limiting, 
iting cone of symznet embeddings always exists. 
If (D, (q,),,) is a limiting cone in CPOs2 and (D’, (r:)“) is a cone in CPOs2 then 
(r: 0 rU,), is a chain and the mediating morphism r : D --, D’ is r = Un r; 0 r”, (i.e., 
r 0 r, = r:). 7he mediating morphism r is 
an isomorphism if (D’, (rk),) is limiting and then (r, 0 rr), is a chain and 
r --1= Un r, 0 rR (and so rro r = r:), 
a lower adjoint if all r; are, and then (r, 0 r:), is a chain and r” = U,, r, 0 r: (and 
sor~or=r~), 
a symmetric lower adjoint if all of r, and r: are. 
f. See Appendix A. Cl 
The next step is to transform the results from C s and CPOs2 to categories 
like s and s2. 
ion. By a sub- -category of a C -category C we mean a C 
that is a subcategory of C the morphisms ordered as in C and 
s that the sets of mo may be viewed as admissible predicaies 
upon the sets of mo 
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e (i.e., the fn are embeddings of B and hence of C) an (r& is a con 
Ce that is limi in C, then (D, (&) is also a cone in e (i.e., the r, are also 
embeddings in 
ma. The categories s and ACLs are admissible subcategories of 
CPOS. 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
4.1.6. Proposition. If C is an admissible subcategory of CPOs then we can replace 
CPOs by C in Reposition 4.1.2 and CPOs2 by C2 in Reposition 4.1.3. 
Proof. See Appendix A. q 
As is evidenced by Lemma 4.1.5 we shall mostly use the above proposition when 
C is DOMs or ACLs. The additional generality we have achieved is potentially of 
use later when we consider subsets of TMLm to suit given applications. Compared 
with [ 581 the condition that C is an admissible subcategory of CPOs may be regarded 
as a sufficient condition for C to have “locally determined o-colimits of embeddings” 
(in the sense of [%I). This is the key to why [SS, Theorem 23 applies to C as well 
as CPOs and thus explains why we may replace CPOs by C in proposition 4.1.2. 
We now return to the chain CHAIN(F@@. This is not only a chain in DO 
but also in DOMs2eR, as I: U + (F@d)( V) is a symmetric embedding and a 
domain functor preserves ymmetric embeddings. By Propositions 4.1.3 and 4.1.6 
this chain always has a limiting cone and we shall write 
LIMIT(F@d) = (D[F@f)], (r,,[F@d]),) 
for a particular choice that has the r,[ F@d] to be symmetric embeddings. We then 
define 
REC(F)(@ = D[F@d]. 
Next we must consider the effect of REC( F) upon morphisms. So let f : b + E 
abbreviate the tuple (fi : D, -3 E,, . . . , fN : DN + EN) of morphisms f”m fi = 
(D l,. . . , DN) to e =(E1,. . . , EN). In analogy with the definition of F@D we then 
define 
(F~J)(f)=F(f,,.*.,fN,f). 
To define REC( F)( f’> : REC( F)( 1)) + REC( F)( l?), the idea will be to transform the 
cone (D[F@E], (rJF@g]),J into a cone for CHAIN(F@@). For this we put 
E = D[F@E], s,=r,[F@~]o(F@j)“(L W-, U) 
as is illustrated in Fig. 4. This gives a cone in e leftmost rectangle 
commutes because all functions are strict3 and then all rectingles do because F is 
3 And so we cou!d not have used 
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u,is (F@ )(u) ,-, (F@fi)2( u) ,mB. . . 
Fig. 4. LIMIT(F@& as a cone of CHAIN(F@ fi). 
a &main functor and we already know that all the triangles commute.4 By Proposi- 
tions 4.1.3 and 4.1.6 there is precisely one mediating morphism from LIMIT( F@ I)) 
to (E, (~n)~) and we define REc(F)($) to be that morphism, i.e. 
REC(F)(f) = u s/r,[F@I)l”=u r,lF@&(F@f)“(l)or,[F@fi]R. 
a n 
For later reference we note that (by the propositions mentioned) 
REC(F)(f)“r,CF@d]=r,[F~~]o(F~~)“(l), 
~~[F@~]“~REc(F)(~)=(F@~)“(~)~~,,[F@~]”. 
4.1.7. Lemma. If F is a domain functor so is REC( F). 
Proof. See Appendix A. 0 
So far we have defined the functor REC(F) but not argued that it is a “fixed 
point”. By an algebra of _!@D (or F@I) algebra [SS]) we mean a pair (0, f) 
consisting of an object D of G&Is2 and a morphism f: (F@I))( D) + D of DOMs2. 
It is a&ed point of F@D iff f is an isomorphism. An algebra morphism from (0, f) 
to (D’, f ‘) is a morphism g : D + D’ of DOMs2 such that f ‘0 F(g) = g of The 
algebras and algebra morphisms form a category and in analogy with the characteri- 
sation of least fixed points of functions we have the following lemma. 
mma. For a domain functor F: s2 N+t + DOMs2 and a tuple D of 
t 
ISO[F@@ = u r,+,[F@d]o (F@d)(rJF@D]R). 
n 
T&en (D[F@d], ISO[F@d]) isafixedpointofF@dand ISO[F@d] is 
isomorphism, i.e. of the form (8,@-‘) for an isomolphism 0 of D 
1, ISO[ F@D]) is the initial algebra of F@D, i.e. for every algebra (0, f) 
ere is precisely one algebra morphism from (D[ Fad], ISO[ F@D]) to 
4 By way of digression we may note that the mapping that sends 6 to CHAIN(F@d) and P to 
((=v)W)),, corresponds to the functor S of [20]. 
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roof. See Appe 
This result also specialises to categories C2 where C is an admissible sub 
OS. We shall make use of the isomorphism ISO[. . .] in Subsection 
we interpret the expressions. 
Summary 
This completes our definition 
the following corollary. 
of the semantics of compile-time types as we have 
4.1.9. Corollary. .%l[c& is a domain functor from DOMS~~ to DO 
(X l,.*.,XN) and {Xl,...9XN}bcf. 
The proof is 5jr structural induction using Lemma 4.1.7. Fxthermore, it is a 
straightforward s~~~~~~~~ induction to show that it satisfies the following substituti Dn 
property. 
4.1.10. Fact. s[Ct[ct’/Xi]l= .%[ct] 0 (PI,. . . , .%l[ct'l, . . . , PN) for all types et and ct’ 
that satisfy {Xl,. . . , XN) + ct and {Xl,. . . , XN} F ct’. 
When ct is closed, we shall feel free to identify the constant functor 
$[&I: DOMS~~ + DOMs2 with the object of DOMs2 that it produces. 
4.2. Interpretation of ruwtime types 
The development above was rather independent of the semantics of the run-time 
types in that the semantics 9[ctD of a well-formed compile-time type ct only depended 
on domains 9( ft) for closed frontier types ft. The subsequent development e.n be 
performed at this level of detail, but in keeping with the principle of con:positionality 
we shall define the semantics of frontier types and run-time types in a structural 
way. This takes the general approach of the previous sectien and so amounts to 
defining some kind of functor ..%[rt]g over a suitable category. However, a number 
of modifications are necessary. 
One modification is that when we come to abstract interpretation it will be natural 
to restrict the domains to be complete lattices. Another modification is that we shall 
want to interpret the base types Ai and the type constructors X, + and 2 in 
rent ways for different applications. This was motivated in Section 3 when 
showing how to obtain the various standard and nonstandard semantics for the 
program of Section 2. A further modification is necessary because some of the 
interpretations of the type constructors will not be functors (over a category of pairs 
of strict and continuous functions). It will therefore be convenient for our develop- 
ment of abstract interpretation to view the constructors as a weak ind of functors 
(over a category of pairs of strict and continuous functions). Finally, we shall want 
to be able to change the interpretation of REC. 
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We first define the weaker notion of functor. Recall that a morphism f of some 
symmetric CPO-category is a symmetric lower adjoint iff f ofREid and f”of~id. 
.2.1. Definition. A semifunctor F: Cl --, C2 between two symmetric -categories 
C, and Cz consists of a map on objects and a (covariant) map on morphisms but 
the functor laws are weakened to 
F(idD) = idFtD) 9 F(f 0 g)= F(f 10 F(g), 
F( f 0 g) = F(f) 0 F(g) if f is a symmetric lower 
A domain semijknctor is a semifunctor that is additionally 
symmetric. 
.2.2. Fact. Every domain functor is a domain semifunctor. 
adjoint. 
locally continuous and 
4.2.3. Fact. A domain semifunctor cuts down to a covariantfunctor ver the subcategory 
of symmetric lower adjoints. 
Proof. For F as in the definition it suffices to prove that F(f) is a symmetric lower 
adjoint if f is. We calculate 
F(f)Ro F(f)= F(fR)o F(f)zF(fRof)jF(id)=id, 
and this proves the fact. Cl 
It follows from Fact 4.2.2 that if F: DOM& + MS is a mixed covariant and 
contravariant locally continuous functor then FS : DOMs2& + DOMs2 is a domain 
semifunctor. It is straightforward to use Fact 4.2.3 to show that composition and 
tupling of domain semifunctors yield domain semifunctors. 
Semantics of types 
e shall then interpret x, + and 2 as domain semifunctors. The interpretation 
of REC will then be some mapping from domain semifunctors to domain semifunctors 
in the same waq” that REC of Subsection 4.1 was a mapping from domain functors 
to domain functors. To make this precise we sh assume that C is some symmetric 
e -category and we then define a category F( C, N) as follows. The objects 
will be the domain semifunctors from CN to C. The morphisms will be a kind of 
natural transformation: a morphism nat : FI --j F2 will be a family nat( fi) of sym- 
metric lower adjoints of C where the index fi ranges over the objects of C”’ (i.e., 
tuples of objects of ) and such that 
)=nat(& F,(f) 
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holds whenever $: 6 -9 E is a symmetric lower adjoint of N (i.e., an N-tuple of 
symmetric lower adjoints of C). This condition is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
A type interpretation 4; then amounts to the specification of the following data: 
a subcatego S(C2) of s2 that is of the form an admissible 
subcategory of CllPOs, e.g. .%(C2) s2 or .%(CJ) = ACLs2, 
for each base type Ai an object .% 4(C2), 
for each k 32 domain semifunctors .%(x) and .%( +) from .%(C2)& to 4(C2), 
a domain semifunctor 4( -+) from 
for each N a 0 a functor .%(REc) :
that 
JYREc)(F+‘,,.=., Go(P,,...,P,),...,P,,P,*,)) 
= $(REc)( F) 0 (PI,. . ,., G, . . . , I’,+,) 
and (writing d=(&. . . , *nN)) 
~(REC)(h(b,. . . s LN+l)*fiat(&, . . . s G’L.. . s LN), . . . 9 LN+1) 
o FM.,, . . . , nat’( L,, . . . , LN), . . . , idL,J)( D,, . . . , DN) 
=$(REC)(nat)(D, ,..., G’(b) ,..., DN) 
0 .%(REc)(F)(idD,, . . . , at’(d), . . . , id,) 
when nat: F ---, G and nat’: F’ ---* G’ are morphisms of SF(S( C2), N + 1) and 
DSF( .% ( C2), N) respectively. 
Here we have decided not to be explicit about the arities k and N. Also we 
have chosen to use the simplest categorical concepts necessary. But clearly an 
object D of J(C2) may be turned into the constant domain semifunctor 
Ko: 35( C2)N + .%( C2) and a domain semifunctor F: Ca( C2)k --* 9( C2) may be 
turned into a functor 
F DSF:DSF(c%(C2), N)k + DSF($(C2), N) 
by FDSF( F,, . . . , Fk) = F 0 (F,, . . . , Fk) and FDSF(nat,, . . . , n&)(d) = F(nat&d), 
. . . , natk( d)). Concerning $( REC) we note that we have not found it necessary to 
impose a “(local) continuity” assumption.’ Often the category 9( C2) in question 
F,(g) natI Fz(& 
Fig. 5. Natural transformations. 
’ In [20] a continuity result is proved for their initial fixed point functor Y: (C -+ C) ---* C However, 
9(u)(F) would correspond to A(X,, . . . , X,). Y(AX.F(X,, . . . , X,,,, X)) in their notation and we 
have required that the (local) continuity that holds for F also holds for $(m)(F). 
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will be (a subcategory of) ACLs2 and Ve, Len t3is is so, we shall say that 9 is a lattice 
type interpretation. Finally, we should add that when considering subsets of 
we only need to interpret hose ingredients that are present but there is no point in 
being more formal about this. 
Next let X=(X,,..., XN) be a list of type variables and let rt be a type such 
that {X1,..., XN} I- r#. Given a type interpretation 9 we then define the semantics 
of rt as a domain semifunctor 
(or just 9irtl). The definition is 
where KD is the constant domain semifunctor over D and Pi is the ith projection 
domain semifunctor. 
2.4. Fact. 9[rt].e is an object of DSF( $1 C21, N) whenever {X, , . . . , XN} II- rt. 
.23. ct. 4[rt[rt’/Xi& = .%[rtn 0(P,, . . . , CaI[ldjg , . . . , P,,,) for all types rt and rt’ 
that satis$j~ the conditions {X,, . . . , XN} It- rt and {X,, . . . , XN} It- rt’. 
The proofs of these facts are by structural induction on rt and we omit the details. 
When the type rt is closed the domain semifunctor will be a constant domain 
semifunctor and so, for a closed frontier type fit = rt, 2 rt2, we shall put 
.9(rt,-_*rt2) = the object of 9(2)0 (S[rt,no, J@tJo) 
and this shows how to define a frontier type interpretation from a type interpretation. 
Examples 
ustrate the concept of a type terpretation we shall define 
f the “eager standard interpretation” (or just S). The intention is 
mantics of programs (i.e., the input-output 
en the programs are evaluated “e 
in a call-by-value sch e category in questiokl will b 
may well be those of Subsection 4.1. 
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For the type constructor x we put S(E) = IZ? where El is the smash product 
D, El l l l ED~=({smash(d, ..., d&d, ,..., dk)ED+-xDk),Q, 
KJ IX l Ofk=smash~A(d ,,.. .,dk).(fi(d,) ,..., fk(dk)), 
and GE is defined componentwise and the auxiliary function smash is defined by 
smash( dl, . . . , dk) = 
0 ,-**A if some di is L, 
(d 1, . . . , dk) otherwise. 
It is well known [58] that El gives a locally continuous functor over CPOs and that 
it cuts down to DOMs and so S(z) is a domain semifunctor. 
For the type constructor 2 we put S(t) = E!3’ where El is the coalesced sum 
ffQ 1 l l l EEt fk = coalesce 0 hd.( d = I) -9 I, 
(dll)=f-,(l,fi(dl2)),.-.,(Sf,(dl2)), 
and r= is defined as in the case of separated sum and the auxiliary function coalesce 
is defined by 
coal=4 d I= I 1 if d =I or d=(i,I), d otherwise . 
Again it is well known [58] that 19 is a locally continuous functor over CP 
cuts down to DOMs and so 2?(t) is a domain semifunctor. 
For the type constructor --, we put S(z) = Hs where El is the strict function space 
constructor 
D, @ & = ((f: D, + D2i f is strict and continuous}, E), 
where c is defined pointwise as with function space. _As before it is well known 
that El is a locallly continuous functor over C at is contravariant in it 
argument position ;Ind covariant in its second. It cu down to a functor over 
and so 5(z) is a domain semifunctor. 
We are left with defining the functor S(REC). We shall first specify its effect upon 
objects (i.e. domain semifunctors) and here we put S(REC)(F) = RECW) where REC 
is as in Subsection 4.1. To validate this choice we need to show that when 
F: Ms~~+’ s2 is a domain semifunctor then the formulae displayed in 
Subsection 4.1 still apply and that they yield a domain semifunctor. We leave these 
technical details to Appendix A. 
Next we must define (REC) on the morphisms Of 
Fl and F2 be domain semifunctors from 
152 E Nielson 
be a morphism from F1 to F2. For a tuple 6 = ( I*--*, &) of domains we define 
bY 
g,[nat, 61: (F,@@“( U) + (F,@f))“( U) 
gJnat, fi] = I, 
g,,+Jnat, dj = nat(D,, l l . , &, (FY@@“( U)) 
0 F,(idD,, . . . , id,, g,,[nat, 61). 
shall then define 
S@Ec)(nat: Fl * Fz)( d) = u ,J Fz@d] 0 g,[nat, B] 0 r;,[ Fi@BIRm 
n 
In Appendix A we provide the technical details showing that this defines a morphism 
of the category DSF(DOMs2, N) and that S( REC) is functorial. 
For later reference we shall write REC for the functor S(REC) defined here. 
4.2.7. Example. In Section 2 we considered a small functional program and defined 
its standard semantics. However, the semantics considered there corresponded to 
a “lazy” evaluation scheme (e.g., using call-by-name). To accommodate this, we 
may define the type part of the “lazy standard interpretation” Sp (or just S). We 
do so by modifying the definitions of the previous example by setting S(X) = xs 
where x is the cartesian product of Subsection 4.1, S(t) = +’ where + is the 
separated sum of Subsection 4.1 and S(z) = -+’ where + is the continuous function 
space constructor of Subsection 4.1. 
xample. In Section 2 we also considered an analysis for detecting the signs 
rs. The program considered in Section 2 does not demand the full power 
of TMLm, and to expedite the definition of the analysis, it is helpful to define a 
subset of TMLm. We already motivated this at the end of Section 3 but it is important 
to reiterate that the motivation for considering this subset is not due to limitations 
in the framework. So we shall consider a subset of TMLm that disallows recursive 
types (and some expressions, but this will be dealt with in Subsection 4.3). We shall 
use the name small imperative subset for this subset of TMLm because it is sufficiently 
large to be usable as a denotational metalanguage for a small imperative language. 
ion I that is appropriate for this detection of signs analysis 
. Concerning the base types it is natural to let I(Ai”t) = L 
where L is the complete lattice of Subsection 2.1 and to let I&& = 
((none, true, false, anytruth}, E) where none is the least element, anytruth is the 
greatest element and true and false are incomparable. We shall not be more precise 
about how to specify the remaining I(&? 
urposes sf the development of this paper there is no need to be more precise, but if we 
desired to be so we could consider uersk~~s of the “small imperative subset” along the lines of [42]. 
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to the definition 
type considered in the 
beginning of Section 3. For and the idea is that the 
jth component of a tuple in I I[H, 3_ l l l +rtkj gives the information about 
those elements of sl[rt, &* l l igtJ that are of the form in.(. . .). This then 
possibility of obtaining a more precise analysis than if some version of 
been used because then one would 
u I[r2*&* - * + rtJ if elements of the fo 
more than one value of j. 
4.2.9. Example. As our final example we shall consider the type part of an interpreta- 
tion J suitable for the Eiveness analysis of Section 2. Here we shall restrict ourselves 
to a subset of TMLm that disallows sum types and recursive types. We shall use 
the name mull JIowchurt subset for this subset of TMLm because it is sufficiently 
large to be usable as a denotational metalanguage for a small flowchart language. 
It is natural to put J( C2) = ACLs2, and J(A;,,) = M and J(&,,& = ,w where M is 
the complete lattice of Subsection 2.1 that has elements Zioe and dead and dead c live. 
As in the previous example we shall not specify the remaining J(&). To comp%e 
the definition of the lattice type interpretation J we put (x) = xs and J(i) = 
(-, O (8, &))s = +’ 0 (Pz, PI) corresponding to the definition of J in Subsection 
2.1 and the instantiations of a TMLm type considered in the beginning of Section 3. 
These examples clearly demonstrate the need to be able tn interpret the type 
constructors in different ways. In particular, the use of I(z) =-+’ defines I as a 
forward analysis whereas the use of J(z) = +’ 0 (P2, Pi) defines Z as a backward 
analysis. In a similar way we have seen that + and x may be instantiated in different 
ways (and a further example of this will appear in Section 7). 
4.3. Interpretation of expressions 
As was the case with the semantics of types, also the semantics of expressions 
will be parameterised on a specification of those ingredients that may have different 
meanings in different applications. In analogy with the approach of the previous 
subsection we define how to complete a type interpretation 4 to an interpretation 4.
This amounts to a specification of the foiiowing data: 
for each primitive combinator fi: an element $(_e) E $l[ctfl; 
function combinators 
f(mkrec) E s[rt[RECxi.rt/xi]+ REC -- 
..%(UIlr42C) E $[(REC&.l?)~rf[REC 
for all possible (i.e., type correct) choices of rt and rl; ; 
functional combinators 
9(tuple) E 9[(rt=rtl) x l l l x(rt+rtJJ3 (rt--,rt& _ _ 
(rtltrt) X l - 8 X (rtk3rt) --s (rt&* l l + 
S(a) E 9[(rt2-,rt3) X (rt,-,&) + (rtlyQ 
for all possible (i.e., type correct) choices of rt and rti ; 
a jiked point combinator .%(&c=,) E .% for all closed types ct. 
We shall sometimes refer to a specification of the above data as the expression part 
of an interpretation and, as in Subsection 4.2, we have decided to be implicit about 
indices like rt. When we consider subsets of TMLm we shall of course only neeh’ 
to interpret hose primitives that remain in the subset. We shall sometimes use the 
term frontier interpretation to indicate that the type part of the interpretation only 
is a frontier type interpretation. 
We can now address the semantic equations for expressions. For this let tenv be 
a type environment with domain {x,, . . . , xN} and with tenv(xi) = Cti and let x’ be 
the list (x1,..., xN ). For an expression e satisfying tenv F e:ct we now define a 
semantic function 
or just .Pue] when we do not want to be precise about 2, tenv and ct. The semantic 
equations are 
env = S(J), 
env = (Sl[e&env), . . . , $[e&env)), 
9I[eJjl env = Oj where (v,, . . . 9 vk) = #lel(env), 
env = (j, 4[el(env)), 
1 
I if $I[ej(env) = I, 
9[isjel env = true el(env) = (j, v) for some 0, 
false otherwise, 
9[outjen env = 
v if 9[en(env) = (j, 2~)~ 
1 otherwise, 
9[AxN+,:ct.eB env= hd.$l[el(d,, . . . , dN, d) where (d,, . . . , dN) =env, 
env)( 9 
9 env = 
Sl[mkrec en env = (ISO[S[ct env) 
where the type of mkrec e is of the form ~~cX,.ct, 
S[unrec el env = (ISO[9[Crg@( )]3_2)(9[e 
where the type of e is of the form REcX~.C~, 
i 
1. if 
S[el - e2, eJ env = 91[e21(env) if 
9[eJ(env) if 
SUfix,,el env = u ( 
n 
S[tuple(e,, . . . , ek)D env = 9(tuple)(@eJ(envi,. . . , §[eJ(env)), 
.%ltakeJ env = .%(takej), 9(&n env = 4(inj), 
SUcase( e,, . . . , ek)jj env = JQase)(9UeJ(env), . . . , 9[ek](env)), 
S[curry en env = 4(curry)($UeD env), 
SUapplyDenv=S(apply!, 
s[mkrecl env = .%(mkrec), SbunrecQ env = 9 (unrec), 
J%.&!~~, e2, e3)D env = JV&)(~Ue~D(env), 4le2ll(env), 4IeJ(env)), 
SUf&,e~ env = 9(&,)(9[el env), 
91[eloe2n env = J(o)(caUetIl(env),~Ue2n(env)). 
4.3.1. Fact. 7he aboz;e equations dejine a continuous function of the stated function- 
ality. 
Proof. This is a structural induction on expressions and, for mkrec e and unrec e, 
we use that .qCt]l(.%J[RECx, ctjj) equals .iqCt[RECx@t/xl]~ by Fact4.1.10. Cl 
We should point out that $I[fix,,eD( ) will always P duce the least fixed Point of 
s[en( ) whereas the effect of .%[f&eD( ) may depend on the interpretation. 
Examples 
4.3.2. Example. Continuing Example 4.2.6 we now complete the ty e interpretation 
to an interpretation ) for the eager standard semantics. For this the 
function “strict” that maps a continuous function to a strict continuous function is 
helpful, i.e. 
strict($) = Ad. 
1. if d=& 
Concerning the primitive combinators S(J) we shall mostly leave these unspecified.’ 
However, for the purposes of the subsequent examples it is natural to define 
S(fi) = A Cd,, d,W, < 41, Wi) = A (4 s 4M4 - 4,62), 
S(f3) = A (4,4M, %LJ = W,, 4d.W, c 41, 
where the intention is that fl, fi and fj should correspond to the functions indexed 
3 respectively in Section 2 and fUcU and fu_” should correspond to the 
in Example 3.0-2. Concerning the function combinators we define 
S(takej) = A(d,, . . . , dk).dj, S(hj)= Ad. 
I if d=& 
(j, d) otherwise, 
Nwb+ = AU dM4, 
@I( )]& 1 for appropriate types RtzcX, .rt, 
( )]J2 for appropriate types R~cX,.rf 
where we rely on Fact 4.2.5 for the last two equations to make sense (in analogy 
with our use of Fact 4.1.10 above). Concerning the functional combinators we define 
Wuple)UL - - l 9 .M = ~d.s=WfXd), . - . s h(d)), 
S(case)(f,, . . . , fk) = Ad. ’ 
c 
if d=& 
j(4) if d =(j,d&, 
S(curry)( f) = strict(hd, .strict(Ad, .f( d, , d2))), 
1 
I if f,(d) = I, 
SWnd)Cfk fi, J;) = Ad. fz(d) U(d) =tnre, 
h(d) if f,(d) = false, 
W)tfL f2) = hd=f,UXd)) 
and finally for the fixed point combinator we define 
[f&,,ejj(env) will be equal to S[fix,,el(env). 
e. Continuing Exam 4.2.7 we may complete the type interpretation 
retation S, (or just for the lazy standard semantics. Concerning 
mbinators we define 
(fi) = A (4 3 4)44 < 41, Wfi) = A (d,, d&d, - d,, d,), 
’ As in Exa consider versions of T Lm if more precision is desired. 
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Concerning the function combinators we define 
S(inj) = hd.( j, d), 
Wwply) = ML db_fW, 
S(mkrec) = ISO[S[H&~( )]Jl 
S(unrec) = ISO[S[rZ]l@( )]&2 
Concerning the functional cornbinators 
S(tupldUi, . . . 9 h) = WfiW, 
S(case)(h, l . . , fit) = Ad. ;(d) i i 
Wcurty)(f) = Ad, l Ad, .f(d, d2), 
I 
NcondM, h, h) = Ad. 
i 
f,(d) 
h(d) 
WNf,, $2 = WXhW), 
and finally the Jixed point combinator 
W&M) = Ll F”(Q 
n 
for appropriate types RucXl .rt, 
for appropriate types R8zcXt .rl. 
we define 
. 
l l 9 SkW), 
ifd =I, 
if d = (j, 4), 
if f,(d) = I, 
if f,(d) = true, 
if f,( d) = false, 
is as in the previous example. With these definitions one may verify that the function 
S defined in Section 2 agrees with the semantics (w.r.t. the interpretation S) of the 
TMLm expression displayed in Example 3.0.2. 
4.3.4. Example. Let us return to the analysis of Section 2 for detecting the signs of 
integers. In Example 4.2.8 we defined a type interpretation I corresponding to this 
analysis and in particular we defined I&“,) and I(&,O,) as shown in Fig. 6. For 
the primitive combinators f2 and f3 we may then use the definitions It and I3 studied 
in Section 2 and define I( f3) E II&,, x Aint +A in J by I(f3)=13=h(dt,d2).d, and 
~($2) E WintEAint__mt,_m -A- x A- J by I(fi) = I2 where we shall dispense with 
the tedious formal definition. For I(f*) E II[Ain, X Aint*AbooJ we demand that 
I( f,)(d,, d2) z true iff some value described by d, may be less than some value 
described by d2 and similarly I( f,)(d,, dt) zfafse iff some value described by dl 
need not be less than some value described by d2. Some examples of this are 
I( f,)(positive, positive) = anytruth, ( fi )( negative, positive) = true 
and we shall shortly investigarc tbc relationship to the functions 
in Subsection 2.1. For the functions fUC u and ,fUWV it is natural to define 
(.LJ = AM, d,).d where (4 4) = 
( fU _ “)( zero, positive) = negative. 
F. Nielson 
any_sign 
/ 
\ 
‘L . 
I(A;“,)= ntyJnJoy ltmmW/ty,. 
nega\ zer/tZw 
none 
onytruth 
I(A ) ’ >k 
-bd= +Y 7 
none 
Fig. 6. 
Concerning the function combinators we shall assume that the “small imperative 
subset” of TMLm that we consider does not contain mkrec and unrec (as recursive 
types were abandoned in Example 4.2.8). We thus define 
I(takej) = h(d,, . . . , dk).dj, 
I(~j)=hd(l,...,d,...,I), 
I(apW) = A(_6 d)$(d)- 
In the equation for inj the d argument occurs in the jth component of the tuple 
because (as was said in Example 4.2.8) this is the component hat gives information 
about the elements of the form inj(. . .) E S[rt, + l l l + rt& Concerning the functional 
combinators we define 
I(We)(h, . . . s .&I = WhW, l . . s MO), 
@sdM, . l . 9 .&I = A(&. . . s dk).fiWdU l l 4-W&), 
(curry)U I= Ad,.hdz=f(d,, dz), 
(W-L fr) = hdfl(fi(d))= 
In the equation for case we use the (k-a& least upper bound operator to combine 
the results for elements in S[rt,+- . l +rt,J of the forms in&. .), . . . , ink(. . .). Con- 
cerning conditional we shall, for the purposes of this example, assume that 
cond(e,, e2, e3) ust have e, to have ti;pe &+ Aboo,. One possible definition would 
then be to let )( f,, f2, fJ be Ad.f2(d) U f3(d). This is in line with [3] but 
completely ignores the test and is not as precise as indicated in Subsection 2.1. So 
instead we shall define 
Uf-(u (a E Alacd /\ falsecf,(a)}) 
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where A = {negative, zero, positive}. Here we decompose the argument d into the 
parts of d for which the test f, may give true or false respectively. Thus 
Subsection 2.1 corresponds to Ad. u {a E A 1 a E d A true z f, (a)} and IIF corres 
to Ad. u (a E A 1 a 5 d /\ false E f,( a)}. In Section 8 we shall return to 
definitions of .%(cond) along these lines. Finally, for the fixed point co 
may use 
as in the previous example. With these definitions one may verify that the function 
I defined in Subsection 2.1 agrees with the semantics (w.r.t. the interpretation 
of the TMLm expression displayed in Example 3.0.2. 
4.3.5. Example. Our final example is the analysis of liveness considered in 
tion 2.1 and for which a type interpretation J was defined in Example 4.2.9. 
Concerning the primitive combinators we shall follow Subsection 2.1 and define 
J(f,) = J1 = hd.(d, d), 
J(f3) = J3 = hd.(d, dead), J&d = J, = AW, d), 
J(L) = W6 4, 
where the intention with f,, f2, f3, fucu and fu-” is as in the previous examples. 
Concerning the function combinators we shall assume that there will not be any 
nested 2’s in the types and so we may dispense with apply. We thus define 
J(takej) = hd.( I, . . . , d, . . . , I) 
as also inj, mkrec and unrec need not be considered due to the absence of sum 
types and recursive types. (One may note that J(take,) not unexpectedly amounts 
to J3.) Concerning the functional combinators the assumption that no nested J
arise in the types means that curry may be dispensed with. We thus define 
J(We)(f,, . l - , h) = W,, . l . , d/c)~f,(dW~ l l fkWd, 
J(cond)(h, h, f3) = Ad&W = L) + dead* live)LJf2(d)Uf3(d), 
J(Wh, f2) = Adh(f,(d)). 
In particular we note that J(u)& f2) composes f, and f2 in the order opposite to 
e way I(o)( fi, f2) does and this is only natural when is a forward analysis and 
is a backward analysis. For the fixed point combinator we follow the previous 
example and define J(fix,) to be the least fixed int operator. With these definitions 
one may verify that the function 2.1 agrees with the semantics 
(w.r.t. the interpretation ) of the TMLm expression displayed in Example 3.0.2. 
In the previous section we showed how to obtain different meanings for the same 
metalanguage term and we argued that this would provide us with a uniform 
approach to the specification of program analyses as well as the more standard 
input-output semantics. However, this must be accompanied by a framework for 
expressing the correctness of the various analyses. In this section we develop such 
a general framework and this then serves as the fundament for our subsequent study 
of induced analyses (in Sections 6 and 7). Throughout this section we therefore 
consider two interpretations 9 and $ and study how to relate the different semantics 
that they give rise to. 
5.1. Relations between compile-time types 
Our first task is to define a “correctness” relation upon the well-formed types. 
By a relation over D and E we mean a subset R c_ D x E or a function R : D x 
E + {true, false) and we shall feel free to write R( d, e) as well as d R e. In general 
D and E will be cpo’s and (recalling Subsection 4.1) the relation R is admissible iff 
R(Lj d”,LJ e”) if (d,), and (e,), are chains such that Vn: R(d,,, e,). 
We shall write D --)( E for the set of admissible relations between D and E and 
write R : D +C E to express that R is such a relation. 
In analogy with our approach to semantics in Section 4 we shall at first only use 
that .% and JP are frontier type interpretations. We then assume that we are given a 
family a = (B(ft))fi of admissible relations B(ft) : S(ft) --)< $(ft) for each clcsed 
frontier type ft. We shall call 92 a frontier type correspondence b tween .% and 3. 
ForalistX=(X,,... , X,) of type variables and a compile-time type ct that satisfies 
1X I, . . . , XN} t- ct we then define a relation transformer 
+ (~U4l(D,, l . l 3 W +4I4lUL.. 93 4~)) 
(or just iJ@[ctn for short’). The definition is by structural induction on ct and is 
similar to the logical relations of 1471 and the relational furp&zc d,f [50]. We shall 
write~:d~~forthetuple(R,:D,~E,,...,R,:DN~EN)andthendefine 
d B[AJ(d) e iff d = e, 
d B[ct, x l l l x ctJ(d) e iff Vi: (dJi) 9Qctin(d) (e&i), 
’ As we do not (want to) index %[ctl by (D,, . . . , DN) and (E , , . . . , EN) this is slightly imprecise 
but we shall postpone a more precise formulation to Proposition 5.1.6. 
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d5qct*+* l l +ctJ(d)e iff d=l.Ae=l 
or d=(i,d’)he=(i,e’)hd’ 
for some i, d’, e’, 
d B[ct, - ctJ(d) e iff d(d’) B[ct&d) e(e’) whenever d’ B[ct,B(l?) e’, 
d !%I[REc&+, .ctl( R) e 
iff Vn: rJs[ctl@fi]*(d) (al[ct]l@@*( U x U) ~,J$~ct]t@i!?j*(e) 
where m[. . .I* = (m[. . .])J2 is as in Subsection 4.1 
and (Bl[ctn@( RI,. . . , RN))(R) = S[ctjj( RI,. . . , RN, R) 
and U x U is the universal relation over U and V, 
d a[XJ(d) e iff d Ri e, 
dB[ftn(@ e iff d%(E) e. 
Using structural induction on compile-time types we may obtain the following results. 
51.1. Fact. If {X,, . - , X,) I- ct and 3 is a frontier type correspondence b tween 4
and 3 then 
%[ctng( R,, . . . ,RN):~uctn(Dl,.=~,DN)-)<~uctn(E,,~==,E,) 
whenever Ri : Di --)< Ei (for all i). 
51.2. Fact. If {X,, . . . , XN} k ct and {X, , . . . , XN} t- ct’ and B is a frontier type 
correspondence then 
%[ct[ ct’/Xi]n( R,, . . . , RN) = aI[ctn( R,, . . . , %[ct’n( R,, . . . , RN), . . . , RN). 
When ct is a closed type (or more precisely when N = 0) we shall identify the 
constant function B[ctn with the value produced and so write dBl[ctJ e instead of 
d B [ctn( ) e. 
51.3. Example. To illustrate the definition above we shall consider the special case 
where the frontier type interpretations indicated by 9 and 9 are the same. We shall 
write < for the family of relations I : 9( ft) + $(ft) defined by 
d +ft) e iff dce. 
Whenever ct is a closed type we thus have an admissible relation 
s[ctn : J@tn +Q[ctn using the convention of omitting the brackets ( ). 
often prefer the notation sCr : 9[ctjj --)( $[ctn instead. This relation disers from E as 
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is clear from consideration of the cases where ct is Ai or ct, + 9 l l + ctk. Furthermore, 
it is not always a partial order. For an example where the reflexivity fails, let ct be 
(Aint+ Ai,t) + Aint and assume that fE .%[ctl is a strict function that is not constant. 
Then there exists d E 9[A,, + A in J such that f ( ) # 1. But I s[Aintz S 
whereas _L s[AinJ (f(d)) does not and this sh s that f set f fails to hold. 
We will, however, be more interested in set n in c when we wish to compare 
the relative precision of *‘properties” of type ct. As the relations agree when ct is a 
frontier type, we shall consider the case where ct is a compile-time base type Ai or 
a compile-time sum ct, + l l l + ctks Here our intention with the compile-time con- 
structs, e.g. Ai, is that they always mean the same and this is formalised by our 
definition of semantics in Section 4. Thus a “property” of type ct = Ai is not really 
a property at all since it is what it also is in the standard input-output semantics. 
This then motivates why “properties” would have to be equal in this case as sc, 
indeed enforces. The only trouble with sc, therefore is that it is not a partial order 
and this motivates the introduction in Section 6 of a constraint on types ct such 
that +$ will be a partial order. 
Functorial formulation 
We now have the relations needed in order to express the relation between the 
compile-time values in different interpretations. However, to prove such relations 
we shall find it helpful in Subsection 5.3 to know more about the interaction between 
.%, 9 and 9. In analogy with the consideration of relational functors in [50], we 
shall formulate this by defining a certain functor from .%, % and ,$ The category 
to be considered is SIM that has objects that are tuples (0, R, E) where D and E 
are domains and R : D * E is an admissible relation. A morphism from (0, R, E) 
to (D”, R’, E’) isapairf =(f”:D+ D’, fb: E + E’),orf =(f& fJ2), ofDOMs2 
morphisms that satisfy the “naturality” conditions 
W4 4: RM d * JW“‘W, f b’(e)), 
V(d’, e’): R’(d’, e’) * R(f a2(dr), fb2(e’)). 
Here we note that f is really a pair of pairs of strict and continuous functions and 
we use notation like f a2 as a more readable version of f 4 152. The composition is 
defined componentwise by (f”, f b, 0 (g”, gb) = (f a 0 g”, f b 0 gb) and also the iden- 
tities are defined componentwise by id(,,T/EJ = (idD, id&. It is straightforward to 
verify that this defines a category. If the morphisms are partially ordered by 
(f", fb)C(ga,gb) iff f”C-g” and fbCgb then it alsa gives a C 
An embedding of will be a morphism whose first and second components 
are embeddings of s2. By a symmetric embedding of SIM we shall mean a 
morphism whose first and second components are symmetric embeddings of s2 
as defined in Subsection 4.1. This allows us to define a category eR of the 
symmetric em dings. 
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5.1 a. Let ((DZ, R,, D!&(f& ,f!& be a chain it-~ S 
((Da, R, Db), (4, &n) cone in for this chain. ?9len the cone is locally 
(Da, (ri),,) is locally limiting for (Di, ft)*, 
( Db, (r,b),) is locally limiting for (Dt, f ,“),, 
V(da, db): R(da, db) @ Vn: R,(r:*(d”), ri*(d”)). 
f. See Appendix B. Cl 
In analogy with Proposition 4.1.3 we then have the following result which is 
slightly weaker than Proposition 4.1.3 in that we insist on only considering cones 
of symmetric embeddings. 
5.1.5. Lemma. If ((Di, R,, DE),( f& f i)),, is a chain in SI 
e a cone in SIMeR is limiting in SIM iff it is locally limiting, 
0 a locally limiting cone of symmetric embeddings always exists. 
Let ((03 R, Db), ( rt, ri),,) be a cone in SIMeR that is limiting in SI and further- 
more let ((Ea, Q, E”), ( si, si),,) be a cone in SIM. 7hen (sn 0 rU,),, is a chain and the 
mediating morphism r: (Da, R, Db) + (E”, Q, Eb) is 
r=UqprU,= 
n 
(Lls~#3”,Lls!3+!3”) 
n n 
( i.e. ro r, = s,). T&e mediating morphism r is 
0 a symmetric isomorphism if (( Ea, Q, Eb), (si, ss),) is a cone of S 
limiting in SIM and then (r, 0 sU,), is a chain and r-’ = Un r, 0 sz (and so s”, 0 r = rU,), 
0 a symmetric lower adjoint (or embedding) if all s,, are and then (r, 0 sU,), is a 
chain and r” = u nrnosU, (andso+r=r”,). 
Proof. See Appendix B. Cl 
Having investigated the category SIM we can now combine .%, 9? and 9 into a 
functor-like mapping. For a list of domain variables X = (X,, . . . , X,) and a 
compile-time type ct that satisfies {X,, . . . , XN} k ct we define a mapping 
(9, % dWl~ p or just (4 3, AktD, by 
= (4ictD(DY,. . 93 DaN), WctD(R,, . . .v &v),bU4K#‘, . . .p Dkh 
(6 wwn((fr, fP),...,(f:,fk)) 
= (4btn(ff,...9 k), bud(fP, . . ..f% 
writing ((f P, f 3, l l l 9 (f:, f&))“=((fP”, fp”>, . . . , (fgR, fkR)) we have the f’ol- 
lowing proposition. 
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5.1.6. Proposition. ?%e mapping (&9, $)[ctn : SI 
symmetric and covariant functor. 
is a l~calb continuous, 
roof. See Appendix B. Cl 
5.2. Relations between run-time types 
The correctness predicate defined above must be accompanied by a specification 
of the actual frontier type correspondence 9, i.e. of admissible relations 
% (ft) : $( ft) - $(ft). There are at least three approaches to this. One is to follow 
the approach mentioned (and rejected) in Subsection 4.2 that the structural 
specification of 9!( ft) is not part of the framework and that the theoretical develop- 
ment should be conducted at the level of compile-time types only. Another approach 
is to define representation functions or abstraction functions between the run-time 
types and then use this as a basis for defining reMions between frontier types as 
sketched in Subsection 2.3. The third approach is to define the relations between 
run-time types directly using a variant of the approach of the previous subsection. 
We have already said that we do not regard the first approach as satisfactory 
given that we want a framework applicable to denotational definitions. We favour 
the second approach as was already indicated in Subsection 2.3 because it seems 
to be the fundament for a comprehensive theory of abstract interpretation that also 
includes the specification of induced analyses and a study of the trade-off between 
precision and implementability. This approach will be the subject of Section 7. In 
this subsection we briefly consider the third approach as rt seems to be the one 
favoured by, e.g., [25,27). 
This motivates defining a type correspondence 9 between the type interpretations 
.zQ and 9. For this we shall need the following notation: for domain semifunctors 
F and G we write RR : F &” G iff RR is a relation transformer such that 
RR(Rl, . . . , RN) : F(Dl, . . . , DN) 4 G( El,. . . , EN) whenever Ri 1 Di +C Ei (for all 
i). In accordance with the definition of a type interpretation we then define a type 
correspondence 9 between 4 and 9 as a specification of 
for each base type Ai an admissible relation a&) : $(Ai) --)< d(Ai), 
for each k 3 2 relation transformers 
a(g:q&g( x) -9 w~w(+)~~w, 
a relation transformer %! (+ ) : $ (2) =X2 2(z), 
for each A[ a 0 a mapping2 (REC) on relation transformers uch that 
%(REc)(RR):.%(REc)(F) &~(REc)(G) 
whenever RR : F XN+’ G. 
=(X1,... , &) of domain variables and a type rt that satisfies 
II- rt we may define a relation transformer 
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(or just Bl[rt]l) by the following structural induction: 
aIAiD(d) = a(Ai), 
9qrp_* l l E~mQ = atlrWUrt,ll(~), l l l 9 ~l[f%ll(fi)l, 
Bl[rt&* l l &rtJ( d) = @( &)( 9l[rtJ( 
Wb%-_)rtJ(~) = NzWW~~~~(~~, 
!%[REC&+,.rt&@) = i%(REC)(%[rt&(&). 
A frontier type correspondence is then obtained by defining a( ft) = 
each closed frontier type ft. 
The above definition of a type correspondence suffices for our present purposes 
and the examples below. Comparing it with the development of the previous section 
we notd that we have not extended the definitio f (.%, 9, f) to a kind of domain 
semifunctor (.%, a, #)I rtl over a category like SI . If these “functors” were objects 
of a category like DSF(. . . , N) one could make the above definition slightly more 
precise by specifying that S(X), sic [t), B(t) should be objects of this category 
and a( REC) should be a functor over it. Also we could then develop an analogue 
of Proposition 5.1.6 and, based on the use of Proposition 5.1.6 in the next subsection, 
we anticipate that such a result would be useful in actual proofs of relations between 
$(mkrec) and $(mkrec) and between J(unrec) and $(unrec). 
Examples 
5.2.1. Example. In this example we shall study how to relate the analysis of Example 
4.2.8 for detecting the signs of ir-agers to the lazy standard semantics of Example 
4.2.7. We do this by defining a type co between the semantics S (or 
St to be precise) and the analysis s we restrict the attention to the “small 
imperative subset” of TMLm that was defined in Example 4.2.8. 
The only base types to be considered are & and boo,. Concerning &,Ol we 
recall that S(&,,) is the cpo of truth-values that has elements true, false and 1, 
and that I(&,Ol) is the complete lattice that additionally has the element anytruth. 
It is therefore natural to define 
R(&&(d, anytruth) always, 
R(&ool)( d, true) iff d #false, (&OOl)(d, false) iff d # true, 
R(&,Ol)(d, I) iff d = L. 
Concerning Aint we recall that S&n,) is the flat cpo of integers and that 
the complete lattice with elements none, negative, zero, positive, nonpositive, nonnega- 
tive and anysign that was depicted in Subsection 2.1 and in Example 4.3.4. It is 
thus natural to define 
(A;,,)& e) always, 
(Ain,)(O, e) iff e is one of zero, nonpositive, nonnegative or anysign, 
int )(-n, e) iff n > 0 and e is one of negative, nonpositive or anysign, 
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R(&,)(+r.,, 2) iff n > 0 and e is one of positiue, nonnegative or anysigro. 
This completes the definition of on base types. 
We next turn to the type constructors and begin by 6 c 
both S(x) and I(x) are cartesian product and it is the 
(x)(R,, l l l 9 &)(d, e) iff Ri(dJ1, e&l) A l l 9 A &(d& e&k). 
Concerning & we recall that S(k) is separated sum whereas (2) is Cartesian 
product. This motivates defining 
I 
R,(dl, e&I) if d = ini( 
. 
R(+)(R,,...,R&&e) iff ’ - &(c&, eJk) if d = ink(dk), 
a true if d=L. 
As an example this ensures that (&d), R(&,J)(4 e) does hold when 
d = inl( true) and e = (anytruth, zero). Finally, for _ we recall that both S(2) and 
I(z) are function spaces and it is then natural to define 
R(z)(R,, R2)(cl, e) iff Vd’, e’: R,(d’, e’)* R,(d(d’), e(e’)). 
This completes the definition of the type correspondence R as there are no recursive 
types in the “small imperative subset” of TMLm. 
This example may be compared to the less formal approach of Subsection 2.2. 
We shall return to the example in the next subsection. 
5.2.2, Example. In this example we shall study how to relate the liveness analysis 
of Example 4.2.9 to the lazy standard semantics of Example 4.2.7. For the purposes 
of the next subsection we need to define a frontier type correspondence R between 
the semantics S (or Se to be precise) and the liveness analysis J. However, it will 
emerge that the notion of a type correspondence as defined above does not seem 
to be adequate. We conjecture that this is another facet of the distinction between 
first-order and second-order analyses discussed in Subsection 2.2: the analysis I of 
the previous example is a first-order analysis [29] in that the properties (e.g., zero) 
are directly r&ted to the values (e.g., 0) whereas the analysis J of the present 
example is a second-order analysis [29] in that the properties (e.g., live) are not 
directly relate6 to the values (e.g.% 0) but rather to the use that is made of that value 
(i.e., ;he contiuuatiow of the remainder of the program). ased on the observations 
below one m&y modify the notion of a type correspondence so as to be applicable 
but we shall not 4&e into this. Instead we proceed with this example in a slightly 
more ad hoc fashion making use of what was already stated in Subsection 2.2. 
rated in Subsection 2.2 there are at least two approaches to the 
In one of these we define 
ere the intcnti 
g) expresses 
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whether a new continuation obtained by prefixing f is correctly described by the 
transformation g. In the “small flowchart subset” of TMLm to be considered here, 
there are no nested run-time function spaces and the relation (rt) maybe&fined 
structurally as follows* 
(&)( c, p) iff p = dead * c is a constant function, 
(.AkO,,J( c, p) iff p = dead * c is a constant function, 
iff V&q,..., xk : R( rti)( C 0 A&.( Xl 3 l l l 9 Xi, s l l 9 Xk), p&i). 
It is important to note that while R(E) is a relation on S(B) x J(p), this is not so 
for R( rt) which is a relation on (S(rtl + Ans) x J[rtB for a suitable domain Ans of 
answers. By structural induction on rt one may show that (rt)( c, p) always holds 
when c is a conRtaj;ri : f&rtiGon and that R(rt) is an admissible relation. Since c of 
and g(p) depe*:d cont~~~ous!y on f and g it follows that R(F) is an admissible 
relation. 
In the sec~i~d approach sketched in Subs&on 2.2 we define 
R(rh~ML g) iff VXI, x2, P: Wh)(x,, ~2, g(p)) 
* R( rrz)(f(x, L fb2Jr P)* 
Here the intention is that R( rtJ(x,, x2, g(p)) expresses whether the arguments x1 
and x2 differ more than allowed by the liveness information g(p) and therefore 
R( rtl-_*rt2)(f; g) expresses whether the transformation g is consistent with the 
semantics J: The relation R( rt) may be defined structurally as follows: 
R(Aint)(X, 3 X2, p) iff p = live * x1 = X2, 
Rl&d(~~, x2, PI iff p = live * XI = ~2, 
%?(rt,X_* l l zrtk)(x,, x2, p) iff Vi: R(rt&(x&, x2ii, pii). 
Again- it is important to note that while (ft) is a relation on S( ft) x J( ft) this is 
not so A jr R( rt) which is a relation on S 1 x S[rtj x J[rtn. By structural induction 
on rt one may show that R(rt) is an admissible relation and that 
always holds. (ft) is an admissible relation as g ranges over the 
finite domain chain of g’s will be eventually constant. 
In summary it would seem that to define a notion of a type correspondence that 
would be suitable also for second-order analyses, one should lift the assumption 
that the relation a(Crtn must be over CaI[rt] x $I[ rt] (for a closed type rt). 
5.3. Relations between expressions 
We now have the predicates required for fo~ulating the correctness of analyses. 
So suppose that 9 and 3 are fronti tations and that 9 is a frostier 
ondence from 9 to 9. ( retations and frontier 
type correspondences may be built as indicated in Subse&ons 4.2 and 5.2 but this 
will not be essential.) 
combinators o as to ful 
that 
for 
for 
for 
for 
each primitive combinator A of type C& 9th) 
the function combinators, 
rt,x* l *gs,--,‘ti 
all type correct choices of rt and rti, 
the functional corn 
(rt-*rt,) x 9 8 l x (rt=*_rtk) --, (rt-*rt,x= l l gtk)l J?(tuple), 
rt) --, (rt,+- ’ l + a + 4 b(case), _ 
2 rt3) + fl* z(rtte al Jmurry), 
1) x (%zrf2) x (rtcrf2) --, (fil-*Ml fbnd), 
hold for all type correct choices of rt and Hi, 
for the fixed point combinator that 
kt -+ co -+ 4 3w,,) 
holds for all closed ct. 
As usual, when we consider subsets of TMLm only the relevant conditions have to 
hold. This correspondence must be proved for each choice of $9 and 3 and little 
can be said in general about how to do so. As an example, if 9 is the standard 
is the analysis of signs then one will have to prove that the primitives 
ctly. For another example both .% and 3 may be analyses of signs 
slightly more accurate than 3. We shall consider concrete examples below. 
t can be said in general is that the correspondence 9 3 3 defined above is 
sufficient in order to obtain the proper correspondence between the expressions 
when interpreted by 9 and when interpreted by ~3. 
Let tenv be a type enuiro~ment with domain {x,, . . . , xN} such that 
e Cti. If e iS a well--f0 ed expression of type ct, i.e. tenv I- e: ct 
and frontier type correspondences 9? 
f. See Appendix B. q 
is theorem is similar to 
A-notation and a similar result 
interpretation there seems to be no ne 
relations and so obtain a result similar to 
Abstraction Theorem of [Sl]; this is unl 
eneration [39]. 
[ZS]. For the purposes 
Examples 
53.2. Example. In this example we shall 
of Example 5.2.1 to show that the analysi 
4.2.8 and 4.3.4) is correct with respect o the lazy standard semantics 
4.2.7 and 4.3.3). Formally, we shall prove that S I where we of course restrict he 
attention to those combinators that are in the “small imperative subset” of TMLm 
(see Examples 4.2.8 and 4.3.4). 
Concerning the primitive combinators we must consider fr , fi, fj, fu< v and &.o. 
A simple example is f3 where S(S,) = h (d,, d&d, and t(f3) = A (d,, d&d,. The 
correctness relation 
S(f3) tm!i.txA;“t_,~“tn t(h) 
thus amounts to 
(Vl RUAilltn PA h (02 Wkbll Pd --r, to* RI&II PA 
which clearly holds. We have been less detailed about the definitions of 
I( fu+) and I( fuc,) but it should be clear that the indicated definitions are appropri- 
ate for S(f...)RI[...D t(f...) to hold. 
Concerning the function combinators we must consider takei, ini and apply. That 
(t&ej)R[rt, X* l - l ~?'f&tlfi~ t(takej) 
holds for all type correct choices of rtj is analogous to the above proof for f3. That 
S(ini)R[Hj_*rtl+* l '&H&D I(bj) 
holds for all type correct choices of rti reduces to 
and using the definitio ) in Example 5.2.1 this amounts to 
which clearly holds. Finally, we must show that 
holds for all type correct choices of rti. This reduces to 
p *fW udl P) *(f(u) 
clearly holds. 
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functional combinators we must consider tuple, case, curry, q 
of tuple means 
and this 
H(ft3rfl) x l . l x (rt=rtk) - (rttrt,x- 
amounts to assuming that 
( iihWW-(~ 
and then show th 
Clearly this holds. 
The correctness of case means 
and this amounts to assumrng that 
g,( PN A l l l A WUrtkll P *fk(v) RUdl g&(p)), 
and then show that 
r v = i or v is of the form inj( vj). If v = I, the desired result is 
and if Z.J = in,(s), the desired result is 
wkere the assumptions already guarantee that f;-( vj) I[rt] gj( pJ j). The two cases of 
he desired result ow from the following fact. 
by structural induction o cases rt =Anl 
given the definitions in 1. In the case 
-or%& the result follows from the induction hypothesis and the com- 
the case rt = rtl- rtz, the re 
and the pointwise definition 
0 -&t, the first result is evident and the second 
j( vj) and using the induction 
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The correctness of curry means 
ounts to assuming 
%rtzll PA * cf(v*, tlz) %4l B(P,t p2h 
01 Al PI, 
and then showing f( v,, 
The correctness of 0 means 
, pJ and clearly this resuit holds. 
and the result may be proved as in the previous case. 
Finally, the correctness of cond amounts to 
recalling the assumptions on functionality imposed in Example 4.3.4. So assume that 
(fi R%k!int&!bool D gl ) h (fi R%Aint_,4l g2) A (f3 
v R%Antn P, 
and show that 
S(cond)M, fi, m(v) R%dl m!!a(g,, 82, gdp). 
If fi(v) = l., this is a consequence of the above fact, so we shall assume that 
fi( v) = true as the case fi( v) = false is analogous. The desired result then amounts to 
fit 4 R%4l g2( Pd u g3( Pfd 
where he = u (a E {negative, zero, positive} 1 a c p A true c g&a)} and prai! e is defined 
in a similar way. Given the previous fact and the assumption that f2 
it thus suffices to show that v R&J ptme. We prove this by a case analysis on v. 
If v = 1, the result follows from the above fact. If v = 0 then zero tp foltows from 
v R[AnJ p and fi( v) = true then gives true c gl( zero) so that zero gptrue and the 
result then clearly holds. In similar ways the result is shown when v CO or v > 0 
and this proves the correctness of cond. 
For the fixed point combinator the correctness amounts to 
(fix,,) are the least fixed point operators, this proof is 
analogous to the case e = fix,,eO in the proof of eorem 53.1. 
e. To show the correctness of the liveness analysis (of Examples 
) with respect to the lszy Stan (of Examples 4.2.7 
and 4.3.3), we shall use the frontier type c 
5.2.2. Of the two approaches to the definition of 
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J for the “small flowchart subset” of T Lm (see Examples 42.9 
and 4.3.9, we must consider the primitive combinators f,, f2, f3, fucu and fa_v. 
correctness of f3 means 
and this amounts to assuming that 
and proving that &&I, wl, p). This is straightforward given the definition of 
R&t x A;,,). The correctness of f2 means 
and amounts to assuming that 
(&tXAinJ((&, t)z)s(wl, wZJ,(P19 pIUP2)Js -e 
and proving that 
R(A;*tX Aim)(("l -- - v2, uz), (WI - w2, w2), (PI, P2)). 
First we note that (&)(t)Zs ~2, PI U ~2) iraplies that R&&Q, ~2 9 PA as 
p2 = live also p, Up, = live and then v2 = w2. Next we note that 
01 - 02, WI - w2, pJ, as if p1 = live then vl = w1 and p1 Up2 = live so that also 
v2 = w2 and then vl - v2 = wl -w2. The proofs of correctness for fr, fucu and fumv 
are conducted in a similar way. 
The only function combinator to be considered is take, and the proof of correctness 
is analogous to that for f3. 
The functional combinators to be considered are tuple, cond and 0. 
The correctness of tunle means 
and this 
[(rtzrt,) x l l l x (rtzrfk) + (c”t-_*rtlz* l gxrtk)jj J(tuple) 
amounts to assuming that 
(rt=t%) 8,) A l l ’ A (fk 
(m4 w, gdp,N-J - ’ 8ugk(Pk)) 
and proving that 
(WV l -~rfk)((h(~),*-- ,.#i(d),(fi(w), l l l ,.hbd), (PI,-*- 3 Pkb 
First we need the following fact. 
G-W, v, p) and (Mu, w, I) and ( (rt)(v, W, p) A q&p) * 
is is a s ctural induction on the cases rt = Ant, rt = Abbool and 
l l ~t-tk. otonicity” when changin 
we note that it folio 
the second assu (pi)), and from the fir 
for tugle. 
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(~J($(tr)~ J(w), pj) as desired. This completes the correctness proof 
The correctness for cond means 
W IK t r l-_, oal) x w, 2 rtz) 2f Ml =rt2) + (rti=rt2)B J(cond) 
and this amounts to assuming that 
(fi a(% -+ Aboot) 88) h (fi - 
(~m4 w, g,(( P = J-J + dead, l~~dLMp~U3(p)), 
and proving that 
WrtZNUW 4x4, Uv)), M(w) +2(w), $3(w)), PI* 
By the above Fact this is immediate if p = I, so we may assume that p f 1. Using 
the Fact 
so that 
and the assumptions we have 
(rt,)( v, w, gt(( p = 1) --, dead, he)) 
As p # l-, this means that f,(v) = f,( w). As also 
~~t*)(.~( VI,fi( 4, PA R(rt*~~~( 4, ht w), P) 
follow in a similar way and we have R( rt,)(.!_, I, p) by the above Fact, we get the 
desired result regardless of whether fi( v) = true, fr (v) = fake, or f,(v) = 1. 
Finally, the correctness of CJ meazas that 
S(O) RU(rt,-,rt~) x (rfl-*rG) + (rkS3)lI J(m) 
and this amounts to assuming 
(fi R(rt,zrtd gd A ($2 R(rtcrtd gd, 
and proving that R(rt3)( f,( f2( v)), fi(fi( w)), p). Using the assumptions we clearly 
have 
(~MfzV), &2(w), s*( PI) 
and using once more the first assumption this gives the desired resuh. 
Concerning the fixed point combinator we note that both S@x,,) and 
the least fixed point operators, and so the proof is analogous to the case e = fix,,~ 
in Theorem 53.1. 
.3 le. In Example 43.4 we defined the analysis for detecting the signs 
of integers. The definition of (cond) used was 
(cond)(f,, f;, _&) - hd.f2(u {Q E iacd A tmeEfl(a)}) 
LJJ;(U {a E A 1 a c_ d Afalser=fXa))l 
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where A = (negative, zero, pmitive}. As an alternative possibility we suggested 
WondKfL h, f3) = Ad=.tXd)Uf3(d) 
but rejected it on the grounds that it was less precise than the definition chosen. 
However, it is perfectly possible to use I’(cond) instead of I(cond) if one desires 
a less precise but more readily implemented analysis. To make this precise suppose 
that I’ is defined like I except on the functional combinator cond. We shall then 
prove I s I’ where the frontier type correspondence s was defined in Example 5.1.3. 
Since GJ q , e uals E, it is evident that I(&) sft I’( 4) holds for all function com- 
binators 4. Due to the continuity of the functions considered, also G~~...~~+ equals 
c_ and it is then evident hat I(#) ~~~...~ft+, I’(#) holds whenever 4 is a functional 
combinator distinct from cond . As we saw in Example 5.1.3 the relation sc, is not 
necessarily reflexive and so ne cannot in general claim that I(J) scr I’(J). However, 
all the & explicitly stated in the definition of I do have ct to be a frontier type and 
so the result does hold. To show that l(f&) <tcc_,cr+ct I’(&) we shall use that 
both I(&,) and I’(ltix,) are the !east fixed point operator and the proof then 
prc%eeds as in the case e = fix,e, of Theorem 5.3.1. 
Finally we must show that 
I(cond) + rt1=Abool)x(rfI=rf2)x(rrl=~~2~(rt1-+r12) 1’(cond). 
We thus assume that 
(f 1 srt,=Aml 81) A ($2 srrl=rt2 g2) A (.h srt,=rts &I, vcw 
and must show that fi( t)true) Us3( vftise) c_ gz( w ) U gd 4 where qr,, = 
u {a E A 1 a E v A me Efi( a)} and vfalse is defined similarly. But qrue c v E w and, 
similarly, walse c 0 c w give f2( qrue) L gz( w) and f3( vfalse) c g3( w) and the result then 
follows. 
cations at the compiletime level 
The development so far shows how to define analyses as interpretations (Section 
4) and how to prove them correct (Section 5). However, we have no assurance that 
a correct analysis is not grossly imprecise (as illustrated in the Introduction). 
Furthermore it should be clear from the examples provided in Sections 4 and 5 that 
a fair amount of work is involved in defining an interpretation and proving it correct. 
We argued in Subsection 2.3 that this motivates a study of how to specify induced 
analyses that are as precise as possible. Here one would start with a given analysis 
or the semantics and develop an analysis that is correct and not grossly imprecise 
and in such a way that little ingenuity is required in actual applications. Closely 
related to this is the question of whether t ecification process and the correctness 
ucted by an approa of stepwise coarsening where one starts 
with a very precise analysis or with the semantics and then gradually develops 
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analyses that are less precise but more amenable to implementation. A special 
instance of the study of most precise analyses is the study of the collecting semantics 
(static semantics [ 111) as it has been of vital importance in many approaches to 
abstract interpretation. 
We shall study such issues in this and the next section. In this section we 
concentrate on the compile-time types whereas in the next section we shall concen- 
trate on the run-time types. As a consequence, this section will only require the type 
part of an interpretation to be a frontier type interpretation. 
6.1. The adjoined case 
In this subsection we study the special case where all interpretations pecify 
analyses, so let .% and ,$ be lattice frontier type interpretations. Then for a closed 
type ft the domains .%(fo) and B(F) will be complete lattices and we shall assume 
that these are related by pairs of adjoined functions as in Subsection 2.4. To make 
this precise we define a frontier type adjunction SQ (or J& : 9 + 3) from 4 to 9 as 
a family & = ( d(ft))f, of symmetric lower adjoints d(F) : S(ft) + $(I’) of DOMs2. 
Writing cyst for (sd(ft)‘) and yB for (d(ft)*) so that ((Ye, r/l) = d(F), this means 
that we have strict and continuous functions 
such that 
Occasionally we shall allow to write (cu, y) for the frontier type adjunction & that 
has d(F) = (a~, YP). 
Remark. With respect o Section 2 we note that ( cyr(, r/l) satisfies the adjoinedness 
condition (r&) c y e XC rs,(y). Conversely, if yfi is strict and continuous and 
(rufr, yfi) satisfies the adjoinedness condition then (a#, yB) is a symmetric lower 
adjoint. To see this note that the adjoinedness condition implies that cyf, is additive 
and hence continuous and strict: if u X exists then (YJI(~ X) c y is equivalent o 
all of u X !z y#(y), Vx E X: xz yJ,(y) and Vx E X: cuf,(x)cy and this amounts to y 
being an upper bound for { arf,(x) 1 x E X}, so u { (yfi( x) 1 x E X} exists and equals 
(Ilf,(LJ X)= 
Given a frontier type adjunction & one can define a frontier type correspondence 
2 as follows. First, ,aZ(ft) is a pair of adjoined functions and so one may define a 
relation &g) by 
where the last bi-implication is by adjoinedness. e frontier type correspondence 
&? is then specified by defining A(ft) = &G). It is also convenient o define a 
notion of composition of frontier type adjunctions by (& 0 B)(ft) = d(ft) 0 B(ft) 
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and similarly to define an identity by ID( ft) = idsfp, = (Add, Ad.d ). 
consider a category of frontier type adjunctions. 
We now extend a frontier type adjunction to a kind o ion on all compile- 
time types. So given a list X = (X1, . . . , atY 
W , , . . . , XN} I- ct we shall define an adju 
(or just duct]) where D - E = (D + E) x (E + D) is the set of s2 morphisms 
Horn@, E) between D and E. The definition is by structural induction on ct and 
formalises the definition of 6 in Subsection 2.4: 
&AJ(f)=id (=(Ad&Add)), 
- &t, x u 9 ) . . . , Jqct&f )), 
Jmt,+- l •+CfkD(S9=+S(~uCt,J(f9,. l .,4 
ii%+ 4~_r9= -44~hll~J9,4enm9, 
~uR~cx~*,~CtoD(fi,=..,fnr9 
mLPUctoD@(Ew.., &191 
Q( @(h, l - l 3 fN99"(~9o~"C~uctoD~(~1,.-*, 4v91” 
where (~lictoll@(h, . . . s f.b )9(f) = 441(fl, . . . 9 fN, f 9, 
4xzfi,. . . v fN9 =A, 4mU9 = 4ff9. 
601.1. ct. The above equations dejfne a continuous function of the stated functional- 
i?y. If additionally the & are symmetric lower adjoints then also &[ctn( fi , . . . , fN ) is. 
6.13. Fact. rf {X,, . . . , XN} !- ct and (X,, . . . , XN} I- ct' then 
omit the proofs (by structural induction on ct) as they are analogous to those 
for previous results. 
.3. ct. Writing id for (hl.1, Al.1 ,idfor(id,...,id)and (jQ)&i=($&i)o(~&i) 
we have 
IDUct] = id, (s4 0 B)uctl(_T o d) = ductn(S) o !zqctn(g’). 
. If al is a frontier type a unction from .% to JF then 
ductj(fo ~0 A) =$uctn(j) o ductj(g) o $uctn(K). 
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These results may be proved by structural induction on ct or one may use that 
4[cti and JJ[-Ftl are domain functors and that 
where ct = ct’[ fti/Xn+i]s i.e. CZ’ is ct with all frontier types replaced by type variables 
not occurring in ct. 
By way of digression we note that the above results may be expressed cat 
by observing that 
u4w = 4M, [ct&@ = A(D,, . . . , &).&@](id,, . . . , id,) 
defines a functor from the category of frontier type interpretations (as objects) and 
frontier type adjunctions (as morphisms) and into a category of domain functors 
(as objects) and natural transformations (as morphisms). 
At first sight it might seem that Fact 6.1.1 says that we have succeeded in defining 
the desired “kind of adjunction” between the compile-time types as surely 
bmn*wk~ ~4 wdbn*(y)) 
where we assume that ct is closed and then dispense with the parentheses ( ). 
However, this would only be so if c_ was the proper relation to use for comparing 
analyses or properties of values. It follows from the examples in Section 2 that it 
does make sense to use E when ct is a frontier type? On the other hand, it is clear 
from the intentions of Section 3 that this is not so when ct is a base type Ai (where 
= would be appropriate) or when ct is a sum type. This was the motivation in 
Example.1.3 for defining the frontier type correspondence G (which inc4entally 
equals ID) and for studying the relations sc, (i.e., GIctn). Ch: for~nuP:iou of the 
desired “kind of adjunction” will then be that 
?or a closed type ct. However, we cannot claim that scr is the proper ordering to 
use for comparing analyses or properties of values unless scr is at least a reflexive 
relation and we saw in Example 5.1.3 that this need not be so. We shall therefore 
need to impose conditions on ct that ensure that sc, is a reflexive relation. 
Level-preserving types 
First we define three predicates on compile-time types. The predicate LT for 
level-preserving type intends to guarantee that scr is a partial order that implies C. 
The predicate ET for pure type intends to guarantee that sC, equals = and the 
predicate IT for impure type intends to guarantee that sCcr equals C. To cater for 
nonclosed types we shall need to supply each predicate with two disjoint sets of 
9 To some extent even this is a matter of good fortune: in [26] it is shown that if one wants to obtain 
stronger results from abstract interpretation than we can here, then also c must be replaced by another 
partial order. 
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type variables: one for those that are assumed to be pure and one for those that 
are assumed to be impure. (Any free variable of ct not in the union of these sets 
will be assumed to be level-preserving.) The definition of the predicates is by 
structnnral induction on ct and partly interdependent (see Table 1). Considering ct 
we shall assume that {X,, . . -, XN} t- ct and that P and I are disjoint subsets of 
IX 1, . . . , XN}. The predicate pure corresponds to the predicate pure of 1281 and 
the predicates level-preserving and impure generalise the predicates level-preserving 
and impure of 2381 by extending them to a richer type structure. Also the predicate 
level-preserving eneralises the predicate contravariantly pure of [28]. 
We shall next consider some examples of these predicates and then prove that 
they live up to the intentions. 
6.1.5. Example. A closed type ct will be pure iff it contains no frontier types, i.e. 
iff it contains no underlined symbols. A closed type ct will be impure if it contains 
no Ai or +. However, there may be impure types that do contain some Ai and +, 
and an example is (A, + A,) ---* (A -+ A4). It is harder to describe intuitively when 
a type will be level-preserving. As an example the type (A,,+ Ai,J -+ Aint that 
caused problems in Example 5.1.3 will not be level-preserving. Looking at the types 
of the combinators of TMLm we see that all types of the form fit (the function 
combinators) and ft x l l l xft +it (the functional combinators) will be level- 
preserving (and in fact impure). Concerning the type (ct ---, ct) + ct (the fixpoint 
combinator) we see that it is level-preserving iff ct is either pure or impure and that 
this holds iff (ct + ct) --* ct itself is either pure or impure. 
To state that the predicates live up to the intentions, we need some notation. We 
shall say that a relation I? : D * D equals = iff R( d,, dz) is equivalent o dl = dz. 
Similarly, we shall say that R equals E iff R(d,, d2) is equivalent o dl c_ & 
Table 1 
ct LT( p, I, ct) mP, 1, ct) IT( p, I, ct) 
4 true 
et, x - ’ = x ct, Ai LT(P, 4 Cti) 
ct, + ’ l * + ct, Ai LT(P, 4 Cti) 
ct, - ct, WV’, 4 ct,) A L-W, 4 ct,)l 
v [ LT( P, 1, ct, ) A IT( P, 1, ct2)] 
REC&,,+, .ct, LW’\WN+J, N&+,L cto) 
v pnpu Wrv+l~r I\W,+,L cto) 
v ~wv&+,~, 1 u {&+Jr %i 
xi me 
F true 
true 
Ai Wpl 4 cti) 
Ai WP, 4 cti) 
Ai WP, I9 cti) 
mpu K+,L 
N&+,L cto) 
Xi E P 
false 
false 
Ai IT(P, 1, Cti) 
false 
LTV”, 4 ct,) 
A IT( f, I, ct2) 
WP\W,+J, 
1 u mv+J, cto) 
Xi E I 
true 
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4. nition. A relation R : -+ D is a suborder iff R is reflexive and transitive 
and we have R( d, , dz) * d1 c d2 for all d, and d2. 
Since 5 is antisymmetric, it follows that a suborder R is antisymmetric as well 
and so a suborder is a partial order. Clearly, = and E are examples of suborders. 
6.1.7. Lemma. For a closed type ct, i.e. 0 I- ct, we have 
e if LT(0, $3, ct) then sc, is a suborder; 
a if PT(4), & ct) then (@, $3, et) and s =, equals = ; 
0 if IT@, 0, ct) then LT(& 0, ct) and SC, equals E. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on ct and since we will encounter 
nonclosed types, we need yet another definition and a stronger induction hypothesis. 
6.1.8. Definition. A tuple d = (R, : D, --)( D1, . . . , RN : DN +C DN) is a (P, I)-valid 
assignment of relations iff P and I are disjoint subsets of {X,, . . . , XN} and all Ri 
are suborders that equal = when Xi E P and that equal c when Xi E I. 
Clearly, the empty tuple is (0, @)-valid. It therefore suffices to prove by structural 
induction on ct that if {X1,. . . , XN} I- ct and R’ is a (P, I)-valid assignment of 
relations then 
0 if LT( P, I, ct) then “-uctl(l?) is a suborder, 
0 if PT( P, I, ct) then LT( P, I, ct) and sl[ct]l(d) equals =, 
0 if IT( P, I, ct) then LT( P, I, ct) and cl[ctl(I?) equals E. 
The details may be found in Appendix C. Cl 
In the next subsection we shall need 
property than merely being a suborder. 
that the suborder < -ct satisfies a stronger 
61.9. Definition. A suborder R : D --)< D is dense iff 
6.1.10. Lemma. If ct is closed and level-preserving then scr is dense. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on ct and since we will encounter 
nonclosed types, we need yet another definition and a stronger induction hypothesis. 
6.1.11. Definition. A tuple d = (R, : D, --)< D,, . . . , RN : DN -+ DN) is a (P, I)-valid 
assignment of dense relations iff d is a (P, I)-valid assignment of relations and 
The induction hypothesis then is: 
let ct satisfy {X, , . . . , XN} I- c? and LT( P, I, ct) for disjoint subsets P 
I {X Iv= 9 Xd; 
= 
l,=*-7 ,,, ) is a (P, I) -valid assignment of dense relations then 
s[ctj(I?) is dense. 
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We leave the details of the structural induction to Appendix C. 0 
6.1.12. Lemma. Let s : D +. D be a dense suborder on the domain D. If a none 
subset Y c D has an upper bound w.r.t. s then u Y exists and is the least upper bnund 
w.r*t. S. 
roof. If Y has an upper bound d w.r.t. G then also d is an upper bound w.r.t. E 
because G is a suborder. As D is a domain (hence consistently complete), it follows 
that u Y exists. Since Y is nonempty, it contains an element y. We have y s d and 
y c_ u Y r d so that y G u Y s d given that s is dense. It follows that u Y is an 
upper bound w.r.t. G and as d was an arbitrary upper bound, it also follows that 
U Y is least w.r.t. G. (Note that U Y G d may fail if Y is empty.) 0 
emark. In 1381 the condition that Y should have an upper bound w.r.t. s was 
replaced by a condition that any two elements of Y were “faithful” to one another 
for a suitable relation of “faithfulness”. We conjecture that the two conditions are 
equivalent for lattice (frontier) type interpretations but we need not go further into 
this here. 
Adjoinedness 
We can now prove that the adjunction transformer &[ctj gives rise to a “kind of 
adjunction” between level-preserving compile-time types. 
6.1.13. Theorem. For a closed and level-preserving type ct we have 
x Set (&qct12)(y) W xS2IJcq y e (JqCfl’)(X) q,y 
where we have omitted the empty parentheses ( ). 
roof. The proof is by structural induction on ct and since we will encounter 
nonclosed types, we need an auxiliary definition and an auxiliary result. 
6.1.1 efinition. We shall say that (f’ : D --, E, f 2: E + D) cooperates with 
(R’: --)< D, R’: D --)< E, R3 : E - E) iff f’ and f2 are strict and continuous func- 
tions and R’ and R3 are suborders uch that d R’ (f2(e)) a d R2 e CB (f’(d)) R3 e 
holds for all d E 
Clearly, for a closed type ct the desired adjunction result amounts to the statement 
that &[ctl cooperates with &,, d[ctl, s,,). 
5. ma. If (f ‘, f ‘) cooperates with (R’, R2, R3) then f’ andf 2 are monotonic 
with respect to R ’ and R3, i.e. 
d’ R’ d” a f ‘(d’) R3 f ‘(d”), e’ R3 e” a f’(e’) R’ f2(e”). 
Furthermore, dR’(f2(f1(d))) andf’(f2(e)) R3ealways hold. 
‘(d’)andusingthat(f’, 
’ f2(f ‘(d”)). Ifalso d’ 
-I, f 2, cooperates wit 
e claims and the other 
e induction hypothesis for the structural induction on ct then is: 
let P and I be disjoint subsets of {X,, . . . ) Xnr} such that 
1X l,. . . , XN} I- ct and LT(P, 2, et); 
let j’j and Rj be s 
(R 
1 1,. . . , Rh) and 
then &[ctl(fi, . . . , &) cooperates with (s[ctl( R:, . . . , RL)* 
d[ctl( R;, . . . , “,), +tJ( R;, . . . , RL)). 
We leave the details of this structural induction to Appendix C and this then 
completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.13. Cl 
It is now a consequence of Lemma 6.1.7 and Theorem 6.1.13 that &[ctn specifies 
analyses that are correct and as precise as possible. 
rollaryY Let .% and 9 be lattice frontier type interpretations and .s& : ._% - ~8 
a frontier type adjunction. If ct is closed, i.e. 0 I- ct, and level-preserving, i.e.LT((b, 0, ct), 
then 
e (8Q[ctl’)(x) is correct w.r.t. x, i.e. xhuctl (duct)‘(x)), 
0 (&[ctn’)(x) is as precise as possible w.r.t. x, i.e. x&t1 y @ (&[ctn’)(x) s Ct y 
for all x E .%I[ct]l and y E $1[ctn. 
Proof. The second claim follows from Theorem 6.1.13 and since s C, is reflexive by 
Lemma 6.1.7 also the first claim follows. Cl 
The practical implication of this is that, when specifying a new analysis 9 in 
terms of a known one 9, we need not spend efforts on specifying the primitives of 
level-preserving types but that instead we can rely on a general framework to do 
so. If, on the other hand, for reasons of efficiency we want to specify the primitives 
of 3 to be something else, then we have a “most precise” possibility that it may be 
compared to, and so we can better judge whether the proposed definition is grossly 
imprecise. 
6.1.17. Corollary. Lh d l .9 --, $P and 93 : ,$ + 3f be frontier type adjunctions between 
lattice frontier type in?erp, s *JLztk:tions $9 and x and let et be a closed and level-preserving 
type. Then it does not tm~?r whether 
3K is developed irectly* ,$m-t 4 or via 9, i.e. Bl[ ctj * 0 &UC 
X is proved correct w P lp. .F or via$, i.e. (2uctn 0 @ctn) = ( 
where R, 0 R2 is the rgEtl;dG IL &fim;d by x R, 0 R2 z iffor some y that x R, y aazd _S R? Z. 
The first ciaiz252; ~2 sGrol1ar-y of Fact 6.1.3. For the second claim is is 
straightforward that 9 * P? eqzsls 2 0 4. Next we calculate 
x (zz2lbi[t-l] 2 e (($8 0 J$)[ct~‘)(x) SC, z w (B[ct]‘)(S4[cr~“(x)) +-t z 
B (2i[ctn*)(x) sc, (2qctl*)(2) 
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ave u%ed the firs: claim, and Lemma 6.1.7 and Theorem 6.1.13. 
The practical importana;e of this result is that analyses 
proved COFWX~, oy a metho of SrepWise C~~@~~~~* 
As a simple applicatio 
4 (m) acroz to another 341 
lattics frontier type interpretation 
shall assczne that 
we shall consider ho 
ice frontier inte 
frontier type adjunction. 
and that in general 
8s is quite natural given the -zm-iyles in SMion 2. 
claimed in Subsef:tion 2.5) t 
then have (as was already 
This digers from h (ga, gz).gl 0 gz as in general (Q ,.!, , yrti ) will on.%y be pairs of adjoined 
functions and so Q%,,, 0 ‘yet, need not be the identity. kiowcver, Corollary 6.1.16 
guarantees that the above choice is m-sect and as poise as possible and it is 
straightforavnrd to verify that ~4 +fi xft -Q~(~(o)) ~pxf,_F A(g,, g2).g, 0 g2. We 
shall return XQ this example in Section 3. 
Summary f~~.~t~~t~@t interptetations 
mvenient o summarize tk deveiopment o? the present subsection by 
spelling out the consequences for fra!iti,cr intc;rpretr,tions. The main limitation in 
the development is that to be applicable to a closed type ct we must require ct to 
be level-preserving (i.e. LT(@, 0, ct)). This motivates defining the following meta- 
the metalanguage T Lm but the types ctf of the primi- 
tives must be level-preserving RS well as closed and the fix point 
combinator f&, must have ct to be pure or impure (as was already 
motivated in Example 6.1.5)& 
frontier interpretation .% for TMLml t&n consists of a frontier type interpretation 
retation Qf the primitives, but only when their 
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Given a frontier type a 
Lml, we may then define the 
nterpretation part 
’ applied to the re 
Corollary 6.1.16 this is c 
By Theorem 53.1 we have for all closed expressions e of type et that 
9 it follows that scr 
~2 is not level-preservin 
so that analyses may in a st~p~is~ 
alyses may be proved correct in a stepwise 
manner. It is also straightforward to show that m(4) = .% and that 4 3 4. Since 
< equals E, this means that the relation s is a partial order on interpretations of 
TMLml. 
6.2. 77re general case 
The development of the previous subsection suffices for specifying a new analysis 
in terms of a given one. However, at the outset we only have the semantics available, 
i.e. the specification of how a program transforms its input to its output. Clearly, 
the previous development is not applicable to the ask of specifying an analysis in 
terms of the semantics as we have no natural function, like the upper adjoint yf, or 
(sP(fi)‘), for relating a property to a single value of the semantics. (In general many 
values will be described by the same property.) Instead we only have the representa- 
tion function, like the p of Section 2, that specifies which property best describes 
a value. 
To modify the development of the previous section we shall assume that we are 
given some frontier type interpretation 9 (that, e.g., specifies the semantics) and 
some lattice frontier type interpretation 9 (that, e.g., specifies the properties to be 
used). To relate the frontier type interpretations we shall assume that we are given 
a frontier type representation 4 : 9 --) 4. This is a family A = (A( ft)).f, of maps 
indexed by the closed frontier types A( ft) : 9( ft) + 9(ft). We shall assume that 
the A( ft) are strict, continuous and compact preserving functions (i.e., if c E Zf’(fi) 
is compact hen so is A(.ft)( c) E 9( ft)). The relation to the frontier type adjunctions 
of the previous subsection is given by the following lemma. 
6.2.1. . If ti = (a, y) is a frontier type adjunction between two lattice frontier 
type interpretations then cy = ( cysr ),, is a frontier type representation. 
In Subsection 6.1 we imposed the restriction that yf, is (strict and) continuous 
and this implies that af, preserves compact ele 
must consider a chain (e,,), such that aJ,( c) c 
ut we have 
c;o CGY@(~~) and hence cur,(c)Gen for some n. a 
n. 
A pvmissib?e re~resen~urio function is a function that is strict, 
continuous a compact preserving. 
Also we note that (analogously to theAcase for front@ type adjunctions) we may 
define a frontier ape correspondence (ft)(d)G e for 
all closed fro 
For a level-preserving type ct we can now define a function 
from the semantics and to the analysis. Except for function 
correspond to the “first cromponenV” of those for of the previous subsection. 
The clause for function space is considerably more subtle and we shall 
below. So let ct be a type satisfying {X,, . . . , XN} t- ct and let A : 
n functions. Writing 2 = (X,, . . . , XN), b = ( Dg 3 . . . , DN), 
fN) we now consider defining a function 
fN ))(f ) = ~f%~(fi, l l l 3 fN, f ), 
e functors x and + 
t investigate these clause 
) were defined in Section 4. 
miliar special case. 
2 that are symmetric lower adjoints. If A = a, 
the stated functionality and 
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f. This is a straightforward structural in 
is nontrivial. In this 
ity (and hence monotonicity) 
In this calcul ion x= y should be read io 
both are then :, = y. Q 
The general case is expressed by the following lemma. 
is defined iff y is and if 
6.2.4 Lemma. L.et JU : 9 + 3 be a frontier type representation a d let ct be closed 
and level-preserving. Then the above clauses define a permissible r presentation fu ction 
,Qdu4( 1: a4K ) + .9[i;-tl( ) and it is the identity if ct is pure. 
Proof. The proof is by structural induction on ct and we therefore need a stronger 
indxtion hypothesis. 
6.23. Definition. A tuple $ = (fr : D, + E, , . . . , fN : DN 3 EN ) is a (P, I)-valid 
assignment of representation functions iff P and I are disjoint subsets of 
(X lr.. . 9 XN} and each & is a permissible representation function such that 
0 _& is the identity over Di = Ei if Xi E P, 
@ Ei is a complete lattice if Xi E I. 
As the empty tuple ( ) is (0, @)-valid our induction hypothesis will be: 
let ct satisfy {X,, . . . , XN} t- ct and LT( P, I, et) for disjoint subsets P 
and I of {X,, . . . , X,}; 
ifl=(f,,..., fN) is a (P, &valid assignment of representation funo 
tions then the above clauses define a permissible representation 
function 
duct%(/): act%@,, . . .q 0~) + JW%(L . . .v ENI 
and it is the identity if PT( P, I, ct). Furthermore, we have the “fim&~~- 
like” equation 
(Jqct%(s’)&l) 0 Atl[ct%(f) 0 (flctj(h)Jl) = Jqctjj($$ El) 
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whenever each component gi of2 and hi of h’is a symmetric embedding 
of s2 and g’=(g:, . . . , gh) and 6’ =(h:, . . . , hh) are ( 
valid. 
The structural induction may be found in Appendix C and this thi:n completes the 
proof of Lemma 62.4. IZl 
Weak intmses 
What we have accomplished so far in this subsection is to show that the definition 
of ake sense (Lemma 6.2.4) and that in the adjoined case it agrees 
wit n or the previo ction (Lemma 6.2.3). It remains to show that 
.M[ctl shares the property of (& ‘) that it defines correct properties that are as 
precise as possible. This will be the contents of Theorem 6.2.10 below. The main 
obstacle in this proof is that we have no analogue of (&[ctl”), i.e. for a closed type 
ct and element e we have no easy way of producing an element d (like d = &I[ci’D’(e) 
in the previous subset hat represents all of e. This problem already showed 
up in the definition of . To circumvent hese problems we shall investigate a
function JC[ctl that can be used to play the role of (~@l[ctl~). 
Let cf be a type satisfy+rg {X1, . . . , &) c c,t and LT(P, I, ct) for disjoint subsets 
P and I of (X,, . . . , Xx}. We then attempt o define a function 
where $=(f,:D,-E ,,..., fN:DN-*EN), g=(g,:D1xEpD ,,..., 
gN:DNxEN~EN),L5=(D,,...,DN)and~=(El,...,EN).Theintentionwith 
.MJc~n(~ d) and the gi is that, given a pair (d, e) consisting of a value d and a 
property e, they should produce a value d’ that is described by e and is “close” to 
d. Here the need to add d as an argument arises because, in the general case of 
this subsection, there is in general no best d’ described by e. The clauses are 
A’I[ct*+- l l + ctJ(x d) = h(d, e).(is,(e) --j inl( 
. . . . 
lb, + crzn(Jr, 6) = h(d, 4.Ad’.A~*[ct2n(j g’)(d(d’), e(A[ct,](f)(d’))), 
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6.26. Lemma. If {X,, . . . , XN} t- ct and LT( P, I, ct) for disjoint subsets P and I of 
ct then the above clauses define a strict and continuous function of the stated functionality 
provided that f is a (P, I )-valid assignment of representation functions and each gi is 
strict and continuous. 
Proof. We use structural induction and (the proof of) Lemma 6.2.4. D 
To clarify the interaction between Al[ctn and &‘[ctl we need the following 
definition. 
6.2.7. Definition. A function g : D x E + D is a weak inverse of f: D + E with 
respect o R : D --)< E iff g is strict and continuous and 
f(d&e * dcg(d,e)Af(g(d,e)) Re 
holds for all d E D, e E E. 
Here the intention is that d c g( d, e) expresses that g [ CI, e) is “close” to d and 
in order to establish this we shall need that e is “close” to J(d). 
6.2.8. Lemma. If ct is closed and level-preserving then A’[ctn( ) is a weak inverse of 
4uctn( ) w.r.t. sC,. 
ioof. The proof is by structural induction on ct and sinz this will involve nonclosed 
types we need an additional definition and a stronger nduction hypothesis. 
6.2.9. Definition. A tuple g = (g,, . . . , gN) is a (P, I)-valid assignment of weak 
inverses of I= (f,, . _ , 4 fN) w.r.t. d = (R,, . . . , RN) iff each gi is a weak inverse of 
fI_ w.r.t. Ri and $ and I? are (P, I)-valid assignments. 
The induction hypothesis then is: 
let ct satisfy {X,, . . . , XN} I- ct and LT( I, ct) for disjoint subsets P 
and I of {X,, . . . , XN}; 
if g is a (P, I)-valid assignment of weak inverses of $ 
&‘l[ctn(x i) is a weak inverse of A[ctJ(f ) w.r.?. sbctjj 
then 
The details of the structural induction may be found in Appendix C. m 
We are now ready to show an analogue of Theorem 61.13. 
eorem. If ct is closed and level-preserving then 
where we have omit 
e proof is by structural induction on ct and it is helpful with the following 
6.2.11. efinition. We shall say that 
(f:D+E,g:DxE+D) cooperateswith (R2:D*E,R3:E*E) 
iff f is a permissible representation function, g is a weak inverse off w.r.t. R3, R3 
is a dense suborder and d R* e @ f(d) R3 e holds for all d E D and e E E. 
The induction hypothesis then is: 
let (X1,..., &} I- ct and LT( P, I, ct) for disjoint subsets P and I of 
IX lr l l l 9 xnrk 
let (R:, . . . s Rk) and Vi,. . . 9 fN) be (P, I)-valid assignments uch 
that za cooperates with (Rf, R:); 
then ‘[ct]l( x d)) cooperates with (&I( d*), 
qct](d3)). 
The details af the structural induction may be found in Appendix C. •l 
As was the case in the previous subsection, this result is the key to proving the 
correctness of A[ct]l. 
Let 3 be a frontier type interpretation, .9 a lattice frontier type 
A : 3’ --, 4 a frontier type representation. If ct is closed, r.e. 0 t- ct, 
Mx)), 
as precise as possible w.r.t. x, i.e. x&ctn y i$.&[ct&) qr y 
The second claim follows from Theorem 6.2.10 and since sc, is reflexive by 
Lemma 6.1.7 also the first claim follows. 0 
As in the previous subsection the practical implication of this is that when 
ng an analysis 9 in terms of the semantics -Y9 then one need not spend 
the primitives of level-preserving types but one can rely on a 
Of course, one may for reasons of efficiency decide not to use 
the specifications given by the framework but then one has at least a firm reference 
for ging the degree oases to introduce. 
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6.2.13. Corollary. Let .k : 9 -9 4; be a fron tier t.ype representation a d (a, y) : 
a frontier type adjunction and let ct be closed and level-preserving. Tken it does n 
utter whether 
$ is developed irectly from 3’ or via 3, i.e. ((at, r)lctl)&l) 0 Jsc[ct] = (a 0 
$4 is proved correct w.r.t. 9 or via .%, i.e. 
f. The first claim may be proved by structural induction on ct althou 
shall need the obvious generalisation of the claim to cater for nonclosed types. The 
proof is analogous to the part of the proof of Lemma 6.2.4 that shows the “functor- 
like” equation but omitting the flctD( hl, . . . 9 h&f and hr. The proof of the second 
claim is analogous to the proof of the similar claim in Corollary 6.1.17. El 
The practical importance of this result is that analyses may be developed or 
proved correct by stepwise coarsening even if the starting place is the semantics. 
. In the definition of A[ctlj it is the clause for JCCI[ct, + ctJ that is 
of main interest and we shall consider an example in the next subsection. However, 
we wish to point out that for a closed and level-preserving type ctl + ct2 the clause 
yaC[ct, + ct2n = AWLI {41ct2n(f(d)) I4Mwk 4 
is equivalent o 
duct, j ct2n = mw (~uct2n(J"(d)))~lict,n(d) ~,,4 
where V is the least upper bound operator w.r.t. scrz. This follows from Lemmas 
6.1.7, 6.1.10, 6.1.12 and 6.2.8. By Theorem 6.2.10 we also have 
and this is the definition used in [38]. However, in [38] we were not able to find 
general conditions under which A[ct, + ct2n would be continuous and thus had to 
abandon recursive types. Here we have ignored types that were not level-preserving 
and have used a form of the definition that made it easier to establish conditions 
that ensured that A& * ct2D is continuous. 
Summary for frontier interpretations 
It is convenient to summa&e the results of the present subsection in terms of 
frontier type interpretations for the subset TMLml of TMLm that was defined in 
Subsection 6.1. So let 9 be a frontier interpretation for T Lml and let 4 and B 
be lattice frontier interpretations for T Lml. For a fron r type representation 
A : 9 --* 9 we may define the induced analysis J&(Y) = 4’ where the frontier type 
interpretation part of 9’ is as in 9 and the meaning of a primitive of type ct in 9’ 
is A[rctl applied to the respective primitive in 54. By Corollary 62.12 this is correct, 
E Melson 
(9’) and as precise as possible, 9’ 
pressions e of type ct that 
PG?,Q * flel 
(9) 6 9. By Theorem 5.3.1 we 
Finally, by Corollary 6.2.13 we have Z 0 
((u,y):.%+$ and we also have &+G= 
and proved correct in a stepwise manner. 
for a frontier type adjunction 
ay be specified 
6.3. Example: the collecting semantics 
The collecting semantics (static semantics [ 111) has been the fundament for many 
approaches to abstract interpretation as we saw in Section 2. The main idea is that 
the collecting semantics is an interpretation C such that (for a closed type rt) the 
elements of Curt1 are certain sets of values of S[rtg where S is the interpretation 
that defines the standard (i.e., input-output) semantics. We shall not need to go 
into the details of whether S is defined as in Example 4.2.6 or as in Example 4.2.7. 
For technical reasons (mainly reasons of cardinality) we cannot consider all sets 
and so cannot let Curt1 be the powerset of NrtQ. Instead we let C[rt]l be a suitable 
powerdomain of There are a number of powerdomains to choose from, e.g., 
[45] or 1-571, but for o;r purposes it suffices to consider the rather simple relational 
(or lower or Hire) powerdomain.” 
To define the relational powerdomain P*(D) let D be a domain and let BD be 
the set of compact elements of D. A subset I of BD is left-closed if b’~ I whenever 
b’ E BD satisfies bk b for some b E I, Analogously we define the left-closure LC( I) 
of I as {bk B,13be I: b&b}. 
efinition. The relational powerdomain P9( D) of a domain D is 
9?&D)=((Ic_BDIIf0nIleft-closed},c) 
and the associated singleton function Q 1: D --* 9&(D) 
l=hd.{be B,(bcd}. 
The properties of this powerdomain are well-known and easy to establish, SO we 
shall not give many proofs below; however, detailed proofs may be found in [28] 
or Section 8 of (the expanded version of) [46]. 
ct. Zf D is a domain then 9*(D) is a domain as well as a complete lattice. 
mpsct elenzents of !P3 ( ) are the left-closures of finite and nonempty subsets 
Xhe least element is and the least upper bound of Y c 9&(D) is 
lo This is discussed in [28] which seems to be the first use of the relational powerdomain in abstract 
interpretation. Even in those applications where a “stronger” powerdomain might be desirable the 
po%erdomains of [45, SI] are not suitable [28,40]. 
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e singleton function is a very strict representation function; 6~ this 
we mean that Q 1 is a strict, continuous and compact-preserving function that satisfies 
& l(d) = _L e d = I (Q 1 is “very strict”). 
(Note that if we had used the powerset instead of the powerdomain then the 
singleton function would not even be monotonic.) 
Let f : D --, L be a strict and continuous function from the domain D to 
raic complete lattice (hence domain) L. Then there is precisely one additive 
(hence strict and continuous) function f’ : 9&(D) -9 L such that f + 0 = f: It is given 
byf+= h I.u (f(b) 1 b E I) and Ajlf * and hg.g 0 % 1 are strict and continuous i omorph- 
isms with one another as inverses. 
6.3.5. Fact. If we de$ne P&(f) = ({ lof j’, we have extended 9Q to a locally con- 
tinuous and covariant functor from DOMs to ACLs. Furthermore, 5PS is a very strict 
representation function. 
Having covered these well-known properties of the relational powerdomain we 
shall formulate the consequences that will be of primary interest o us. 
63.6. Corollary. There is a bijection between the very strict resentation functions 
p : D -=+ L and the symmetric lower adjoints ( QI : iF& (0) --+ L, y : L -+ 9&(D)) of 
DOMs2. It is given by 
B==a°Ch a= @’ and y=hl.{bE B,Ip(b)EI}. 
(Here we assume that D and L are domains and that L is additionally acomplete lattice.) 
Proof. We saw in the proof of Lemma 6.2.1 that if (a, y) is a symmetric lower 
adjoint of DOMs2 then cy is strict, continuous and compact preserving. It is also 
very strict because y is strict and a(d) c _L ~4 d c Y(I) and d c y(L) then reduces 
to d = 1. So ac is a very strict representation function. Since { 1 also is, it follows 
that p = Q! 0 Q 1 also is. 
Next let p be a very strict representation function and define (Y and y as above. 
Then y is strict as p is very strict and y is continuous as /3 is compact preserving. 
For adjoinedness we calculate 
= Jc{b~ &&(b)cl} e Icy(l). 
It follows that ac is strict and continuous. Finally, it is straightforward to show that 
the transformations between /3 and (a, y) are inverses of one another as /3” 0 Q l= /3 
and (cuo%~)+=cy. Cl 
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Returning to the collecting semantics, one way of viewing the frontier types 
ft ::= rt--, rt is that they are special instances of run-time types and so one would 
want C( ft) to be 9&S( ft)). We shall write [Q 1 for the family offt-indexed maps 
g II : Nfr) --+ R@(S(ft)) 
and observe that this defines a frontier type representation. In fact, we shall say it 
is a very strict fmntiet represent&m because each is very strict. It is thus 
natural to define C = [ S) where S is 2 above. It follows by Corollary 6.2.12 
that this gives a correct analysis, i.e. S [ ] C However, the main point of the 
collecting semantics has been to let the condition C (ayj) I express the correctness 
of an analysis I rather than a condition like S$ II. We can now validate this approach 
to correctness. 
6.3.7. Proposition. Let S and C be QS obow and let I 6e a lattice frontier type 
interpretation. Let fi range over my strict frontier type representations and let (ar, 
range over frontier type adjunctions. 7’hen 38: Sfi I i$3(ar, y): C (cZZy) I. 
Proof’sume first that C (a:~) 1. This amounts to C& I and as S [g-l] C, we get 
S (a 0 [g I]) I by Corollary 6.2.13. Taking j3 = a 0 [Q 11 we have the desired SBl. 
Assume next that S fi I. Using the above corokry we can find (a, y) such that 
a 0 [g 1)] = /3. Hence Corollary 6.2.13 gives S [{ 11 C’ and C’ & I for some lattice 
frontier type interpretation C’. As C G C’ it follows that C & I, i.e. that C (a:~) I. Cl 
Another approach to the collecting semantics is that the frontier types ft are not 
themselves run-time types but merely express restrictions on the occurrences of 
run-time types in compile-time types. This would have been clearer if we had used 
the syntax ct ::=ft+ft and ji : := rt instead of c : := ft and ft : := rt 2 rt. It is clear 
that this would not invalidate the previous development as ct ::= ft + ft is a derived 
syntax rule and we have made no assumptions (in Subsections 6.1 and 6.2) about 
the nature of the frontier types. Let us write TMLmlf for this version of TMLml. 
Lmlf works out to C = [ZJ( 
is the very strict frontier type representation that has 
Em1 where [!PJ 
whenever S(ft) = D + E. To see this note that [a 111 ft * ftl = g)yp, i.e.
P*(f 1 -AeLI 1% lt(f(d))I% lt(d)W. 
This notion of a collecting semantics agrees with the notion of collecting semantics 
as defined in most papers in the literature (including [28,3 1,331). We are guaranteed 
correctness of this notion of a collecting semantics by Corollary 6.2.12, i.e. S [Pa] C 
ext we turn to the issue of using (GF) as the basis for expressing the 
correctness of am analysis position 6.3.7 also applies to 
get the following result b nslating the proposition back to T 
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6.3.8. Proposition. Let S be as above, let C = [K](S) and let be a lattice frontier 
type interpretation Let /3 range over very strict frontier 
e represen tatio 
Similarly, let (ar, y) range otter frontier type adjunctions t 
a ( rt’-_* rt”) = hg.cu,. 0 g Q yrtD and y( rt’-_* rt”) = hh. Y,,~ o h o a,,, . 
/3: S/h iff 3(cu, y): C (aSy) I. 
This shows that the approach to correctness used in, e.g., 128,311 agrees with the 
present approach. It follows that the question of whether or not to work with the 
collecting semantics is mainly one of attitude (but see Section 7). 
6.39. Example. In analogy with Example 6.1.18 we may consider how to move 
S(o) = A (fi 9 f2M Of 2 across to the analysis C. We have 
C(o) = rKlww) = muff xft + frD(~ (5, jxl Ofi) 
=h(g,,gz)=U{~~(fiOf2)I~~(~)C8*~~~(f2)Cg2} 
= Ah gz)=Ll Wdfi) O %?m I %akg* fi %d_t?kgz~ 
where the last equation is valid because Pti is a functor. In general, this is different 
from A (gl, g2).g, 0 g2, which would be a natural choice from an intuitive point of 
view. However, the two definitions agree when applied to functions gi of the form 
9&(J) and so they little harm results if one uses C’( 17) = A (g, , g2).g, 0 g2 as is done 
in [28,31]. We have C(o) ~~~~~~ C’(O) because this amounts to the easily shown 
result that C( 0) E C’( 0). 
7. Specification at 0 n-time PeveP 
We now complete the development of the previous section by considering the 
run-time types. In other words, we now consider type interpretations, type adjunc- 
tions, and type representations instead of frontier type interpretations, frontier type 
adjunctions and frontier type representations. This development di 
of Section 6 in a number of ways. A main simplification is that E will be the proper 
relation to use for comparing properties and so there is no need to study “level- 
preserving” etc. A main complication will be that the run-time type constructors 
(e.g. X) will not always mean the same and so we must consider how to shift between 
them. In Subsection 7.1 we conduct the development by concentaatin e 
adjoined case. The general case is rather similar at the level of developing the 
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framework and in Subsection 7.3 we rhen apply this to the study of the collecting 
semantics and in the course of this we shall have to restrict he metalanguage studied. 
7.1. fie adjoined cuse 
Consider two lattice type interpretations 9 and 3 that specify analyses for the 
metalanguage (TMLml). it is clear from the examples in Section 2 that the partial 
order r_ may be used to compare the relative precision of properties and this is also 
consistent with the definition of s@ in Section 5. For a closed type rt we there- 
fore follow Section 2 in wanting a pair (at,, Ye,) of adjoined functions to relate 
$j[rtl( ) and B;[rl]( ). (Here the functionalities are cy, : cSl[rtl( ) + $l[rtl( ) and 
yrr : $[rtB( ) ---* .%[rtJj( ) and the adjoinedness condition amounts to a,(d) c_ e ~4 d c 
r,l(e).) We shall want ar, and ‘y,.# tobe strict and continuous and, in the terminology 
of Section 4, this amounts to demanding a morphism ((Y,, Ye,) : $[rfj( ) * f[rtB( ) 
of ACLs2 that is a symmetric lower adjoint, i.e. (art, yrr) must be a morphism of 
ACLs21R. 
To illustrate the approach, let us assume that we have symmetric lower adjoints 
~:D,-,E,andconsiderthetaskofrelating~(x)(D,,...,Dk)toB(x)(E,,...,Ek). 
As illustrated by Fig. 7, one can take the upper rightmost route or the lower leftmcst 
route assuming that d(x) specifies a way of passing from 9(x) to 3(x). In category 
theory i4j this concept is known as a natural transformation &( 5) from .%(x) to 
dp(~) provided that the diagram is demanded to commute This is a very natural 
condition as it ensures that two “arbitrary” approaches turn out to be equal. 
-%(x)(D ,,..., Dk)B$(x)(~ ,,..., &) - 
I .wMfp...,f, 1 9csw,*...*r,, 
.%(x)(E ,,..., Ek) - $(x)(E ,,..., Ek) - 
Fig. 7. A natural transformation. 
To formulate this in a more precise way we shall assume that the categories 9’( C2) 
2) are the same category and that it is ACLs2. (Other categories could be 
used but if .%(C2) and ,9( C2) were not the same category then we would not have 
the standard concepts or category theory available below.) In general, we cannot 
restrict ourselves to closdd types rt and for a type rt that satisfies (X, 3 o t . TI XN} II- rt 
we shall define an adjunction transfomer 
d([rtl:(D, ++a E,)x- l l x(D, *EN) 
etric lower adjoints fro 
er sy etric lower adjoints but 
rs (e.g. and $( XJ) are only 
assumed to be domain semifunctors and so we use Fact .2.3 to obtain functors 
he concept of a natural transformation 
tion transformer from $[rtjj to JiFl[rtl 
provided that 
holds for all symmetric lower adjoints hi, gi andA. The same concept may be define 
more abstractly by replacing $[rtl, [rt] and ..%(Irtj by G, A and F respectively. 
When &[rtl is a natural adjunction transformer, one notes that (similarly to Subsec- 
tion 6.1) the map 
MD l,. . . , DN).&l[rt](idD,, . . . , id& 
will be a natural transformation from .%[rtl to $[rt& Conversely, anatural transfor- 
mation may be turned into a natural adjunction transformer as is done in the 
definition of &It-t, ~9 l 9~ rtJ below. 
To define &I[rtl we nee to know how the primitive type constructors of 4 and 
3 relate and this is encapsulated into the definition of a type adjunction LaQ from 9 
to 3. In analogy with the definitions of type interpretations and type correspondences 
we define this to be a specification of: 
o for each base type & a symmetric lower adjoint &(Ai): 9(Ai) - $(/ii) (i.e., a 
morphism of A 
o for each ka 2, n ransformations P(x) : .%(x) + b(x) over ACLs21R and 
d(t): 4(t) -+ B(t) over ACLs21R; 
a natural transformation &( 2) : 9 (z) --* $( --* ) over ACLs21R; 
for each N 2 0 a mapping ~(REC) on naturaFadjunction transformers such that 
if A is a natural adjunction transformer from F to G over AC 
&(REc)(A) is a natural adjunction transformer from ~(REc)(F) to $(REc)(G) 
over ACLs2lR and such that 
=Mf,,*.*, fN~~~~REC)(~)(h, l l 0 3 AIL l l l 3 fN), l = l 9 fN) 
when A' is a natural adjunction transformer from F’ to G’, 
(ii) J?( REC)(A~+A(&))( d) 0 d(REcj(hi& ii))(&) = ~(REc)(A)(&), 
(iii) d( REC)(A/T.G( @)(a~) 0 $( REc)( hi./@ii))( d) = d(REC)(A)(zfi), 
where & abbreviates (idD,, . . . , id& and r) = ( 
We now approach the definition of the adjunction tra So let rl 
be es {.X1, . . . , XNJ II- rl and let 
(5: --* EN) of morphisms of 
&fl[rf]( j(, : $[rt]( ts) --, # 
clauses: 
That this is a proper definition follows from the following result which also incorpor- 
ates an analogue of Fact 61.4. 
adjunction from the lattice type interpretation .% (that 
has .%( C2) = ACLs2) to the lattice type terpretation 3 (that has I( C2) = ACLs2) 
then the abme clauses deJae a natural adjunction transformer &[rtl of the stated 
functiona&y. 
f. See Appendix D. Cl 
In analogy with Facts 4.2.5, 5.1.2 and 6.1.2 we have the following lemma. 
7.1.2. mma. Zf (X,, . . . , XN} It- rt and {..I&. . . , XN} Ii- ri” t 
(fi, l . l , fN) = 4rtlKfi,. . . 9 4WlKL - . - , fN), . . . , Ad- 
f. See Appendix D. 
In analogy with, e.g., Fact 6.1.3 we can also show that the definition of .d([rtl 
behaves in a “functorial” way. Given the lattice type interpretation 9 we first define 
the identity type adjunction ID (or ID9) fro-m 9 to & It is given by 
ID(& = (Al.& ALI), ID(z) = A (D,, . . . , Dk).(Al.l, hl.l), 
ID(+) = A( D,, . . . , Dk).(hl.l, All), ID(=) = A( D1, D,).(Al.l, ALI), 
+ G)=Af:r)-, ~%(REc)(A~A(~~~))(~?)~(REc)(F)(~) 
rmer from F to G 
ID is a type adjunction from 
See P”gpendix 
of two type adjunctions 
)(-I=-) =AIxd(&)(B) 0 
)(-+) = AiL+)(d) 
)(REc)(A: F-, C) 
=~jW-* E.d(~~~)(hik@i))(id)~ 
7.1.4. Lemma. If d and SB are type djunctions then so is ~2 0 
(&!I 0 5B)[rtl(g 0 s’) = 
Proof. See Appendix D. Cl 
Lemmas 7.1.3 and 7.1.4 are the key results for showing that the type adjunctions 
form a category (in addition we need that JXZ 0ID = &’ and ID 0 ti = &). 
was done for [ctl in Subsection 6.1 this may be used to formulate lf ttl as a functor 
from this category and into DSF(ACLs2, N). 
The practical consequence of Lemma 7.1.4 is that one may build type adjunctions 
by a process of stepwise coarsening. Lemma 7.1.3 then shows how to proceed when 
no changes take place in passing from 9 to 9 (so that 9 =g). In general, .% and 
9 may be equal on some type constructors and different on others. One would then 
build a type adjunction & from 9 to ,$ that is like the corresponding entry in ID 
in the cases where no changes take place. Little can be said in general about what 
to specify when a change does take place so instead we consider a few illustrative 
examples below. Some of these were touched upon in Section 2 and we shall return 
to them in Section 8. 
Examples 
le. Suppose that Ce( 
collecting semantics) and that g(Aint) is the complete lattice of Section 
9(Aint) = 99 (2,) an (dint) equals the diagram in Fig. 1. To pass from 
t0 g(Aint) we must ecify a symmet 
continuous, stri adjoined functions ((Y, y) where a! : 
y: L-, !.Y!&(Z,). ere y maps a property to the sets of val 
and so it is na uid to specify 
y(anysign) = {i,. . . 3 -2, -l,O, 1,2, _ . .}, 
y( posilr’w) = {A., 1,2, . . .}, ~(rtone~ = {I). 
ously, (r maps a set of values to the property that best describes all of the 
This may be form c y(l)} and one can show 
that an alternative formulation is 
4Y(Y)=~({pmi5iue~32E Y: z>o}w{zem~OE Y&+&?&uaiwj3zE Y: ZCO}). 
It is straightforward to verify that this defines (Ai,& = (cu, y) as a symmetric lower 
adjoint of ACLs2. 
7. xample. In this example we consider two ways 4( +) and $(-k) of interpret- 
ing the type constru . Following Example 4.2.8 we shall ;assume that .%(&) = xs 
where x : AC@ + is the Cartesian duct functor. The intuition here is that 
the jth component of the product gives i rmation about elements in the standard 
semantics of the form iq(. . .). For $J( shall follow a suggestion outlined in 
Example 4.2.8 where $(a) is a “kind sum” such that the jth summand gives 
information about elements in the standard semantics of the form inj(. . .) and where 
we use T (i.e., t e greatest element n 8) when elements of t inj (...) ark 
for more than one value of j. Formally, we define (for ka 2) 
here Di\(Li denotes t excluding the element J. and where we add new 
least an reatest elements. e partial order c is defined by 
dcd” iff (d=I)v(d’=T)v(dSl=d’~l~dS2rd’~2). 
E is straightforward to crify that this defines a domain that is a complete lattice 
assuming that all the e. (The compact elements wil be {l_,T}u(& {i}X 
\UD.l We may e ens by defining 
if d = I or d = (i, di) AA = I, 
=-I-. 
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must now define a natural transformati (-t)from9(+)=xSto$+t)=@S. 
For a tuple =(D,,... , DN) of objects we define (k)(6) = (ae, y& where 
L if {jI~#I}=@, 
Ufi=hld,,..., &). (i, 6ii) if {jlfi+ .L.}={i), 
T otherwise; 
U ,.-A) if d=_L, 
~fi=hd. 
1 
(I ,..., di ,..., .L) if d=(i,d,), 
(T 9-J) otherwise. 
The definition of ‘ya clearly formalises the intention listed earlier that the jth 
summand of D,@ 9 9 l @ Dk gives informariorr about elements of the form inj(. . .) 
and that T is used if such elements can arise for different values of j. It is straightfor- 
ward to verify that (aca, YB) is ;pn adjoine pair of strict and continuous functions 
and it follows that d(+)(d) is a symmetric lower adjoint. To show that &( &) is 
a natural transformation we must show that the diagrams in Fig. 8 commute whenever 
(ai, n) are symmetric lower adjoints. It is straightforward to prove this as we have 
ai = 1. a x = 1 and yi(T) = T whenever (Qti, n) is a symmetric lower adjoint. 
xample. There are two well-known methods for combining properties of 
components of a tuple into a property of the tup n the independent 
ossible interdependence between th 
is in line with the treatment of the analysis (for the detection of 
signs) in Section 2 an 
for x and so we sha 
The other method is the 
to account. This is in line t,h the treatment of the cor’becting 
2 where we also briefly ikrdicated that this corresponds to 
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the use of a tensor product. To define this concept we shall say that a strict and 
continuous function f: Q X l . 9 x Dk + D is separately binary additiee iff 
jfdI,. . . , d:Ud;, . . . ,dk)=f(dl,. . . , d:, * _ c, d,)Uf(d,,. . . , d;, . . . , dk) 
holds for all 4 d,, l l . , dk, -A: and cl:, 
nitioa. A tensor product [4] in assigns to any k objects D,, . . . , 
object D1 Q e l l @ Dk and a separately binary additive morphism cross : D, x . l . x 
Dk + D@- l l @ Dk such that whenever f: D1 x l l 0 x Dk + D is a separately binary 
additive morphism then there exists a unique additive morphism fQ3: D1 x . l . x 
Dk + D such that j@ Q cross =J 
As is usual with such categorical definitions the tensor product is not defined in 
a unique way but only to within isomorphism. Concerning the existence of tensor 
products we first note the following simple fact. 
and 
cross = A( Yi, . + . , Yk)-{(dl,. . . , d,)lQi: E Yi) 
fo=A~U{f(%R(d,),.=.,%)(d,))l(d*,...,d,)E Y)* 
proof, Recalling the definition of $P9 in Subsection 6.3 it is evident that !P9( D1 x 
l l l x Dk) is an object, that cross is 3 morphism of ACLs and that cross is separately 
binary additive. Next, let f be a separately binary additive morphism as in the 
definition. Clearly, p is an additive morphism and f’* 0 cross =J If g is another 
candidate for p, we note that it must equal fo on arguments of the form 
, dk) and by additivity also on all compact elements and by continuity 
then on all elements. 0 
In general we have the following fact. 
Fact. In ACLs a tensor product @ c!ways exists and it may be extended to a domain 
2. 
f. That a tensor product always exists is shown in [6 and an elementary proof 
is given in [28]. It follows that @ may be extended o a functor over ACLa 
(the subcategory of additive morphisms of ACLs) by setting h 0 9 9 l @$k = 
(cross 0 fl X l l l x fk)@ and so one obtains a functor 0’ over ACLa2. We have been 
unable to extend this to a domain functor over ACLs2 but instead we have extended 
it to a domain se 2, This is proved in [23,30] where 8 is shown 
to IX b so-called continuous emifunctor over ACLs. We shall not go further 
into the details here. c7 
e relational met 
e a natural trans 
all assume 8h;at 9(X) = OS. 
A(2 j from 9( x ) = 0’ to $( - 
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ere we define d(x)( D,, . . l , Dk) = (id@, cross) and note that when Di = 
and we use the characterisation given in the first Fact, this amounts to 
=(AY({yS_l(yE Y),...,{yJklye Yl),A(Y,,..., yk)*Yt~* l l x YiJ. 
) is a symmetric lower adjoint of 
it suffices to show that 
2 and 
id@ 0 cross E id, cross 0 id% id. 
The first inequality holds and is in fact an equality by the definition of a tensor 
product. only prove :he second inequality in the case where Di = Pa(Ei) and 
then it amounts to 
which clearly holds for all Y. Next we must show that d(x) is a natural transforma- 
tion. ounts to proving that 
whenever (ai, n) : Di rmetric lower adjoint. For the first we note that 
the Cyi are additive and so using the definition of 0 in the proof of the second fact 
we have 
=(qx* l xa&d)@ 
where we have used the definition of the tensor product and that h of0 = (h of)@ 
when kt is additive. For the second equation we must refer to [28,30] as we have 
not given the definition of y1 0. l l ($9 yk when the yj are not additive. 
7.1.8. Example. It is also possible to interpret recursive types in more than one way. 
One possibility is to solve a recursive type equation in the same precise way as is 
done for compile-time types. As a record of this possibility we shall let 4 (EC) = REC 
where REC is the operator REC of Subsection 4.1 extended to a functor from 
For the other possi 
“solves” a recursive t
1 investigate a simple sc 
y ody considering unfoldings two levels 
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ntially identifying information at all deeper levels. To be more precise 
shall use 
to model information at levels deeper than 2. Here the inte ion is that L will 
describe only I whereas T will describe anything. (At a first glance it might seem 
that U=(L) could be used instead, but then there would exist a symmetric lower 
adjoint of ACLs2 from a complete lattice L to U only if L had exactly one element.) 
We then define 
mE)(F)(Di, l l l ¶ ad = mwh, l l l 3 &vN*(a 
= WA, l . . , Qvr F(D,, . . . , DN, ON, 
BkdUWL . . . , fN) = (F@U, . r i i fN))*(&) 
= F(.L l l l 9 f&r, Wi, l l l 3 h,, WL 
where id0 = (ALL ALI). If F is a domain semifunctor from ACLs2N+’ to 2 it 
is ghtforward to verify that $(REc)( F) will be a domain semifunctor from 
A N to ACLs2. Further we define 
$(REc)(nat: F-, G)(D,, . . . , DN) 
= nat( D,, . . . , DN, G( D,, . . . , &, 0)) 
0 (@WI,. . . V &))(nat(Q, . . . 3 DN, 0)) 
= (G@(D,, . . . , &))(nat(D,, l l . , &, 0)) 
0 nat(Dl, . . . , DN, F(DI, . . . , DN, 0)) 
where nat : F ---, G is a morphism of DSF( ACLs2, N + I), i.e. a natural transforma- 
tion of symmetric lower adjoints, and the second equality is a consequence of 
nat being a natura! transformation. Clearly, $(REc)(nat)(b) will be a symmetric 
lower adjoint from $( REC)( F)( 6) to $(REc)( G)( d). It is straightforward to 
show that $(REc)(nat) is a natural transformation and that $(REc)(id) = id and 
$( REc)(nat 0 nat’) = $(REc)(nat) 0 $( REc)(nat’) where id is the identity natural 
transformation. So $( REc) is a functor fro F(ACI,&, hT + 1) to 
To qualify as an ingredient in a type int ion we must additionally show that 
~~~)(Fo(~,,...,Go(P~,. 
=$(REc)(F)+$ ,..., G ,..., PN) 
and 
%&(A(&, a.. 9 LN+Ihf(LI,. . . 9 G’(L.. . , LN), . . . s b+~) 
L,, . . . , nat’( L1, . . . , LN), . . . , idLN+,)) 
=h(L1,...s at)&, . . . ‘) G’(L;, . . . , LN),. . . , LN) 
o$(REc)(F)(idL,, . . . , nat’(&, . . . , &), . . . , idL,,,) 
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where nat : F -9 C and nat’: F’ --, G” are natural trans is may be 
verified by straightforward but tedious calculations. 
Having defined S(REC) and $(REC) we now must define a mapping ~(REC) on 
natural adjunction transformers. We define 
a natural adjunction transformer from F to and 
gnP4 fl: Nsd(F)(d) --, (G@@‘W) 
is the symmetric lower adjoint defined by 
go[A,$I=(M.(I=++~,T,hL(I=~)+~,T), 
g-+ifA, .?I zx A(j: gn[4 .?I> 0 ISO[~(REC)(F)@~I l . . 
so g2P4 Sl:aK~mm~c? <REC)( G)(g) will keep the structure of the first 
two unfoldings. Clearly, &( REC)(A)( f ) is a symmetric lower adjoint when f is a 
tuple of symmetric lower adjoints because (by induction) all g,[A, f ] are. To show 
that JJQ( REC)(A) is a natural adjunction transformer from Ca( REC)( F) to $( REC)( G) 
we must show that 
holds for’ n = 2 and for all choices of tupies $, Q and fi of symmetric lower adjoints. 
Clearly, the result holds for n = 0 and SC) one can use a (very simple) induction to 
show that it holds for n = 2. We shall omit these calculations. Finally, we must show 
that ~(REC) qualifies as an ingredient of a type adjunction by showing that the 
equations 
and 
g,CWi, . . . , fN+,Mh, . . .9 AU,. . . , fN)t . . . , fN+A (fi, l l l 3 fN)l 
=gn[A,(fi,==*,A’(fr,***,fN),***,fN)l 
(hh.A(idD,, . . . , idD,, h))“(id,) 0 gn[F, (id*,, -. l , idD,,,)] 
and 
hold for n = 2. As before they hold for n = 0 and may be proved for n z= 2 by induction. 
lly, we note that we shall nor give any examples fcr 2 
f no domain fun&or 0 for which L& (2) 8 
shall return to t is in Subsection 7.3. 
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7.2. l%e genetal case 
In this subsection we shall assume that only one of the two interpretations to be 
related needs to be a lattice interpretation. So let 9 be a type interpretation, 9 a 
lattice type interpretation and consider a type rt that satisfies (X,, . . . , XN} Ii- tt. 
A representation transformer A tt]l is a family 
of functions 
that map tuples of permissible representation functions to permissible representation 
functions. In analogy with Subsection 7.1 we shall parameterise the definition upon 
type representation A : 9 ---, 9 from 9 to 9. This is a specification of 
for each base type & a permissible re resentation function Ju (Ai) : 9(&) A 
$(A)9 
for each k 3 2, representation transformers &(x j : Y’(x) + .%(x) and 
JW&j : w+~~ ed!z~, 
a representation transformer A(=) : Y(z) - 9(= j, 
for each N 3 0 a mapping JX ( REC) that maps representation transformers of N + 1 
arguments to representation transformers of N arguments. 
This definition is in line with the definition of a type correspondence in Subsection 
5.2 and suffices for our present purposes. In particular, we do not need to demand 
( REC) satisfies substitution properties like those demanded for ~(REC) in 
the previous subsection. 
A representation transformer [rt]l may then b,e defined by the following clauses: 
. hct. This defines a tepte.wntatim ttansfotmet duttjj : Y[ttjj ---* 9[rt]. 
e link to the development of induced analyses in Subs&on 6.2 is then obtained 
by defining a frontier type representation .& by setting .4( rtlzrt2) = dl[rt,z rtJ( ) 
for each closed frontier type rtl--, tt2. 
is development to that of the- pfp-r; WV.OUS subsection we note that the 
ral be assumed to be the same, as the 
en 9’ is the lazy standard semantics) 
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and the latter might be AC 2 (e.g., when .% is the detection of si 
Consequently, the categorical concept of natural transform tiofis [4] is not readily 
available as a means for specifying A(+), A?(X) and d(z). Instead we defined 
these directly as representation transformers. In the case where 9( C2) does equal 
9( C2), it should be clear (from the definition of & rtl in Subsection 7.1) how to 
obtain representation transformers from natural t sformations. We expect that 
most concrete specifications of ~(REC) may similarly be modified so as to serve as 
specifications of A( REC). However, we cannot abstractly transform an arbitrary 
specification of &( RJX) to one of A(REC) as not every representation transformer 
can be viewed as the lower adjoined part of an adjunction transformer. Because of 
this difficulty we shall not develop an analogue of Coro lary 6.2.13 ("stepwise 
coarsening”). 
We shall postpone applications of this development to the next subsection. 
7.3. Example: the collecting semantics 
In this subsection we shall study the notion of collecting semantics considered 
in [28,31]. In particular, we shall study ow to define it as a type interpretation 
rather than as a frontier type interpretation as was the case for the notions of 
collecting semantics tudied in Subsection 6.3. In Subsection 6.3 we did not need 
to be precise about the exact definition of the standard semantics S but here we 
shall assume that it is the lazy standard semantics of Example 4.2.?, a!though the 
details would not change much if instead we used the eager standard semantics of 
Example 4.2.6 (as is actually done in [28]). Our approach to the collecting semantics 
will closely follow the second approach of Subsection 6.3 and this means that we 
shall want Curt1 in the collecting semantics to be isoBmorphic toP9 (S$ rtj/) whenever 
rt is a closed type. (We cannot in general obtain equality but isomorphism will be 
sufficient for our purposes.) 
Proceeding informally, this means that C(&) should be defined to equal 
Pa(S(&)). Turning to products we noted in Example Xl-7 that the powerset 
9$&D, x l l l x Dk) would be isomorphic to the tensor product P9 ( Dt)O l l l 0 
iP%( Dk). Since S(xj = x, it is therefore natural to take C(z) = @. Tuning to sums 
one may easily verify that 9$ (D, + l l l + Dk) will be isomorphic to Pa ( D1 )L x l l . X 
iPa( D,Jl where + is separated sum, x is Cartesian product and ( )I is lifting, Le. 
where _i_ is a new least element and d, c_ d2 iff d, = I or dl = (0, di), d2 = (0, di) and 
d: Ed;. We shall write up(d) = (0, d) and down(O, d) = d. en talking about the 
lifting !&( D)l of a powerdomain it is convenient o identijy the new least element 
with the empty set because then also the resulting partial order will be set inclusion. 
We shall see below that also recursive types may be handled because & is a locally 
continuous functor. However, function space is problematic. We want a domain 
semifunctor 0 such that PB( D1 ---j DJ will be isomorphic to %-9? (DZ). 
Unfortunately, we know of no suitable domain semifunctor OY For this 
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reason we shall follow [28,3 11 and disallow nested run-time function types, i.e. in 
the syntax for rt (in Section 3) we omit the clause rt . .- l l - rt ---, rt but retain the definition _ 
of ft. This reduced metalanguage may be called T e s records the fact 
that functions are treate as second-class citizens.. In practical terms this means that 
TMLs will be suitable for Pascal-like languages but not for functional languages. 
We pause here to suggest another way of avoiding the problems we have with 0. 
Instead of restricting the metalanguage from T Ls one could pay special 
attention to a class of forward interpretations, where a forward interpretation 9 
would be characterised by having .9(z) to be -‘. If the development of Subsection 
6.3 was regarded as only applying Ls then the two collecting semantics tudied 
there would correspond to the “true” collecting semantics versus the “forward” 
collecting semantics (i.e., the closest YOU can get to the collecting semantics in the 
class of forward interpretations). In this terminology the aim of this subsection is 
to obtain the forward collecting semantics as a type interpretation rather than as a 
frontier type interpretation. However, if all of TMLm is considered then the study 
of forward interpretations i a bit unnatural in that C[rtg is not going to be isomorphic 
to the powerdomain of rtl. Nonetheless, this way of viewing things does throw 
light on some diiIerent approaches. In particular it accounts for the possibility of 
a backward collecting semantics [13] in line with the backward analyses considered 
in Section 2. 
We can now sketch a more formal development of a type interpretation for TMLs 
that specifies the collecting semantics in the sense of [28,31]. Recalling that the 
type interpretation S is defined as in Example 4.2.7 we define the type interpretation 
C by C(C2) = A 2 and A= &$) where Ai are the domains used to define 
S(Ai ), 
0 
where x is the cartesian product functor and ( )_L is the lifting functor that transforms 
objects as explained above and that maps a morphism f to hd.d =A_--, I, 
er cf-+)=+s recalling that run-time function types will 
“top-level” typ2s in frontier types. Finally, we define C(REC) = REC 
where REC is the functor from DSF(AC , N+I) to DSF(A6’e.s 
4.2.6. (Actually it was defin fkt;rctol from the 
s2, N -J- 1) to the category DSF( ut the construction 
easily carries over.) Much as in Example 4.2.6 it then follows that C is a lattice 
type interpretation. 
In Subsection 6.3 we moGvat&i GX zoj; jRJ?j se l nv &c and that 
If rtn = SPs (SIjrt]) for all closed types rt. have already said that C as defined 
here will not give equality but only is rphism. To formulate this precisely 
+ G from a functor F to a functor 
s transfor nat(@ is an isomorp ism (as defined i
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mma. For a type pt satisfying {Xl, . . . , &} iI-- rt there is a natural equiualeflce 
oS[rtl toC[rtjo(CP~,..., 9:) where the functors go from DO 
f. See Appendix D. Cl 
It follows that the collecting semantics may be defined as a type interpretation 
C provided that we restrict ourselves to TMLs. 
We next consider how to relate the collecting semantics to the standard semantics. 
Using the development of Subsection 7.2 this amounts trl) defining a type representa- 
tion A from 9’ to Ce. We define 
Jcc(A)=ut, 
-wk)(fi, l l l , fk) = Ax- 
I 
(1 ,.-.A if x=1, 
(-t 9-*-9 UP(A(xi))s l l l 9 I) if x =ini(Xi), 
43)M, fi) = w a! {fi(f(x))lfi(x)~ Y), 
A(REc)(M: F-, G)(f:d+ E) 
=u r,[G@~]‘+&@~)“(_i_)q,[F@d]*. 
n 
It is not difficult to verify that for a closed type rt of TMLs we have 
(*) 
so that 
= hf.‘na&( )J lo %df) o naL,( )J2 
where the last equality follows from (*) and the observation in Subsection 6.3 that 
tlL ltlb* I rtzll = Ps (in TMLmlF). Since TMLs is a rather restrictive metalanguage 
we shall not show an analogue of Proposition 6.3.8 (stating that one can prove 
correctness of an analysis by showing that it abstracts the coilecting semantics). 
It sho>lld be poirraeu ULI~ cIat k, J -*** *Zr k~ dificulty in this subsection cuncems the definition 
of the collecting semantics as a type interpretation because no operator like 0 
appears to be ayailable. 
One of’the motivations for the development of induced ar,alyses was to cue down 
on the amournt of work needed to specify a correct analysis. The development of 
Sections 6 and 7 was successful in that the induced analyses are correct and not 
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more imprecise than demanded by the choice of domains. ever, this does not 
mean that the induced analysis is the proper c nta- 
tion. We already argued in Subsection 2.5 it is 
correct to model composition by *‘composition” but that in general this is not the 
most precise way. On the other hand “co itively is a natural choice 
that is easy to implement and “reasonab not formalise this 
notion of “reasonably precise” it is wo entable versions of 
the induced functionals. This amounts to ( fully) trading precision for 
implementability. In the remainder of this section we shall give a few illustrative 
examples for fonvard analyses but due to the open nature of the study this treatment 
will in no way be exhaustive. 
8.0.1, Example. We begin by reconsidering the functional combinator q where we 
claim that A (gl. g2).he.g1(g2(e)) is a natural way of modelling composition. To 
validate this let 9 be an interpretation (e.g., the lazy standard interpretation of 
Examples 4.2.7 and 4.3.3) with 9( C2) = DCMs2, 9(-,) = +’ and sP(o)(f, , f2) = 
Mj’l(f2(d)). Similarly, let 9 be a lattice interpretation (e.g., the detection of 
signs 2uiZiipiS Of ExiunpkS 4.28 QaaU --A 4.3,4l with $(CZ) = ACks2, .%(-+) -3 and , 
9(u)(gl 9 gz) = hu.gl(gz( u)). Furthermore, let .N be a type representation from 9’ to 
9 with 
much as in Subsection 7.3. We are to show that 
[(rt*3rts) x (rt 13rfz) -3 hz+dl Jw 
and this amounts to assuming that Vi: J JiinHB-i_*H+il gi and showing that 
Brt,zrtJ Av-g&&0)- 
SincejL&=:’ 2 ~i”?j g aFounts to showing that .H[rt’j(d) c v implies dl[rt”lj(f( d)) r 
g(u) this is straightforward and much as in Example 5.3.2. 
In a similar way i3 e can show that if two analyses .9 and ,$ both use 
A (gl, g2).Ae.g,(g2( e)) to model composition then they will approximate one another. 
To be specific, let 3 be a lattice interp etation with 9( C2) = AC 
and $(a) as stated. Then we must show 
for a suitable type adjunction & from 4 to 3. Since 9(z) equals $(-+), it is natural 
to let ..Q+) be the identity natural transformation. We omit the proof as it is similar 
to the proof in the previous paragraph. 
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as possible, we saw in Example 6.3.9 that t 
functions of interest in the collecting semant 
definition of the collecting interpretation in [ 
to use “natural” functionals. 
fference does not arise for the 
s fair to say that the 
uenced by the &sire 
y to let an analysis model i&, is t 
this is a valid choice we may consider S?, 
example but with Y(fix,,) = FIX and §(fkcr) = FIX. 
c-0 ‘ 
ious 
9(@c,,) &t - ct) * ctn Jqfix,,). 
This follows much as in Example 5.3.2 and essentially amounts to the observation 
[ctl is an admissib 
The above choice of 9(&) is certainly natural when ct is a pure type because 
then act] equals .%l[ct]l. When et is not a pure type we know by Example 6.1.5 that 
(in TMLml) ct must be an iarpure type. In this case S[ctl is a domain of approxima- 
tive information and it lies in the nature of abstract interpretation that we may want 
to be not completely accurate (e.g., because this would mean that the analysis would 
not be decidable). It is straightforward ts she-w that SI[ctJ is a complete lattice and 
a possible choice then is to use .%(f&,,) = hG.Gm(T) where m is a fixed integer and 
T = u 9uctl is the greates t element of 9UctJ. The validity of this choice amounts 
to showing 
FIX &(ct --, ct) + ctl AG.Gm(T) 
PFX! since FIX(F) [rtj T, this follows from a simple numerical induction. 
8.03. ExampZs. Czcerning iti& conditional cond, let the types of its three com- 
ponents be rt s&ool, rt + rt’ and rt -B d. Following the detection of signs analysis 
in Example 4.2.8 we shalkssume thatthe analysis 9 to be considered has .%(AhOO1) 
to be as in Examples 4.2.8 and 4.3.4, i.e. the complete lattice ((none, true, Jglse, any- 
truth}, E) with none the least element and anytru e greatest. To formulate a way 
to model cond we need the concept of an ato element d of a domain D is 
an atom iff it is immediately above I in the partial ordering, i.e. iff d f _L and 
IEd’sd~d’E{I,d}.AdomainDisJlatiffdEd’amountstod=Ivd=d’and 
then the atoms are the elements except 1. In a powerset he atoms ark the singletons 
and in a powerdomain !PS (3) the atoms are the elements of the form { l(d) where 
d is an atom. It would thus be natu the atoms in S[rtl are the 
basic properties from which all other s amounts to assumi 
$= u {v z ~‘1 van atom} holds for al; v’ E 9[rtl and this is not the case for all 
domains.) With these assumptlons ne may model cod by 
t is straightforward to 
4 is an instance of this pattern. 
.I and assume that 
({A_, me9 false}, E) of truth-value 
be 3 in Example 8.0.1 and 
xample 8.0.1 and assume t
that 
So suppose that fr g, and similarly for fi9 f3, and g3 and suppose 
[rt](d)Ev. If f,(d) = i, it is immediate that 
and otherwise f,(d) is SAP or fake and without loss of generality we may assume 
that f,(d) = true. We firs; SIXIN that (d) E filter& v). This is evident if d = L, 
as a permissible repre n function is strict. Otherwise d and [rt]l(d) will be 
atoms and, clearly, g, d))a true. We then have 
e desired result follows. 
xample. The combinators in, and case_ are associated with the type construc- 
and their inter-p ion depends on how & is interpreted. We first consider 
the situation where + delled by cartesian product as in the detection of signs 
analysis in Examples 4.2.8 an 4.3.4. In analogy with the definitions in Example 
4.3.4 it is natural to use 
a&!ixg,, l - - 9 8kb = wh, l l l 3 vk)-gdvl)Li- l l Ugkh)= 
To validate this we assume that 9 is as in Example 8.0.1 and that .%(-k) = xs etc. 
.I and gP(+) = -ks where + is 
e lazy standard semantics in 
t)(&, . . . , hk) sends i to _L 
we proceed as in Example 5.3.2. In particular, the fact used there to prove the 
correctness of case 8 unts to [rt](Qc 1 and that - 
MS q 
i-native way of interpretin 
is the domain construct0 
natural to use 
I(T)LI* * l (T) if v==T, 
if v==L. 
The correctness of this amounts to 
a for this we shall assume that lr...9hk) sends I to .L and (j,d) to 
(j, hi(a)) if h,(d) # I and otherwise to P. We shall. omit the details of the proof. 
8.0.!5. Example. The combinators takej and 
constructor x. If the an interprets 5 
it is natural to use 
.%(takej)=A(~l,. . ., v~).v~, 
tuple are associated with the type 
axrtesian product, i.e. 4 (x) = x’, 
To ensure the correctness of this, we shall assume that otherwise 9 is as in Example 
8.0.1. Concerning 9 we assume that it is as in Example 8.0.1, with 9( II) = X’ 
and that Y(take,) and 9(tupie) are as in the lazy standard semantics of Example 
4.3.3. The type representation A is as in Example 8.0.1 and we assume that 
JNX)(hl, l l l 9 hk) sends (d, ,..., &) to (h,(d,) ,..., h&)). Correctness then 
amounts to 
l l xrtk=r$B $(take_J, 
Y(tuple) i[(rt-*rtl) X l l 0 X (rtzrt,) ---, (rt-,rt& l l p&)j 9(tuple). 
ere the correctness of the detection 
cf signs analysis is proved and the proof of the above correctness assertions proceeds 
m 
e analysts 4 int 
considered in Exampl; 7.1.7. Then one migk 
J(takej)=(k. cVl,. . . 9 Vk)mVj)@, 
S(tuple)-h(g+.., g&Av*U {c~os§(~~(v’), l l . 
or I}. 
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To motivate tkls, assume that is the powerdomain 
the powerdomain 99( at the tensor prodtic 
Example 7.1.X Then the above equations a 
.%(takej) = AX{ !a~,.*.3&)E Y), 
(tuple)=A(gl,..., 
is I or ;an atom}. 
In the equatiol-i for tuple we have followed the approach of Example 3.0.3 for cond 
in that the result is produced by considering the “basic properties” (I, d} that the 
argument Y expresses. (tuple)(g,, . . . , gk)( Y) in general will be 
a strict subset of gI( Y) x * l l x gk( Y) and this k why the use of tensor products give 
the flavour of a relational method. 
We shall only prove correctness under the simplifying assumptions made above. 
Additionally, we assame that otherwise .9 is as in Example &O.i, that Sf’ is as in the 
domain. The type representation is as in 
,..., t&)foh,(d,)x-x c&J and 
we assume that . The correctness conditions then 
are 
The first 
9(takej) 
Yjtuple) (rtyt,)z- l l +x(rt_ -IQ * (rt--*rt& l l x r&)1 4( tuple). 
condition amounts to 
(d,)c{d,!((d:, . l . , di)e Y) 
which clearly h second condition, assume that J 
for all i and that (d) G Y. Since d will be 1 or an atom, 
will and we may write (d) = {I, d}. It then follows that 
and from this the desired result 
c L_l MU, 41 x l l l x ~~((1, d)) ]d E Y is _L or an atom} 
follows. 
binators apply and curry are associated with ihe type 
e shall restrict ourselves to the case where 3 is function 
space and ,x. is Cartesian product. So let 4 be an ! Jtetpretation ias in gample 8.0-l 
= 2 and S(x) = xS. Follow@. the detection cf signs analysis of 
to use 
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type representation is as in Example 8.0.1 and 
(h,( d,), k,( dz)). The correctness conditions 
i, M sends (& Stt) to 
8.0.7. ple. Finally, we consider the combinators mkrec and un 
with recursive types. One possibility is that the analysis solves recursive domain 
equations as precisely as possible. For this we assume that the analysis 4 is as in 
Example 8.0.1 and that .%(REc) is the operator REC of Example 4.2.6. It is then 
natural to use 
.%(mkrec) = ISO[S[rtlj@( )]Jl, 4(unrec) = ISO[9[rt&iB( )]J2 
where the recursive type in question is REcX,.~~. For the correctness conditions 
9(mkrec) &rt[ REcX, .rt/X,]-* RECX* .rtl .%(mkrec), -- 
sP( unrec) J[( REcX, . rt ) --, rt[REcX, .rt/X,]1 $(unrec), -- 
we assume that 9’ is as in Example 8.0.1 and that ~(REc), y(mkrec) and Y(unrec) 
are as in the lazy standard semantics of Examples 4.2.7 and 4.3.3. The type representa- 
tion & is as in Example 8.0.1 with ~(REC) along the lines of the example given in 
Subsection 7.3. We omit the proof of correctness which is patterned after the cases 
e = mkrec e. and e = unrec e, in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1. 
Another possibility is that the analysis solves recursive domain equations by 
performing a finite number of unfoldings. For this we assume that ~(REC) is like 
the ~(REC) of Example 7.1.8 so that in particular .9( REC)(G)( ) = G’( 0) where 0 
is the domain ({I, T}, c). Next define the AC morphism go: G(O) ---, 0 by 
go=((A~.(~=I)~I,T),(h~.(~=I)-*I,T)). 
It is then natural to use 
.%(mkrec) = G2(go)&l, $(unrec) = G’(go)&2 
so that $(mkrec) will truncate information about unfoldings three levels deep into 
information about unfoldings two levels deep. We omit the details of the definition 
o~J@(R~_Iz) which is patterned after the development in Example 7.1.8. Consequently 
we also omit the proof of the correctness conditions 
SP(mkrec) &t[wxX, .rt/X,]-, RECX, .rtl $(mkr: :), -- 
.4P(unrec) i[(~EcX~.rt~ ._W^^_ ,zrt[RECX,.rt/Xl]jj $(UIWW). -II 
ave presented a ge eory of abstract interpretation of 
denotational definitions. This consists of the definition of the two-level metalanguage 
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TMLm and of a development of abstract interp-etation for this language and in the 
course of the development some rest&ions have been imposed upon the meta- 
language and upon the class of interpretations considered. We shall be 
concluding remarks by reviewing these restrictions and repeat why they were 
for the theoretical development owever, it should not be forgotten that ;ome of 
the restrictions on TMLm have n motivated by more prag agic considerations. 
Typically this is because the programming language studied requires less than the 
full power of TMLm so that it would be a waste of effort to (try to) define the 
analysis of interest as an interpretation for all of TMLm rather than only for the 
required subset. This has been illustrated in Examples 4.2.8, 4.2.9, 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. 
We started with the metalanguage TMLm as defined in Section 3 and we considered 
the class of interpretations as defined in Section 4. In this setting we defined the 
semantics of the metalanguage in a schematic way, i.e. the definition was para- 
meterised on an injerpretotion so that the primitives could be interpreted in difIerent 
ways (Section 4). We illustrated this by defining interpretations for lazy and eager 
standard semantics and by defining interpretations for forward and backward 
analyses. We then defined general relatioors between two interpretations, e.g. for 
expressing the correctness of an analysis with respect o a semantics, and we showed 
a metatheorem of correctness (Section 5). This development is of wide applicability 
and is not confined to abstract interpretation; in fact 3a eulresponds to the a&ruct 
interpretation = correctness view discussed (and rejected) in Section 2. A variation 
of this development, but using Kripke-like relations instead of relations, is used in 
[ 391 to prove the correctness of generating code for a subset of TMLm (corresponding 
to TMLs of Subsection 7.3). 
For the next stage of the development we restricted the analyses to be lattice 
interpretations although the semantics till could be any interpretation. Also we 
restricted the primitives of TMLm to have level-peseruing types and the resulting 
metalanguage was called TMLml. The first condition is in agreement with most 
approaches to abstract interpretation (including [ 10,111); indeed, if we require that 
the sets of properties be domains and that we may use binary least upper bounds 
in the definition of conditionals then the sets of properties turn out to be complete 
lattice;. The second condition was motivated by the observation that c is not, in 
general, the proper ordering to use for comparing the precision of properties. Instead 
the relations G and sc, (i.e., ~[ctl) were defined, and the condition then ensured 
that the relations would be partial orders so that our approach to comparing 
properties does behave as expected. In this setting we showed how to define families 
of adjoined functions between the sets of PI - - - a-** vyblr~t:~ of different analyses. We used 
this as a basis for specifying induced analyses and showed in a precise sense that 
the resulting analyses were correct and as precise as possible (Subsections 6.1 and 
7.1). Also we showed that no lack of precision would result if analyses were 
developed, or proved safe, in one big step or in several small steps (stepwise 
coarsening) I ard semantics was incorporated by generalising the process 
of inducing from adjoined functions to general representation functions and we 
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showed a result analogous to stepwise coarsening (Subsection 6.2 althou 
dispensed with the similar result in Subsection 7.2). 
Throughout, the run-time types have been interpreted im a compositional way as 
has been done for the compile-time types. By ignoring the development of Subsec- 
tions 4.2 and 5.2 and Section 7 one could dispense with this compositional interpreta- 
\ion of the run-time types. Then the resulting framework would be close in spirit 
to [38] although substantially generalised (as the metalanguage of 1383 is very 
restricted). Compared to the development of [28,31] we have extended the meta- 
tnnguage, developed in ing in the general case of representation functions, shown 
how to incorporate bat rards analyses and the approximation of recursive data 
structures and we have lri’ted ;B rallier demanding condition on the types of the 
primitive combinators. We have also reduced the role played by the (fcrward) 
collecting semantics by focussing more on the correctness relations. This is fortunate 
because although we showed that the collecting semantics always exists as a frontier 
type interpretation, we were unable to define it zc a type interpretation (unless we 
considered the subset TMLs of TMLml). The link with the approach of [28,31] is 
then given by our results tha; it does not matter whether 3ne proves the correctness 
with respect o the collecting semantics (when it exists) or directly with respect o 
the standard semantics (in Subsection 6.3, although we dispensed with this in 
Subsection 7.3). 
Finally, in the third stage of the development we considered implementable 
versions of the functionals (Section 8). Here we only considered forward analyses, 
i.e. forward interpretations, but similar considerations could be performed for other 
classes of analyses. Our development has thus lived up to the claims that abstract 
interpretation = correctness + most precise analyses + implementable analyses that 
were expressed in Section 2. 
In summary, the main part of the development is of wide applicability and 
generalises previous formulations. However, it is still possible to carry the develop- 
ment further. One obvious possibility is to generalise the metalanguage by incorporat- 
ing polymorphism, abstract ypes, dependent ypes, type procedures (in the sense 
of [dl]) tc. Another possibility is to include several explicit versions of the run-time 
type constructors (t, x, --, and REC), as the observation that + is not always + 
etc. would motivate a desire to interpret he type constructors differently in different 
parts of the TMLm-expression. The first of these possibilities is a major research 
problem but the second possibility should not be too hard. From a practical point 
of view it would be desirable to develop further examples of “changes of method” 
(Subsection 7.1) and “implementable” versions of the functionals (Section 8). 
The purpose of abstract interpretation is to assist in program transformations and 
generation of efficient code. However, the results of the analyses are not presently 
in a form suitable for this. In the terminology of [40] it is desirable if the results cf 
abstract interpretation are stuck onto the program points and we shall use the term 
“sticky interpretation” for an interpretation that does so. In the case of attribute 
grammars uch a scheme is presented in 1631 but no theory of correctness has been 
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developed. For a simple imperative language the correctness of using such informa- 
tion to perform program transformations is proved in [29]. In the general case of 
Lm there are likely to be several choices of making an interpretation sticky. 
h choice corresponds to making certain assumptions about the order in which 
expressions are evaluated aad thus reflects the fact that many operational descrip- 
tions will have the same denotatiopal semantics. As an e pie suppose that p is 
a function that has t-wo call-by-value parameters. If u al evaluates to I but v 
always evaluates to 1 then p(u, v) also evaluates to 1. So the set of values stuck 
onto the program points corresponding to p(u, v) and u should be the singleton 
(I}. The set of values stuck onto the program point corresponding to v should be 
(1)” if right-to-left evaluation is used but (I} if left-to-right evaluation is used. 
Indeed, the notion of a program point may not even be obvious in the general case 
of TMLm. It remains to be seen whether the ideas in [15] may be of help in this. 
Appendix A. Semantics 
Proof of Proposition 4.1.2. The statement of the proposition is rnG&ly [Sg, Theorem 
21. We shall give a short proof based on this result but a more elementary proof 
may be found in [28, Section 2.21. Indeed the first claim is Theorem 2(a, c). For the 
second claim we define 
D=({(& 62, l l .)I n: d, E 0, A d, = f:(d”+,)}, c) 
where (d,, d2,. . .)c,(d’,, di,. . . ) iff Vu: d, E d :. Clearly, this defines a cpo with least 
element (I, I , . . .) and least upper bounds calculated pointwise. Next we define 
r,:D,+Dby 
r,(4) = (. . l 3 f L(f nu-*(d*)), f F-Ad”), dm fn(dn), f*+*(fn(dn))* s l l ) 
and note that this defines a continuous function of the stated functionality. It also 
n embedding with upper adjoint r”,(d,, d2, . . .) = d,, and, clearly, (r,, 0 r: j,, 
in with U,, rn 0 r: f= id D. we have thus con&r tied a locally limiting cone. 
The formula for the mediating morphism and that (r; 0 rt),, is a chain is explicitly 
stated in the proof of [SS, Theorem 2). That two limiting cones are isomorphic 
follows from the usual categorical reasoning. By uniqueness of the mediating 
morphisms the isomorphisms must be un r: 0 r”, and Un r, 0 rr (which is the mediat- 
ing morphism from D’ to D). For the last claim suppose that all rk are lower 
adjoints. Then 
r, 0 r’,” = (m+, 0 fn) 0 (,fn” 0 rr+,)rr rn+l 0 rr+, 
shows that r” is the least upper bound of a chain and hence exists. Clearly, r” is a 
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shows that F is a lower adjoi r” as upper adjoint. Finally, 
r;or= u F~~F:,~F~= u fnuo . . .O f s__*or:= u r;=r; 
man man man 
shows the equation rro F = F:. Cl 
3. The chain (Dnl fn),, must be of the form fn = (g*, 8:) 
where ( Dn, gn), is a chain in CPOse. A cone (0, (rn)n) for ( Dn, fn)n is locally 
limiting iff it is of the form r, = (r!,, F?) where (0, (r&) and (0, (ri)n) are locally 
limiting cones for (Dn, gn)“. Furthermore, it consists of symmetric embeddings iff 
each r: equals F’,. It thus follows from the previous proposition that the second 
claim holds. The remainder of the proof is similar to that of the previous proposition 
as it is straightforward to verify that F” = FR if for all n both F”, = Fff and rf = rLR. c3 
a 4.1.5. Since D and ACLs are ful 
CPO-categories 0 Also DOMs and 
that they are admissible subcategories it suffices to consider a chain (Dn, fn)n in 
DOMse or ACbe and s t the limiting cone (0, (rn)n) calculated in C 
has D to be an object o se or ACbe as required. This follows from 
Examples 4.3 and 4.43 (or 128, Section 2.21). But it merely amounts to observe that 
embeddings of CPOs preserve compact elements, that & = { rn( b,) 1 bn E BD,,} and 
that a domain is a complete lattice iff &, has binary least upper bounds. q 
Proof of Proposition 4.1.6. This amounts to rechecking the proofs of the propositions 
mentioned and as the proofs are mostly similar, we only consider Proposition 4.1.2. 
The first claim goes through as before. For our second claim we may note that the 
assumptions about C guarantee that the constru ed (locally) limiting cone is a 
cone in Ce. If (D’, (fi)n) is some cone in then all a”, and FL 0 F”, will be morphisms 
of C and this guarantees that the mediating morphism F = Un F: 0 F”, will be a 
morphism of C The remainder of the proof goes through unchanged. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 4.Z.7. Clearly REC(F)(~) will be an object of s2 when all 
of Di are and REC(F)( $) will be a morphism of s2 when all of the J are. We 
must next show the functor laws, local continuity and symmetricness. This is a 
straightforward calculation using that (F@a)“(id) = id, that 
(F@(jog’))“(f’og’)= (F~~)"(f')o(F~~)"($'), 
that(F@c)” dependscontinuouslyonJandthat((F~S)n(f’))R=(F~(SR))“(f’R). 
For a more detailed proof see [28, Section 2.2). Cl 
Proof of Lemma 4. This is little more than [SS, Lemmas 1 and 21 and a more 
elementary proof m e found in [ 28, Section 2.21. For a quick proof let (R, fn h = 
CHAIN(F@@ and note that 
((F@ 
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is a locally limiting cone for (D,, fn)n,l. Clearly, (D[F@b], (r,[F@fi]),,,) also 
is, and by Propositions 4.1.3 and s 1.6 it follows that ISO! .%I)] as defined above 
is 3 symmetric and mediating isomorphism. For the second claim we construct a 
cone (Q (r,),) by 
r,=.l: U-, D, r,+g =fo(F@b)(r,):(F@I))“+‘(U)+ D, 
and once more use Propositions 4.1.3 
Details of Example 4.2.6. We must verify that S(REC) is a functor as required and 
we begin by considering the effect upon objects, i.e. domain semifunctors. For a 
domain semifunctor F: DOMsZN+’ + DOMs2 we first show that S(REC)( F) is 
defined on objects (i.e., N-tuples of objects of DOMs2) and for this wzt b be 
such an object. Since F is a domain semifunctor, F@l) also is and by Fact 4.2.3 
the chain CHAIN( F@d) is well-defined as in Subsection 4.1, and Propositions 
4.1.3 and 4.1.6 show that the definition of s( REc)( F)( d) still applies. Next we must 
show that S(REC)(F) is defined on morphisms (i.e., N-tuples of morphisms of 
DOMs2) and for this we let 1: 6 ---, E be such a morphism. The definition to be 
investigated is 
S(REC)(F)(~)=U ~,[F@&(F@~)“(I)o~~[F@~]~ 
n 
but unlike Subsection 4.1 we cannot claim that (D[ F@ g], (rn[ F@Z] 0 
(miwmtu) is a cone when $ is not a symmetric lower adjoint. We therefore 
need to verify that the least upper bound is taken of a chain in order to be sure 
that the definition does define a morphism of DOMs2. It is convenient o abbreviate 
fn=r,IF~~jo(F~S)“(I)o~n~F@I)j” 
and pr3ve fn Gfn+l by numencai induction on n. The basis is straightforward as 
fo = I and. in the induction step we calculate as follows (using that Lemma 4.1.8 
still applies bar Fact 4.2.3): 
f ,,+~=ISO[F@E]O(F@E~(~~[F@E])~(F@~)((F@~)”(J)) 
~(F@d)(rn[F@d])~c ISOIF@dlR 
(using the semifunctor laws) 
=I SO[F@] 0 (F@)(f”) 0 ISOIF@dlR 
(using the induction hypothesis) 
2 ISO[ F@i?] 0 (F@f )(f,_,) 0 ISO[ F@djR 
(using the definition of ISO[. . .]) 
@i?)(rn_,[F@i?]R) 0 (F@)(fn_,) 
~(FBd)(r,_,[FBd])or,[~~ 
(using thz semifuncton: laws) 
~r”CF~~j~~F~~)(r,-1[F@~]Rofn-,or,_,[F@d])orn[F~I)lR 
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(using that mJ.. .lR = m-,[. . .I” and P-,.._~ is an embedding) 
=~~~F~~~*(~~~)((F~~:“-‘(I))o~,[F~~]~ 
= f n* 
It remains to show that S(REC)( F) is a domain semifun~or. Local continuity 
symmet~cness and behaviour on identities follow as in ~ubs~~ion 4.1. ft is a simple 
numerical indu~ion to show that 
(F~(J*g’))n(f’og’)E(F~~)nCf’)*(F~~)*(grf 
and that equality holds when $ and f’ are symme~~c lower 
easily follows that 
adjoints. From this it 
and that equality holds when f is a symmetric lower adjoint. 
To verify that S(REC) is a functor as required we must next consider the effect 
upon morphisms, i.e. natural transformations. For a natural transformation 
nat: Fl -+ F” it follows by a proof similar to that above that the formula for 
S(aec)(nat) does define a symmetric lower adjoint. To show that S(REc)(nat) is a 
morphism of DSF(DOMs2, N) from S(REC)( F,) to S(REC)( F2) we must show that 
S(REC)(F~)(~) 0 S(REc)(nat)(d) = S(REc)(nat)@) 0 S(REC)( F,)(f) 
holds for all symmetric lower adjoints 1: b + i?. But it is a straightforward structural 
induction to show that 
(FJ@f)n(I) * g,,[nat, D]=g,,[nat, 810 (F,@f)“(L) 
using that F,(x f) 0 nat( fi9 D) = nat( E, E) 0 Fl( 1, f) for all symmetric lower 
adjoints $: jr) + g and f: D + E. From this the desired result easily follows. 
To show that S(REC) is a functor we must show that 
S(REc)(id) = id and S(rrEc)(nat * nat’) = S(REc)(nat) 0 S(RE~)(nat’) 
where id is given by id(I)) = id6 and nat 0 nat’ is given by 
(nat 0 nat’)( 6) = nat( d) 0 nat’( 6) 
(i.e., the horizontal composition [4] of natural t~ansfo~ations). But a numerical 
induction shows that 
g,[id: F+ F, IYj=id~F~~,n(~,, 
gn [ nat 0 nat’, fi] = g, [ nat, ti] 0 g, [ nat’, d] 
and the desired result then follows. e calculations showing that 
( REC) satisfies the required substitution properties (on functors and natural tram- 
formations). 
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oaf of Lemma 5.1.4. It is straightforward to see that the condition t 
is locally limiting (in the sense of Definition 4.1.1) is equivalent to 
conditions listed (due to the componentwise nature of the category S 
to show that this also implies the third condition so let d* E Da 
arbitrary. If R( d 4 d b, holds then also R,,( ri*( d”), ri*( d ‘)) holds for all n since we 
assumed that r, = (ti, rt) was a morphism of SIM. If all R,( rz*(d”), ri*(d”)) ho1 
then we also have R( ri ‘( rt*( d” )), ri’( rE’( d ‘))) using that the r, are morphisms o 
M. By admissibility of R we also have 
u r;‘(r:*(d”)), u r:‘(t:‘(db)) 
n n > 
and this amounts to R(d4, db) since we assumed that r, is a symmetric embeddi 
and that (D”, (rz),) and (@‘, (rz),) are locally limiting. Cl 
f of Lemma 51.5. This result is related to Example 4.6 of [SS] but we prefer 
to give a more direct proof. We first constr$ct a locally limiting CGXE 
((F, R, D”), (ri, ri),) of symmetric embeddings. Since (Di, fnQ),, is a chain in 
DOMslZeR we may use Proposition 4.1.3 to define (IY, (rz),) as a locally limiting 
cone of symmetric embeddings. In a similar way we may define (09 (rk)n) and R 
is defined by the formula displayed in Lemma 5.1.4. Clearly, this defines (03 R, D’) 
as an object of SIM (as the rz* and rf’ are strict and continuous and the R, are 
already admissible relations). By Lemma 5.1.4, ((P, R, Db), (rt, ri)n) will be a 
locally limiting cone of symmetric embeddings once we have show that all P,, = 
(r:, rf) are morphisms of SIM. That 
R(d”, db) + Rn(rz*(d”), rt2(db)) 
is trivial given the definition of R. To see that 
R,(dt, dzj+ R,,,(r~(r~‘(d~)), rE(ri’(di))) 
holds for all m we first note that 
#$f 0 r4,’ r= f 
al 
m-l G o---o f 
Ul 
n if man, a2 
f a2 ni 0. l 00 n-l if m < n, 
because (Da, (rz j,) is a cone for (Di, f:)ne We have a similar formula for r”,’ 0 rt’ 
and the result then follows because fm-* 0 l l l 0 fn and fm 0 l l l 0 fn_, are morphisms 
of This completes the construction of a locally limiting cone of symmetric 
em ngs. 
We next show that any cone ((Da, & D’), (rz, t-i),) in SI eR that is locally 
limiting is also limiting in So let ((E”, 0, Eb), ( si, sz),) be a cone in 
there exists a mediating b)-+ 0% 
by the formula displayed in proposition (and (sn 0 r:), st be a chain) becaus 
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To show that 
Eb will be mediating by Proposition 4.1.3. To see that 
izting_ it suffices by 
e 
R(da, db) a Q(r”‘(d”), rb’(db)) 
we assume that R(d”, d ‘) holds. Since r, and s, are morphisms of 
that 
it follows 
Vn: Q(si’(ri*(d”)), s%‘(tt*(d”))) 
and using that the r, are symmetric embeddings and that Q is admissible we get 
the desired result Q( P*( d “), rb2( d “)). To show that 
Q( ea, eb) + R( ra2( e”), rb2( eb)) 
we assume that Q(e*, eb) holds. As above we get 
Vn: R(r~‘(s~*(e”)), ri*(st2(eb))) 
and as above (recalling the definition of composition in DOMs2) the desrred 
R( r’ -(e”), rb2( eb)) follows. 
Next we shall show that every cone ((E”, Q, Eb), (si, si),,) in SEMeR that is 
limiting in SIM also is locally limiting. For this let (( Dff, R, Db), (rz, rz),) be a 
locally limiting cone of symmetric embeddings as constructed above. Then the two 
cones are isomorphic, i.e. there is an isomornhism r : (E”, Q, Eb) + (D”, R, Db) 
such that r a s, = r,. It follows that (E*, (sQ,),,) will be locally limiting for (Ei, fi),, 
and similarly ( Eb, (si),) will be locally limiting for (ES:, f,“,,. As in Lemma 5.1.4 
it follows that (( Ea, Q, Eb), (sz, si),) is locally limiting. 
The remaining claims of the proposition follow from Proposition 4.1.3. Cl 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.6. In this proof we shall abbreviate ($9, $)[ctD to [ctn. That 
(Da, R Db) =UctD((Dfi, R,, Di’>, . . .I) (DON, RN, Did 
is an object of SIM whenever all of (cl;, Ri, 0:) are follows from Section 4 and 
Fact 5.1 .l. We shall subsequently prove by induction on ct that 
is a morphism of SI whenever all (f p, f ,p> : (04, Rig @if) * (Ep, Qi 
[ctl is a locally continuous, symmetric and covariant functor then fo 
information about 9[ctjj and gI[ctn suppl in Subsection 4.1. 
To show that (f O, f ‘) is a morphism o from the object (D”, ‘) to the 
object (E”, Q, Eb) =[ctn((Ey, Q1, Et), . . . , (Eg, QN, EL)) it su!?%ces t,o prove the 
“naturality” conditions 
(f alwY, f “Wbh Q(ea,eb)* R(fa2W),fb2(eb)) 
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as the information about .%[ct] and 9 provided in Subsection 
that f” and f” are morphisms of DOMa2. We prove these “naturality” conditions 
by structural induction on ct. 
Case ct = Ai is straightforward as f” = idDa, 6” = idDb an 
case ct = ct* x s . l x ctk. Suppose that j d”Ji 
holds for all i and, by the induction hypo 
Lfi”, l 9f3u 4Cf Ps - * ~ 9 f kNlNdt3i)) 
from which Q( f ,“(d a ), f ,b(d b)) follows. (Here we have written d for ( ;9*--, J&V) 
andQfor(Q,,..., QN).) This proves the first “naturality” condition and the proof 
of the second is similar. 
Case ct = ctl + l 9 l + ctk is proved in a similar way. 
Case ct = ctl + ct2. pose that R(d”, db) and show that (f”*(d”), f t’(db)). 
For this suppose that c#J(Q)(e~, ef) and show that 
S[Ct&@(f “‘(d”)(ey), fb’(do)(eF)). 
But we have 
by the induction hypothesis and 
~Uct,B(d)(d”(~~Uct,D(d P, . ..q fiWN4h dbK9U41(f i', .. .s f k)l2)(&)) 
by R(d*, db) so that B[ctJ(@)(f~(d”)(e~), ff(db)(eF)) follows by the induction 
hypothesis. This proves the first “naturality” condition and the second is similar. 
Case ct = RECXJV+~ .ct,. The formulae for the definition off cii and f b were given 
in Subsecti jn 4.1. Taking f” as an example, the idea was to transform the cone 
(Ea, r,l.%[cto~@l?“]) into a cone for the chain 
~(JYct,D@~“)“( U), (~Uctoll@~“)“(U), 
where @’ abbreviates (Da 19. . . , DQN) nnd similarly for Ea. This was done by showing 
that all small rectanglb- in Fig. 4 (oi Subsection 4.1) did commute. Then f 4 was 
defined as the morphism guaranteed by Proposition 4.1.3. In the present case the 
desired naturafity conditions will follow fr as 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 provided that 
the cone 
may be viewed as a cone of the chain 
This argument procee e relations are admissible 
and the pairs (1, I) of re are morphisms of 
Case ct = Xi is straightforward. 
Case ct = ft is straightforward. 0 
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.Ll. Suppose that .% B 9 holds. For all tenv, e and ct as in the 
11 assume that ienv 
$[e][jenv). The p 
tion on the expression e and as most cases will be straightforward, they will not be 
This is immediate from the hypothesis. 
Cases takej, in;, apply, mkrec and unrec are similar. 
Case e = tupie(e,, . . . , ek). ur;&xt hypothesis we have for all i that 
9[4?J(ieIlV) B(rt z ttil 
From the hypothesis that 9 9QS it follows that 
$(tuple) BC(,*t3ft,) X l * l X (rt=r&) + (rt--,rt,E* 6 l Xrtk)l $(tuple). 
Using the definition of Bl[(- 9 9 x l * - x 9 l 0) + l l r] it follows th 
9(tuple)(s[eJ(ienv), . . . , $[eJ(ienv)) 
B[rt_ + rr_s l l l x 4l ~(tuple)(~([e,D(jenv), . l . s 6Uekll(jenv)) 
and this is nothing but 
4l[tuple(e,, . . . , ek)l(ienv) SBl[rt~rt,~- l l ErtJ $[tuple(e,, . . . , e&)l(jenv) 
as was to be shown. 
Cases case, curry, cond, 0 and fix,, are similar. 
Case e=e,-+e2, e3. We shall write ct, = A,,ool, ct2 = ct and et3 = ct. From the 
induction hypothesis it follows that for all i, .P[eJ( ienv) 9[ctil $[ ejD( jenv). Since 
Bl[&,,J is the equality relation we have that .%UeJ(ienv) = $[eJ(jenv). The desired 
result 
4Iel- e2, e3 IlMv) WMldU ei+ e2, e3lKjenv) 
then easily follows. 
CIzses (e,, . . . , ek), e&, illjeo, iSje0, OUtjeo are similar. 
Case e = Axi: ct’.eo. The type ct has the form ct’ + ct” and without loss of gener- 
ality we may assume that 1 =S is N+ 1. Writing M 1 WY{ N! i} we shall write 
(0 1,-=-V vN)[v/Xi] for the tuple (v’,, . . . , &,) that has v in the ;th position and has 
z)i (for j # i) in the jth position. The desired S[el(ienv) 9l[cti $[el(jenv) then 
amounts to assuming that iv %[ct’n jv and showing that 
9[e&ienv[ iv/xi]) B[ct’q $[e&jenv[ j&q]) 
and this follows from the induction hypothesis. 
Case e = e, e2. The desired result easily follows from the induction Ziypc~theqis 
and the definition of S?l[- l l --3 - - 01. 
Case e = xi. This is straightforward. 
C42se = mkrec e, or e = unrec e,. e two cases are very similar and we shall 
therefore prove them jointly. Let cto and Xi be such that 
tellV !- e&Cto[RECXi.Cto/Xi], tel’lV k el:RECXi.Cto. 
Using a variant of the notation of Subsection 
$I[mk;ec e& ient > = i( 9 envh 
$[unfec eJ(ienv) = i-‘( (ienvr), 
extend to a morphism of SIM of a&y 
(§, ~,8)I%Il(( 
To show this we first consi 
and note that by Lemma 5. I.5 the cone 
is a limiting cone. By 
is a limiting cone. So by Lemma 5.1.5 there is a unique mediating morphism from 
it to the previous cone and it is 
R 
ma 4.1.8 it follows that this is nothing but 
( )I) 
and iliis shows the result. 
Case e = fix,,eO. Bg the induction hypothesis we have that 
d[e&ien\p) 
[cfj is an admissible relation, we clearly have I %[a) I and using the result 
of the induction hypothesis a numetical induction establishes that 
Cusect=ct**~’ * + ctk is similar (as the third result is trivial). 
e”alpe ct = ctl -+ ctz. Fo e first resu 
consider two subcases. If P, I, ct,) an 
to Vd: j’(d) s[ctJ(i@) g(d) and this is a suborder as 
and IT( P, I, ct2) then f <act (8) g amounts to 
d, e: d “-l[ctJ(& e a f(d)Eg(e). 
This holds for f =g as d ) e implies d ce and the functions in 
4M(~~, l l l 9 DN) are continuous and hence monotonic. Also the relation implies 
f Kg as d ~[ctJ(& e holds whenever d = e. To see that a[ctl(lf) is transitive let 
f 6i[ctj/(d) g and g <[ctl(d) k. To show f s[ctl( fi) A, we assume that d ~[ctJ(d j e 
and must show f(d)&z(e). But d ~iaJ(d) d gives f(d)cg(d) and as we also 
have g(d)ch(e) WP get f(d)ch(e). 
For the second result we assume that FI’(1.i I, ct) and, as in the case cf products, 
it follows that LT( P, I, et) and that ~l[ctl( @) equals =. For the third result we 
assume that IT( P, I, ct) and as before we get LT( P, I, ct). So by the first result 
sl[ctl(& implies c and for the convgrse resuit WC use that the functions in 
~u4m. - - s DN) are co&nuous (hence monotonic) and that [c~&fi) implies C, 
Case ct = RECX N+l .cto. It is convenient: o postpone the proot of the first result 
for a moment. For the second result we assume that PT(Pw {XN+& I\{&+J+~}, &)
and we clearly have LT(P, I, ct). Also U x U : U -+ U is a relation that equals = 
and by induction and using the induction hypothesis also 
(qctop3(d))y u x u) : (s~ctopw,, . . s 3 ~~j)n( u) 
is. It is then straightforward to verify that SI[RECX ,,,.ct&l?) ho is. For the third 
result we assume that ITiP\{X,+,), I G (XN+,}, ctO) and we clearly have 
Also one may modify the previous proof to show that “-@j(d) cquats G. For the 
first result we assume that LT(P, 1, ct) and have three subcases to consider. TWO 
of these follow from the abcve and we are left with the case where 
LT(P\{X,,,}, I\{X,,,}, ct,-,). As U x U is a suborder it follows as above that also 
(sl[ct&9(fi))“( U x U) and a[c?jj(fi) are. 
Case ct = Xi is straightforward given the assumptions about I?. 
Case ct = ft is also straightforward. [3 
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f of 6.1.10. This is a straightforward stru I induction on ct using 
that LT( P, I, ct) and we shall feel free to write SC, fo 
The me ct = Ai is straightforward because sCt t 
ct = ft is straightforward be e % then eqds E. 
follows from the hypothese cases c: =ct+ l l xctk and ct=ct+ . l +ctk are 
rwalG using the induction hyp 
case where ct = ct@-+ ctW we 
prove f 58 % ces to consider x ecrey scrn z and sho 
f(x) SC,” g(y) SC,” h(z). By Lemma .7 we have $ set f and h ~~,h so that 
ft 1 x +&9 and sW%JW a= mediate and it therefore suffices to prove 
that f W %CJ” g(y) %w h(y). From f we clearly have f(y)Eg(y) f h(y) and 
the result follows from the indu&on hypothesis. 
In the case where ct = REC&+~ .ct” we shall assume that x sC, z and that x t-y G z. 
To show x 6,~ ~~$2 we t:(x) +,# r:(y) s F#* r:(r) for all n 
where r”, abbreviates m[ 2 and where ~z,~ abbreviates the 
relation (+t’&B( RI9 . . . 9 RN))*(Ux U). But we have r:(x) SF,@ r:(z) and rz(x)~ 
rz(y)t r’,(t) from the assumptions and so the result follows from the induction 
hypothesis and a simple numerical induction. Cl 
eorem 6.1.33. To complete the proof we proceed by structural induction 
shall write $ for (f,, . . . , fNj * for (R:, . . . , R’,) etc. 
&se ct = Ai is straightforward as B(f) is (Ml, Ml) and a.11 the relations 
equal =. 
Gas@ ct = ctp x l l l x etk. As LT( P, I, ct) also LT( P, I, Cti) ana by the induction 
hypothesis 
*dICtil($) cooperates with (~fCti~(B’), G[Cti1(l?2), ~[Cti~(d”))- 
Using the componentwise definition of d[ctB, s[ctn and i&t1 the resuit follows. 
5@ ct==ct*+- l l + ctk is along the same lines. 
GXW ct = ct* + ct2. As LT( P, I, ct) we have PT( P, I, ctl) A LT( P, I, ct2) or 
LT( p, r, ct!) n IT( p, I, ct2). 
in both cases we have LT( P, I, Cti) by (the proof of) Lemma 6.1.7. For elements 
dE Ir.. . 9 DN) and e q.J@t~(E,, . . . , EN) we then must show the 
equivalence of 
Vd’, d”: d’ +ct#d’) d” 
‘, e”: d’ i&tJ(d2) e” a d(d’) .&t2@2) e(e”), 
e”, e”: 
‘) e(e”). 
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We shall prove the equivalence between the first two conditions as the equi 
etween the last two cond ns is similar. So assume that the first condition hoids 
and that d’ &tJ(l?*) e”. the induction hypothesis we have 
d’ +t,l(fi’) WU4l(3%9W’) 
and so we get 
(dd’) dMl~~l, &4bJ(f)$2) *e~(~Uct,lltf~~l)o(~UctlB(i)l2))(e')* 
By Lemmas 6.1.7 and 6.1.15 this gives 
(dd’) 4Ml(~‘) WU4l($N2kWN 
from which we get the desired (d d’) &t,l(fi*) (e e’). 
Next assume that the second condition olds and that d’ s[ct,n(R’) dw. By Lemma 
6.1.15 and the induction hypothesis we get 
wu~hnchr)w) ~uct,n(RI3)(sPuct,n(~)3i)(d") 
and @hence d’ &_Ftln( 8*) (&l[ctJ( r)J 1 )( d “). Then, by the assumption, 
(d d’) &ct2j(3*) (e 0 (sP[ctJ(f)Jl))(d”) 
-% 
and by the induction hypothAs this is 
(d d’) s[~tJ(l?~) ((aZIct&)J2) 0 e 0 (&[czJ(f)Jl))(d”) . 
which is the desired result. 
cast? Ct = RECX N+l .cto. We have LT( P, I, c:) and there are now three possibilities. 
These are that LT(P\WN+~), N&+d, CGA that P”UPu WN+~L WX,+d, cd or 
that ITiP\{XN+r), I u {XN+I}, ct& We first consider the possibility where 
LTW\W, 1+1)9 N&+J, 6). Clearly, 
(I: U-, U,J_: U-+ U) cooperates with (UX U, UX U, I/TX U) 
and 6y the induction hypothesis and numerical induction it follows that 
(sP[c~,J@~)“(& I) cooperates with 
((+topP)*( u x u), (&ctopGP)y u x u), (+top9P)n( u x u)). 
It follows that 
U d9u4W?i 0 b4lctoll@f)“(~, I) 0 rn[9UctoD@dlR 
n 
cooperates with 
(A(d’, d”).Vn:(~llctoII~d’)“( U x U)((rn[~Dc~~n@d]~2)(d’~, 
(r,[~Uct~Redll2)(d”)), 
A(@‘, eI~).Wn:(~l[ctoD~.3)n( U x u)(b=,[g~ctow 
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and this is the desired result. if one of the two other possibilities apply, we can still 
proceed as above since (the proof of) Lemma 6.1.7 guarantees LT( P’, I’, ctO) for 
suitable P’ and I’ and (the proof of) Lemma 6.1.7 already guarantees that the 
relations (~[cf~&N?)~( U x U) and (“- ct01Pd3)“( U X U) will equal = or E as 
required. 
Case ct = Xi. The claims follow from the assumptions. 
Case ct = ft. Since bfi equals E and d(ft) is a pair of adjeed functions the 
claims merely amount to a restatement of the definition of d(ft) earlier in Sub- 
section 6.1. II 
proof of Lemma 6.2.4. It remains to perform the structural induction on ct. 
Case ct = Ai. As &tl(s) is the identity the results easily follow. 
Case ct = ct, x l l l x ctk. We have LT( P, I, ct ) and hence LT( P, I, cti) for each Cti. 
From the induction hypothesis it follows that each &[Ctil(f ) is a permissible 
representation function. Then also .M[ctB(f ) is because x is a functor and the 
compact elements of a product are the tuples of compact elements of the components. 
The “functor-like” equation follows because x is a functor. If PT( P, I, ct) then also 
PT( & I, CS) so that each dlfCtil( p) is the identity and then also &l[ct]l( f) is. 
C0se ct=ct,+- + ctk is similar because the compact elements of a separated _ 
sum are 1 together with the compact elements of the summands (suitably injected). 
case ct = ct, + cf2. We have LT( P, I, ct) and shall first consider the case where 
PT( P, I, ct,) and IT(P, I, ct2). We then calculate 
= ~~=4l4ltS)(f(e)) = JclUch!Ys) of 
where the first equality is by A&n($) being the identity and the second equality 
is by Jdc[ct,n(s> and f being continuous and hence monotonic. Clearly, this defines 
a continuous function and so duct, ---, ct&f ) is well-defined and of the stated 
functionality. Since &l[cr,D(j) is strict and continuous, also &(ct, + ctJ(f ) is. 
Next assume that f is a compact element of flct, --, ct2J(.Di, = . . , I&). In general 
for domains D and E the compact elements of the continuous function space D + E 
are those functions that have the form [ dI, e,] U l l l U [d,,, en] where n > 0, di E D 
is compact, ei E E is compact, [di, ei](d) is ei if d 2 di and 1 otherwise (e.g., [46]). 
Here [d,, e,]U- l l U [d,, e,,] will give a function only if { ei 1 i E I} has an upper 
bound whenever {di 1 i E I} has an upper bound as I ranges through the powerset 
of (1,. . . , n}. So assume that f = [d,, e,]U l l l U [ dn, e,l is a compact element. Let 
I i, . . . , I, be an enumeration of those subsets of { 1, . . . , n} for which {di 1 i E I} has 
an upper bound and hence (by consistent completeness) a least upper bound. Then 
is a compact element since 
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o u { ei 1 i E 4) is a compact element since rj is finite and each ei is compact, 
o A[ctJ( $) preserves compact elements, 
if { u (di 1 i E 4) 1 j E J} has an upper bound then u { di 1 i E lJj 4) exists by consistent 
completeness and therefore u { ei 1 i E Ui 4) and A[ctd( $ )( U {e, I i E Ui 4)) exist 
and therefore the set {~~c~~~(~)(U(e,(i~lj})lj~~} has an upper bound. 
For the “functor-like” equation we calculate 
dqct, --, ctJ(gy 0 f O E’)(f) = [d&g” .$o 6’) 0 f 
= (4MKg’)~~) O JacUct*KS) O (~ctzD(al~) of 
where the last equality is by the following fact. 
Fact. If J? is a frontier type interpretation, {X, , . . . , XN} I- ct and PT( P, I, ct) then 
mm.. . 9 eN) equals the identity morphism of DOMs2 provided that each ei does 
when Xi E I? 
Finally, if PT( P, I, ct) holds then also PT( P, I, ct2) does, so that &l[ctJ( $) is the 
identity and then Al[ct, --, ct,n(f ) also is. 
Next we consider the harder case where LT( P, I, ct,) and IT( P, I, ct2). It is a 
simple structural induction to show the following fact. 
Fact. If LT( P, I., ct) and {X,, . . . , XN} I- ct then s[ct]l(E,, . . . , EN) is a complete 
lattice if 9 is a lattice frontier type interpretation and Ei is a complete lattice whenever 
XiE I. _ 
This guarantees that when f E actjj(D1,. . . , &) the clause 
4ch --, 4iGxf) = AeLI (~Uct2D(S)(f(d))(~uct,n(S)(d)ce} 
does define a function from 9[ctJ(El,. . . , EN) to .%[ct,D( El,. . . , EN). We must 
prove that this function is continuous for Al[ct, + ct&f ) to have the stated 
functionality. First we note that 
4h -+ cbntf’xf) 
= ~4 wu4W(f (4) I d is compact and A[clJ( f )(d)E e) 
because (in DOMs2) any d may be written d = Un d,, where the d, are compact 
and by continuity Ar[ctJ( f)(d) c e will guarantee 
in: Jclu4Ww r e and 44l(~)(fW)) = i_l44l(s)(fW,J. 
n 
Next let e = Un en be a chain. Then when d 3s compact also Al[ctJ(f)(d) is by the 
induction hypothesis and Al[ctJ( $)( d) c e holds iff J@t,j(f )( j c en for some n. 
This shows that duct, + ct,n( $)( f) is indeed continuous. 
Furthermore, AZ! ct, + ctJ(f ) is strict and continuous becaus f&j) is. Next 
assume that f is a compact element of sP([ct, + ctJ( D, , . . . and write f = 
[d,, e,] U l l l IJ [dn, en]. Without loss of generality we may assume that if (fi and 4 
E Nielson 
have an upper bound then di !_I 4 = dk and U ej = ek for some k. wt.: may write 
f as u,:, [u { di 1 i E $}, u (ei 1 i E lj}] follo revt3us case.) 
Then 
(SW tdi))l 
i=l 
which is clearly a compact element. For the “functor-like” equation we calculate 
AUct, + ct&$ 0 p a P)(f) 
and since Sf[ctJ(jj) is a symmetric lower adjoint we get 
J(h) is a symmetric embedding we have 
Finally, if (P, I, ct) then it follows as in the previous case that Al[ctl + ctJ(f ) 
is the identity. 
Case Ct = RECX . We have LT(P, I, ct) and consider first the case where 
LT( P’, I’, cto) for P’ = \(xN+l} and I’ = I\{X,+,}. From the induction hypothesis 
it easily follows by numerical induction that 
, continuous an pact preserving Function that satisfies 
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IS well-defined it suffices to show that we only take the least 
upper bound of a chain. It is clear from the proof of Propositton 4.1.3 that 
is a limiting cone in (for a s chain). It therefore su ces to prove that 
is a cone of the same chain. As 
is already a (limiting) cone for a suitable chain this reduces to showing that the 
diagram in Fig. 9 commutes for all II. We prove this by numerical induction on it 
and the base case is trivial as (flct&B@“( U) = U and all functions are strict. 
the induction step we calculate 
= (~~el[ctll@j)((slictoD8(idE,, . . . ,idE,))"(l)~l)O(,rcuctoDsf)"(l)) 
=((suct~n~~)"+*(l)3.~)0(~uct~~sS)=+*(l). 
SO 44U) is well-defined and clearly it defines a strict and continuous function. 
To see that d[ctn( $) is compact-preser-ring weshall use that the compact elements 
in the domain actn(Q, . . . , DN) are 
Ic is compact in (~l[ct#@(&. . . , DN))n( u)} 
and similarly for J% Also we shall use that whenever c E Y’[ct#S( 
compact, then 
c = ((r,[sp([ct,ll@(D,, . l l , Q,,)]$.) 0 (r,[Yuct,#@(D,, . . .p DN)]~~))(c) 
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for all but finitety many n. So if c E flcf]l(D,, . . . , &) then from a certain point, 
i.e. for n > N, far some constant N,, 
(rJfl%n@(& * * -, wlm~) 
is compact and then also 
is compact. Since the above chain of values is constant for n 3 N, we get that also 
,U[cr](T)(c) is compact. Concerning the “functor-like” equation, we have already 
seen that it is satisfied by (A[ctJ@- - -j”(. . .)_ That it also holds for A(Ict] is 
analogous to the proof (in Subsection 4.1) that .%[ct!: is a functor. 
We next consider the case where PT(Pu IX,+,}, I\{X,+,), crO), i.e. where 
PT(P, I, ct). The proof proceeds much as above except that we must additionally 
observe that each (JCl[cfJB_?)“(I) is the identity. It then follows that A[ctl(f) 
also is the identity. Finally, we consider the case where 1T( P\{X,+,}, I u (XN+*}, cfO) 
and then we still have LT(P’, I’, cto) for suitable P’ and I’ and the proof proceeds 
much as above. 
Case CE = Xi is straightforward given the assumptions. In particular, IT(P, I, c#) 
implies Xi E P and then R was assumed to be the identity. 
Case ct =ft is straightforward given the assumptions. In particular, P’T(P, 1, ct) 
cannot be true. I3 
Proof of Lemma 6.2.8. The proof is by structural induction on ct. So we shall assume 
that R[ctl((f)(d)z Le and show that dcd’ and A[ctJ(p)(d’) =~[ctl(l?) e where 
d'= A’[ct~(~ g’)(d, e). In the proof we shall write scr for ~[ctJj(&, At, for 
AUczjj(]) and .& for A’[ctl(i g). 
Case ct = Ai. Here d’ = e and, clearly, d E d l and &,(d’) = e follows from 
J&(d)r=e. 
cG_E Ct=Ct,X*** x Ctk. By the induction hypothesis and .&,i (d$i) E e$ i we get 
d$izd’Ji and &,,,(d’S.i) sq e&i and it then follows that d rd’ and &,(d’) sC, e. 
case ct=ctg+- - l + t& If e = l. then d’ = .l and, clearly, &(&) set e as .&, is 
strict and also d Ed’ since A&,(d) = I only if d = 1. Otherwise, there is a unique j
such that e = it+(%) and from &(d)Ee we get that d = I or d is of the form 
d =inj(4). If d = I then, clearly, d cd‘ and as d’ = inj(Al,j(l, ej)), we have that 
Kz~(AE,~(J-, ej)) d eti ej by the in&*- lion hypothesis and hence &,,(d ‘) scr e. So 
assume that d =inj(dj) as well c _ e =inj(ej). Then d’=inj(A$(dj, ej)) and as 
&,(dj)Gei, we have ~EAZ;,~(~, ej) and J&,~(A;,~(~, ej)) serj ej from the induction 
hypothesis. But it then follows that d c d l and &,,(d’) se, e. 
Case ct = ct, 4 ct2. To show that d E d’ we consider an arbitrary d’ and must 
sho:x: that d(d’)cd’(d’). A, d’(d’)=&,(d(d’), e(&,,(d’))), this follows from the 
.&sction hypothesis provided that AJd(d’))E e(&,(d’)). But 
.,@(d’))e t,~&)(-&,(d’))~ &K&U) 
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using the assumptions and the definition of C,#~C‘2 m To show that 
& cr1+cr2 (d ) l S c,1-,c,2 e we must consider e” and show .,,d,,2(d’)(e’) sEB e(e’). As 
e’ G c,, e”, Lemma 6.1.7 gives e( e’) G,,~ e( e”) and we get &,-c12( d ‘)( e’) srt2 e( e”) 
by transitivity. The above result amounts to 
Ll Wc,2WW)) 1 ,,(d’) c e’) +r2 de’) 
and we now consider the two possibilities for LT(P, 1, ct, -9 c@ in turn. If 
PT(P, I, ctJ and LT(P, I, ct*), then by Lemma 6.2.4 the claim reduces to 
u {A[ctJ(d’(d’)) 1 dk e’} seh e(e’) 
and it suEices to show that &2( d ‘( e’)) see e(e’). As d’(e’) = .&lr,(d(e’), e(e))), it 
suffices by the induction hypothesis to show that A=,,( d (e’)) G e( e’) and this is clear 
from &( d ) c e. If LT( P, I, ct,) and IT( f, 1, ct2), the claim reduces by Lemma 6.1.7 
to 
&,(d’)Ce’ + &2(d’(d’))re(e’) 
and it clearly suffices to show &(d’(d’))Ee(A,,,(d’)). As d’(d’) = . 
JC,(d(d’), d&,W)) and sct2 equals C, this follows from the induction hypothesis 
provided that &2( d (d’)) 5 e( .&,( d’)) and we already have seen above that this is 
the case. 
Case ct = REcX~+~.C~,-,. Clearly, I: U x U + U is a weak inverse to I : U + U 
with respect o U x LL By numerical induction, the induction hypothesis on ctO and 
by the fact that LT( P’, I’, cto) or PT( P’, I’, cto) or IT( P’, I’, cto) for suitable P’ and 
I’, we get that 
is a weak inverse of 
=(~‘l[ctoD~(S,s’))“(l:U-, U,kUx U+ UjJl 
with respect o (+~,@J@“( U x U). We shall next write r,“[J”] for r,[Sl[ct,B@~]~zz 
and similarly rr[$]. First we note that (in analogy with the calculations just before 
Lemma 4.1.7) 
~2,PW&WN = (~UctoD@S)“(l)(r2n[SP3(d)) 
and, if di= W’U~toll@(s, g’))“(~ WW~[WO, ~~[W9), that dPW’) = 4,. 
From &(d)ze it follows that r’,[NJ(&(d))cr’,[SJ(e) and so from the above 
numerical induction we have 
ri[sP](d)cdi and (~I[ct*n@s)“(l)(d;r)(~l[cfoD@ )“( U x U)GCJW). 
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From the first fact we also have ri[SP]( rz[sP]( d)) E t!,[sP]( di) and by taking the least 
upper bound we get d Ed’. From the second fact we have 
t’,[.%](&,(d-))(+ 
and hence &( d ‘) s c, e as required. 
Case ct = Xi follows from the assumptions. 
Case ct = ft follows because d l = d and then d c d l and A,( d’) scr e given that 
&(d)c,e and sc, equals E. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.2.10. We proceed by structural induction on et and concentrate 
on showing 
d k[ctl(@*) e e lctl( f )( d) s[ct]l( 2’) e 
as the remaining claims follow by Lemmas 6.2.4, 6.1.10, 6.1.7 and 6.2.8. We shall 
write J& for &ctl(R*), J-l,, for Jl[ct (f ) and cc, for s[ct1(83). 
Case ct = Ai. The claim is true as both sides reduce to d = e. 
Cusect=ct,x- l x ctk follows straightforwardly from the induction hypothesis. 
Case ct=ct,+- + ctk follows straightforwardly from the induction hypothesis. 
Case ct = ct, + ct2. We first assume that d & e and must show that A&(d) scr e. 
Since e sc, e it suffices by 6.1.7 to consider e’ and show &( d)(e’) S+ e( e’), i.e. 
By Lemma 6.2.8 this amounts to 
.,,W ~1, e’l %rz e(e’) 
order and A,,( d ‘) c e’ implies A&,,( d “) G =,, e’ for some d”z d’. By 
suffices to show that 
c&u 5, e’ * &&W’)) sch e(e’). 
But by the induction hypothesis this amounts to d’ kc,, e’ + d (d’) J& e(e’) and 
this follows from the assumption. 
We next assume that J&,(d) sc, e and must show that d &, e. By the induction 
hypothesis we must show that 
.&,(d’) scr, e’ 3 J&,(d(d’)) sE12 e(e)) 
and by Lemma 6.1.7 it suf&es to show that A&( d (d’)) scr2 e(&,(d ‘)). Given that 
&W 5, e it suffices to &+ow that 
and as above we may use Lemma 6.2.8 to reduce this to 
&*ww =ctz LJw&w’)) I &,ld”) 5, &(d’)h 
We now consider the two cases for why LT( P, 1, ct). If PT( P, 1, ctl) and LT( P, I, ct2), 
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which clearly holds. If IT(P, I, ct2) and LT(P, I, ct,) it reduces to 
which also clearly holds. 
Case ct = RECX N+l.~tO. This case is rather similar to the similar case in the proof 
of Theorem 6.1.13. So by numerical induction and the induction hypothesis for cto 
and the fact that LT(P’, I’, cto) for suitable P’ and I’* we get that 
((4I~~oD@f)“(-O, (JUctoD@(X g’))“(& -0J2) 
cooperates with 
((dit[ct()~@8*)“( u x uj, (~l[ct0~8it3)=( u x ujj. 
It then follows that (A[etl(f), J61’[ctB(x g”)) cooperates with (&ct~(H”j, 
qctB(d’)). 
Case ct = Xi follows from the assumptions. 
Case ct =ft is straightforward. Cl 
kpwdix D. Ran-time specificatioa 
hoof of Lemma 7.1.1. We prove by structural induction on the run-time types rt 
that if f: b - E is a tuple of ACLs21R morphisms then &[~J(rj is a morphism 
of ACLs21R from .%[rtl@) to $l[rlJ@) and that it satis5es - 
for all choices of tuples x h’ and g of ACLs21R morphisms. The cases where rt is 
Ai or X, are straightforward. The case where rt is REcXN+l.rto follows from the 
induction hypothesis and the explicit assumptions on ~(REC) in the definition of 
a type adjunction. The remaining cases are similar to one another and we only 
consider the case where rt is rtl x l l l 5 rtk. It follows from the induction hypothesis, 
Fact 4.2.3 and the assumptions on d(x) that d([rtJ($) will be a symmetric lower 
adjoint. To show the equation it suffices to prove the following two equations 
4M(~) 0 4b4lO = 4Ml(~0j), 
$UrtNh) 0 dI[rt~(g’) = dl[rt~(L 2). 
The first follows directly from the induction hypothesis and that 9(x j is a domain 
semifunctor. The second is analogous, once we note that, by d(x) being a natural 
transformation, w3 have 
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f of Lemma 7.1.2. We prove the result by structural induction on rt. The result 
is immediate in the cases where rt is Ai or Xi. In the cases where rt is rt,x- l l x rtk, 
rt& l l + rtk or rtl = rtz it follows by the “component ise” definitions of rt[df Xi] 
and d[rt[d/Xi]l and using the induction hypothesis. In the case where rt 
is REcX~+~ .rto we clearly have (X1, . . &a We note that we also 
have {Xl,..., XN+J 1)- rt” and that dII &(fi, l l l 9 fN, fN+l) equals 
44(X, l . . . .x,,c.L * n - 9 fha ). We then calculate 
= dbtl(fi, l - l $ d[rt’l(fi, - l l , fN), . . . , fN) 
where we have used the induction hypothesis and the assumptions about 
d(B). E/ 
Proof of Lemma 7.1.3. We must check that ID is a type adjunction and it is 
straightforward to verify that ID&) is a symmetric lower adjoint and that ID(x), 
ID(+) and ID(-) are natural transforrmations over ACLs21R. For ID(REc) we 
assume that A is; natural adjunction transformer and must show that ID(REc)( A) 
also is. Clearly, h&A(&) will be a natural transformation from F to G 
Ls%lR and since .%(REc) is a functor from DSF(ACLs2, N + 1) to 
SF(ACIs2, N), it follows that .%( REC)( hz.A(&)) will be a natural transformation 
from S(REC)(F) to ~(REc)(G) over i is a tugle of symmetric 
lower adjoints, it follows by Fact 4.2. (1) will be a morphis 
21R. Since ACLs21R is a category, it follows that ID( REC)( A!( $) is a symmetric 
lower adjoint. To show that ID(REc)(A) is a natural a unction transformer, we 
then show the equations 
ID(REc)(A)(~‘)~~(REc)(F)(S) = ID(REc)(A)($?Of), 
for all choices of tuples g, f and K of symmetric lower adjoints. Ttie first equation 
is straightforward given that 9( REC)( F) is a functor over 2iR and the second 
equation will follow in a similar way once we note that 
(REC)(A)(~‘) = $(i-EC)(G)(S) 0 .%(REc)(& 
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is a restatement of the fact that 9(~~~)(At.A(id2)) is a natural transformation from 
J@&(F) to .%(w)(G). Next we must verify that ID satisfies the three equations 
listed in the definition of a type adjunction. For the first one we have 
~~~REc~(W~, - . . Ji,+19.A(f,, . . . , ML.. -9 f~9,. . . , &+t99(.f9 
= .%(I&(AtA(idL,, . . . , A’(idL,, . . . , idLN), . . . , id,,+,))(& 
O 9(REc)(Fo (P,, . . . ) F’o (P,, . . . , PN), . . . , P&)tj-) 
and using the assumptions on 9(w) in the definition of type interpretation in 
Subsection 4.2 we get 
= .%(Fw)(AL.A(&))(E,, . . . , G’i?, . . . , EN) 
0 4(REC)(F)((idE,, . . . , A’(idE,, . . . , id,), . . . , idEN)) 
o J%%Ec9(~9(fi, * *l 3 F% * - - I fN9 
= S(REC)(AEA(&))(E,, . . . , G’l?, . . . , E,,,) 
0 ~k~~9(F9(h,. . , A’_T, . . . , A,9 
= IDb~~9(A9(hr. -9 A’jt, - . . , &I 
as was to be shown. The remaining two equations are straightforward given the 
assumptions on .%(w) and $(E) and the two characterisations of ID(m)(A). 
It remains to show that ID[rtD(id) = id where id = (ALI, Al.19 and id is a tuple of 
such morphisms of ACLs21R. This may be proved by structural induction on rt and 
the cases where rt is Ai, rtlx* - -xrt,, P?,+- - -+pfk or rf,trl, are straightforward. 
In the case where rt is REcX,~.: , .rto, we haTr,; 
.d[rtlj(id) = ~(REc)(A~..Q?~P~~~(~,-))(~) 0 4(~~~)($l[rt&(id) 
and $(REc)($[P~,,~)(~~) = id because .%(~~~)(9~rt,& is a domain semifunctor and 
.!J(~~~)(AisifZaPl[~fv~(-&)) = Ai.& 
follows because .0(w) is a functor from the category DSF(ACLs2, N+ 19 to the 
category DSF(ACLs2, N). Hence sl[r?l/(id) = id and the result follows. q 
Proof of Lemma 7.1.4. To check that (& Q 93) is a type adjunction we note thal 
(Z&O a)(&) will be a symmetric lower adjoint and that (d 0 B)(x), (d * a)(+) 
and (& 0 33)(z) will be natural transformations. (In the terminology of [4], 
(d 0 Se)()o is the horizontal composition of d(z) and a(~) and similarly for the 
other type constructors.) Concerning (& 0 B)(m) we assume that A is a natural 
adjunction transformer and must show that (& 0 B)(REc)(A) also is. If p is a tuple 
of symmetric lower adjoints then it follows by the assumptions on d and 93 that 
WJ ~~(REc~(AN~~ is a symmetric lower adjoint (because A&(6) is a natural 
adjunction transformer frcm G to G). Next we must show that 
(do ~~(REc)(A)(~~ 0 %sEc~(F~L!-) =W 0 B~(REcHA~(~~ d->,
%&EC)(G)(~) 0 (do BB)bx)(A)(~9 = (do ~9(~~~9(A~(ffvZh 
for all tuples 6, g and p of sqrmmetric lo r adjoints. The first equation is im 
e assumptions about and the second equation will follow in 
way once we note that 
(~~B)(REc)(A: F--G) 
=AjQi-, B. &d(A)(S) 0 
To see that this equation holds we 
(REC)(A)(~) 0 
= d(REC)(A&G(h’,)(g) o$(REC)(ALA(ai))(i) 
where the first and Isat equality 4s use ~(REC) and ~(REC) produce natural 
adjunction transformers and the reknaining equalities are by the explicit assumptions 
the definition of a type adjunction. Finally, we 
F.GS the equations listed in the definitio 
nction and this follows from tile similar assumptions about &( REC) an 
cterisations of (5# 0 
It remains to show the equation displayed in the lemma and we shall do so by 
structural induction on the type rt. The cases where rt is Ai or Xi are straightforward. 
The eases where rt is rt,x- l l xrt,, rt,+- l l +rtk or rtl=rt2 are similar and merely 
exploit the properties of natural transformations. In the case where rt is REcX~+~.H,, 
we calculate (where 1: c + fi and 2: b + E) 
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of the definition of an actual typa 
on transformer irk Subsection 7.1 
define 
= C(+)(nat,,(D,, . . . , ON),. . .,natrq(Dr9.. .) DN))o@, Vi) 
where (e, K’): (k)( 
bY 
@( Y) = (Iv I Wy) E YL . . . 9 {y I h(y) e Yh 
e have identified the new least element added be’ Sfting with the empty set 
so that C(&)(S&&), . . . , %&%N equals V%(W~W~)X- l +W%@&J{@~). 
e case where rt is it, ~0 - l gtk is similar and we shalt omit the details. In TMLs 
re are no run-time function spaces to consider and when tt is Xi we define 
nat,(D,,..., D,,,) to be the identity (AU, AU). Finally, we must consider the case 
where rt is REcX~+~.~~~. We may define nat, by 
nat,(D,, . . . , &I) = u ~“rco~ton@(~9(DI), l l l 9 EG4v~~l 
n 
onat:,(l),,. DN) 
O ePklcsu~d@(Dt, l l l 9 &)lR) 
where 
natf,(D,, . . . , DN) = 1, 
natF#+‘( D,, . . . 9 DN) = CUrt,D(i~~~~~,~, l . . 9 iGatDN,, nG(Dl,. . l y DN)) 
0 nat,J D,, . . . , DN, WUrr,D@~D~, . . . v Dd)“( W. 
It is important to observe that S$ is a locally continuous functor and so by 
Propositions 4.1.2 and 4.1.6 the morphisms P&( rn[. _ 1) will be embeddings of a 
limiting cone. Hence nat, will be well-defined (as in Section 4) and also a natural 
equivalence. El 
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